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Introduction

One of the most striking features of neutron-nucleus interactions is the resonance

structure observed in the reaction cross-sections at low incident neutron energies.

Since the electrically neutral neutron has no Coulomb barrier to overcome, and has

a negligible interaction with the electrons in matter, it can directly penetrate and in-

teract with the atomic nucleus, even at very low kinetic energies, of the order of

millielectron-volts. The cross-sections can show variations of several orders of mag-

nitude on an energy scale of only a few eV. The origin of the resonances is well un-

derstood: they are related to the excitation of nuclear states in the compound nuclear

system formed by the neutron and the target nucleus, at excitation energies lying

above the neutron binding energy of typically several MeV.

The compound nucleus model was introduced by Niels Bohr to explain the ob-

served resonances in neutron-nucleus reactions. The wavelength of low energy neu-

trons is comparable to the size of the nucleus. Typical widths Γ of measured reso-

nances are of the order of millielectron-volts. According to Heisenberg’s uncertainty

principle, the corresponding life time of the compound nucleus is of the order of

τ = ~/Γ ≈ 10−15 s, several orders of magnitude larger than the typical time needed

by a neutron to cross a nucleus without interaction. In this picture, the neutron bind-

ing energy which becomes available to the compound nucleus, is rearranged among

all nucleons, and gives rise to a complex configuration corresponding to a well de-

fined nuclear state with given energy, spin and parity. The compound nucleus may

then decay through the energetically allowed channels. The mode of decay and the

decay probability of the compound nucleus is considered to be independent from

the way the compound nucleus was formed. The decay probability is equal to the

branching ratio Γx/Γ where Γx is the width related to the decay by emission of a par-

ticle x, which at low energy is mainly a γ-ray (radiative capture) or a neutron (elastic

scattering) or a fission fragment (fission). All these reactions show resonances at the

energies corresponding to the excitation of the nuclear levels in the compound nu-

cleus. The shapes of the resonances are different and related to the involved widths.

Isolated resonances have the familiar Breit-Wigner shape.

In the energy interval from thermal neutron energies to a few MeV the neutron

cross-sections have a resonance-type energy dependence and large differences exist

among the neighbouring isotopes. In the resonance region, two energy domains need



to be established:

• the resolved resonance region where the resonances are well separated (the dis-

tance between them is larger than the natural width and the instrumental reso-

lution);

• the unresolved resonance region where the resonances structure still exists, but

it can not be resolved due to the limited instrumental limitation.

The resonance structure, which largely differs from isotope to isotope, can not

be predicted or reproduced by models. Therefore, experiments with high energy

resolution over the whole spectrum are necessary and the required resolution and

accuracy can be only obtained at neutron Time-Of-Flight (TOF) facilities.

In the resolved resonance region, which includes the thermal region, the reaction

cross-sections can be rigorously described in terms of resonance parameters, which

reflect the properties of the excited states like energy, decay widths, spin and parity.

This is done by means of the R-matrix theory, which is outlined in more detail in

Chapter 2. Especially developed R-matrix codes allow to calculate accurate resonance

parameters by using the technique of resonance shape analysis.

The parameterization of resonant cross-sections by the R-matrix formalism needs

relatively few data and permits to establish reliable data base of reactions, which are

essential for many areas of research and applications. The R-matrix description can

be extended to the unresolved resonance region, where average resonance param-

eters can be used to obtain the cross-sections. Therefore, in this energy region the

experimental data are compiled and once evaluated, made available through nuclear

data libraries. At higher energies optical model calculations are used: the interaction

with the nucleus is modelled by a complex potential well. The cross-sections can be

calculated solving the Schrödinger equation. The difficulty lies in the parameteriza-

tion of the potential, which can only be optimised by comparison with experimental

data.

Neutron induced reaction cross-sections are of great importance for reactor physics.

In particular they are vital when evaluating the safety and risks related to the oper-

ation of nuclear power plants and to nuclear waste management. Furthermore the

development of innovative systems like accelerator-driven transmutations system or

new concepts of nuclear power production must rely on complete, accurate and con-

sistent neutron data libraries. Finally, reducing uncertainties in the neutron cross-

section data can result in an enhanced safety and efficiency of present and future nu-

clear power systems. Accurate neutron cross-sections also play a role in several other

fields, including astrophysics and fundamental symmetries. More in detail, to un-

derstand the present chemical abundance of elements in stars, neutron cross-sections

are the basic ingredient, since the formation of elements heavier than Iron is due to
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successive radiative capture followed by β-decay. In this picture, the neutron cross-

sections of particular isotopes can be used to derive the age of the Universe. Some

items will be discussed in Chapter 1. In addition, important information on level

densities, a key ingredient in many nuclear reaction codes, can be obtained directly

from neutron resonance spectroscopy.

Motivation of the present work

Neutron cross-section standards are important for measuring and evaluating all other

reaction cross-sections. Only few cross-section can be defined as absolute, while most

of known cross-sections are measured relative to the so-called standards [1, 2]. The

need to improve and extend the cross-section standard inwide energy ranges is based

on the need of new and accurate precise experimental data, related to Nuclear Astro-

physics and to application to advanced nuclear system (like the sub-critical Accel-

erator Driven System and the Generator IV fast reactors). The new development in

the measurements and analysis techniques as well as in the neutron facilities, can in

principle result in more accurate data on a variety of isotopes. The accuracy of cross-

section measurements is however limited by the uncertainty in the standard cross-

sections used as reference, needed for determinating absolute values. Improvements

in all cross-sections can therefore be obtained only if the standards are improved.

The cross-section standards in the ENDF/B-VI library are the H(n,n), 3He(n,p),
6Li(n,t), 10B(n, α), 10B(n, α1γ),

12C(n,n), 197Au(n, γ) and 235U(n,f) reactions. The Nu-

clear Energy Agency Nuclear Data Committee/International Nuclear Data Commit-

tee (NEANDC/INDC) Nuclear Standards Files includes the 238U cross-section as a

standard, while it does not consider the 3He(n,p) cross-section to be a standard (see

Table 1). These particular reactions have gained the status of standards over the years

and are widely used to normalise the data from neutron cross-section ratio experi-

ments. Each reaction used as standard is associated with a specific energy range over

which it is well known.

For the neutron capture reactions, 197Au(n, γ) is considered a standard of mea-

surement in the energy range between 0.2 MeV to 2.5 MeV, where in fact it is the only

standard. At thermal energy, beside 197Au, 59Co and 55Mn are also considered well

known.

The aim of this work is to propose an extension of the energy region of the Au(n,

γ) standard also in the Resolved Resonance Region (RRR). The new data reported

here are based on extensive and very accurate measurements of partial and total re-

action cross-section performed at different facilities and with different detectors and

detection techniques.

Chapter 3 presents an overview of both neutron time-of-flight facilities n_TOF (at

CERN) and GELINA (at the EC-JRC-IRMM multidisciplinary laboratory of the Eu-

3



Table 1: Cross-sections considered as a standards in the ENDF/B-VII evaluation [3] and/or
in the NEANDC/INDC [4]. A series of complementary cross-sections have been
involved in the standard evaluation, but they cannot be considered as a standard
(for example: 6Li(n,n), 10B(n, α0),

10B(n,n) and 238U(n, γ)).

Nuclear ENDF/B-VI IAEA Energy range
reaction standard standard of standard

H(n,n) Yes Yes 1 keV to 20 MeV
3He(n,p) Yes No Thermal to 50 keV
6Li(n,t) Yes Yes Thermal to 1 MeV

10B(n, α) Yes Yes Thermal to 250 keV
10B(n, α1γ) Yes Yes Thermal to 250 keV

12C(n,n) Yes Yes Below 1.8 MeV
197Au(n, γ) Yes Yes Thermal and 0.2 to 2.5 MeV

235U(n,f) Yes Yes Thermal and 0.15 to 20 MeV
238U(n,f) No Yes Thermal to 20 MeV

ropean Commission). In these TOF facilities, neutrons are produced by the impact

of a narrow pulse of high-energy particles on a neutron-producing target. The im-

pinging particles at n_TOF are protons, which generate neutrons via the spallation

reaction, while at GELINA neutrons are produced via electron bremsstrahlung and

consecutive photonuclear reactions.

The description of the detectors and experimental techniques used in the mea-

surements are reported in Chapter 4. Capture detectors are based on the detection of

the γ-ray cascade following the neutron capture reaction. At GELINA an array of two

or four liquid scintillator C6D6 detectors has been used for the capture cross-section

measurement, while at n_TOF the reaction was studied with the new and more com-

plex 4π "Total Absorption Calorimeter“ (TAC). Such a device was used in the n_TOF

measurement for the first time, so that an accurate study of its response and perfor-

mances had to be performed. A part of the thesis work was devoted specifically on

this point, discussed in detail in Chapter 5.

The procedure adopted at GELINA for data reduction from raw data to capture

yield or transmission factor has been already described and explained in several pub-

lications, and it has become a standard procedure. Therefore in Chapter 6, we only

report the main results: the resonance parameters resulting from the R-Matrix calcu-

lations from thermal energy up to 200 eV, thus including the first 4,9 eV resonance.
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Chapter 1

Nuclear data for science and

technology

Data on neutron induced reactions are of great importance for reactor physics and play also

an important role in several other fields, including Astrophysics, fundamental physics and

symmetries. Some of these motivations are discussed in the following sections. Many of the

existing experimental data have been compiled and, once evaluated, made available through

nuclear data libraries. Nevertheless new developments in the field of emerging nuclear tech-

nologies require more accurate data and new measurements for a large number of isotopes.

Precise data are also required to refine models in Nuclear Astrophysics, as well as to improve

the knowledge in fundamental Nuclear Physics and related theories.

1.1 Stellar nucleosynthesis

The origin of the chemical elements in the stars has always been a very interesting

topic, especially since its comprehension helps to gain insight on the evolution of the

Universe. Hydrogen and Helium, and small amounts of Lithium, were formed in the

time period between about 100 seconds and 30 minutes after the Big Bang [5]. This

period of primordial nucleosynthesis was followed by galactic condensation and the

formation of stars. All elements heavier than Lithium have been formed in stars.

Up to Iron, the dominant process is fusion and charged particle reactions. Elements

heavier than Fe are instead mostly produced by neutron capture processes. The iso-

topic abundances in the solar system reflect the average composition of the galaxy as

it was 4.5×109 years ago, the period of its formation. Spectral information of stellar

environments and isotopic analysis of presolar dust grains are some of the most im-

portant observations that can be used to study isotopic abundances and models of

stellar evolution.



1.1.1 Stellar evolution

The classification of stars is made bymeans of the Hertzsprung-Russel (HR) diagram,

where the luminosity or brightness of a star is plotted against its surface temperature.

The surface of a star emits nearly black body radiation with a spectral distribution

showing a dominant component on the blue spectral side for hotter stars and on

the red side for cooler stars. The HR diagram reveals interesting patterns, as can be

seen in Figure 1.1. The positions of the stars are not randomly distributed and more

than 90% of the stars are on the so-called main sequence, a large band going from

the hot and bright heaviest stars to cooler and less luminous lighter ones. Note that

the temperature on the x-axis is decreasing, since it was historically represented by

increasing wavelength. In the main sequence the luminosity of a star is related to

the mass of the star. Above the main sequence the red giants and supergiants can

be identified. These stars are very luminous, but have a relatively low surface tem-

perature. On the lower side of the main sequence are the white dwarfs, relatively

small stars with a high surface temperature. The diagram does not represent a static

situation. During its evolution a star follows a path trough the Hertzsprung-Russel

diagram, starting somewhere on the main sequence, where it spends about 90% of

its life. In a simple picture, a star in its early stage consists of a mixture of Hydrogen

and Helium. The temperature increases due to the gravitational contraction and the

Coulomb barrier for protons can be overcome to start fusion reactions, which build

up 4He. The radiation pressure counter-balances the gravitational force and the star

is in equilibrium. Our Sun is at this stage together with the majority of the stars in the

main sequence. When all Hydrogen has been burned the gravitational collapse starts

again, increasing the temperature until it reaches a value higher than the Coulomb

barrier between 4He nuclei. The outer envelope of the star increases while the surface

temperature decreases. In this phase the star has become a red giant. At this stage

Carbon is formed through the 3 4He→12C reaction, possible because of the presence

of a 12C resonance at an excited state of 7.65 MeV. Subsequent (α, γ) reactions pro-

duce heavier nuclei, with a decreasing abundance for heavier isotopes because of the

increasing Coulomb barrier. The less massive stars with masses up to a few Solar

masses, will end up as a hot carbon core which eventually cools down to become a

white dwarf. For more massive stars, when the 4He fuel has been mostly consumed,

the carbon core collapses due to the the gravitational force. The temperature of the

star increases again, so allowing fusion reactions of heavier nuclei. This chain of nu-

cleosynthesis by charged particle reactions, in combinations with photodissociation

reactions, ends up at the A=56 nuclei with a large abundance of 56Fe. For heavier

nuclei, charged particle fusion reactions are energetically not allowed anymore. The

Iron core may in turn collapse until it reaches a nuclear density so high that other

infalling matter bounces off the core producing a supernova explosion.

The HR diagram is a picture of the situation at a given fixed instant. During their

6



evolution, stars spend most of their life in the main sequence burning Hydrogen.

At the end of their lives, when the Hydrogen has been exhausted, they leave the

main sequence for the final phase of their evolution. The lifetime of a star strongly

depends on its mass. A small cool red star with a temperature of about 3000 K can

have a lifetime as long as 1014 years, while a heavy supermassive star of 2×104 Kmay

live for only 106 years. Our Sun with a surface temperature of 6000 K has a lifetime

of about 8 × 109.

Figure 1.1: Schematic view of the Hertzsprung-Russel diagram. Picture from [6].

1.1.2 The s-process

Stellar Nucleosynthesis has first been extensively reviewed in the reference work [7]

and more recently in Ref. [9, 10]. The isotopes up to 56Fe can be synthetized by fusion

reactions during the different stages of evolution of a star. It is nowadays well estab-

lished that neutron capture processes in red giant stars and supernovae are respon-

sible for the formation of nearly all isotopes with mass higher than Fe (A>60) [7, 11].

This was first recognized by the discovery of Technetium in giant stars [12]. The el-

ement Tc has no stable isotopes and the lifetimes are short compared to the stellar

evolution times, proving that the element had been formed in the star. The neutron

capture mechanisms are divided into the s-process and r-process, where "s“ stands

for slow and "r” for rapid, referring to the time scale on which the neutron capture

takes place. The neutrons needed for the capture process are produced mainly from

the 22Ne(α,n)25Mg and 13C(α,n)16O reactions. The s- and r-process are important in

7



the production of stable and neutron rich isotopes. A competing mechanism is the

p-process, which includes photodisintegration reactions like (γ, n), (γ, p) and (γ, α).

These reaction influence the abundance from the proton rich side of the chart of the

nuclei. If the nucleus formed after neutron capture is unstable against beta decay,

it may decay before it captures a second neutron. This is typically what happens in

the s-process, the principal process in the red giant stars, where thousands of years

may pass between two successive neutron captures. In this way, many of the isotopes

from 56Fe to 209Bi are formed. Nuclei heavier than Bismuth are unstable and can not

be formed by neutron capture of the s-type. The s-process path follows closely the

valley of stability in the chart of the nuclei and ends at 209Bi. A thorough knowledge

of the s-process, for which extensive experimental data are available, helps in putting

constrains on the r-process.

In the r-process the neutron capture process is much faster and occurs on a much

shorter time scale. The time between consecutive neutron captures is of the order of

the second. The extremely high neutron fluxes, needed in the r-process are available

only in astrophysical site of explosive nature, like in a supernovae. The competition

between neutron capture and beta decay follows much longer sequences of succes-

sive neutron captures, until the beta decay half life is too short and the path proceeds

through beta decays towards stability. Since the path of the r-process can go very far

towards the neutron drip line before beta decay occurs, nuclei heavier than 209Bi can

be formed in this way. The actinides, which can not be formed by the s-process, have

been formed mainly by the r-process.

At a given point in the neutron capture chain the probability of beta decay and

neutron capture may be comparable. This constitutes a branching point in the nu-

cleosynthesis path. Neutron capture cross-sections are a key ingredient in the de-

velopment of stellar models that can be used for understanding nuclear abundances

in stellar environments. At the branching points, uncertainties in the cross-sections

can propagate into large differences in the production of higher mass nuclei within a

given model.

For the classical s-process one has to assume that there exists a steady neutron

flux, low enough so that β-decay is faster than neutron capture. A pre-existing seed

distribution has to be exposed to this neutron irradiation. The change in time of

the abundance NA of an element with atomic mass A and charge number Z can be

written as:

dNA,Z

dt
=

∑

creation terms−
∑

destruction terms =

= λn
A−1,ZNA−1,Z + λβ

A,Z−1NA,Z−1 +

−λn
A,ZNA,Z − λβ

A,ZNA,Z (1.1)

where λn and λβ are the neutron capture and β-decay rate, respectively. λn is defined

8



as:

λn
A =

1

τn
= n〈σv〉A, (1.2)

being n the neutron density, σ the capture cross-section and v the relative velocity.

The β-decay rate λβ = 1
τβ

must be considered only if the isotope is unstable. When

an unstable isotope A
NXZ is formed by neutron capture of the previously formed sta-

ble isotope A−1
N−1WZ , it will decay (via β decay) to the next isotope A

N−1YZ+1. Thus,

the abundance of AY is completely determined by the neutron capture rate of A−1W.

Therefore, Eq. 1.1 can be rewritten as:

dNA

dt
= λn

A−1NA−1 − λn
ANA − λβ

ANA =

= λn
A−1NA−1 − NA(λn

A + λβ
A) (1.3)

Eq. 1.3 leads to a set of coupled differential equations which can not be solved for the

most general cases. Therefore, some simplifications are generally adopted. Assuming

costant temperature and neutron density, it follows that [7]:

〈σv〉A = σAvT (1.4)

with σA the Maxwellian-averaged neutron capture cross-section (MACS, discussed in

the next section) for an isotope with atomic mass A and vT the mean thermal neutron

velocity. When either λn ≪ λβ or λn ≫ λβ, Eq. 1.1 can be simplified. Denoting with τ

the neutron exposure1, the following equation can be written:

dNA

dτ
= σA−1NA−1 − σANA (1.5)

The processes described by this set of coupled differential equations have the ten-

dency to be self-regulating. This means that after sufficiently long irradiation an equi-

librium between the destructing and formation terms establishes, leading to dNA

dτ
=

0. Therefore for a s-only2 nucleus the product of the average capture cross-section

〈σγ〉kT,A and the abundance of isotope Ns,A is constant:

〈σγ〉kT,ANs,A = constant. (1.6)

Indeed observations confirm that this is roughly the case, except for nuclei with neu-

1It rapresents the time integrated neutron flux:

τ =

∫ t

0

φ(t′)dt′ = vT

∫ t

0

n(t′)dt′

where φ(t) is the neutron flux, defined as vT n(t).
2A nucleus that can be formed only by the s-process.
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tron magic numbers (N=28,50,82,126) around A=88,140 and 208, which have very

low capture cross-sections. These nuclei are bottlenecks in the s-process paths, and

show up as peaks in the abundance distribution.

The s-only nuclei are shielded from the r-process by stable isobars of nuclei with

lower Z and for which contributions from the proton rich side of the valley of stability

are commonly neglected. In the same way r-only3 nuclei have no contribution from

the s-process. In Figure 1.2 the neutron capture path of the s-process and r-process are

Figure 1.2: Neutron capture path of the s-process and r-process shown on the chart of the nu-
clides. Hatched zone indicates the r-process nucleosynthetic pathway for a plau-
sible neutron flux. Neutron ’magic numbers’ are indicated by vertical lines, and
mass numbers of nuclide abundance peaks are marked. Picture from [8].

shown. Some stable nuclides are not reached by the s-process path and are endpoints

of r-process and beta-decay cascades.

1.1.3 The Maxwellian-averaged neutron capture

cross-section

In the refinement of stellar models, the neutron data input is needed in the form of

cross-sections averaged over the kinetic energy distribution of the stellar neutrons.

Average neutron capture cross-sections can be calculated from the energy dependent

ones. In stellar environments, the relative velocities v between the neutrons and the

target isotopes follow a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at a temperature T. The re-

action rate, λn
A describing the formation of a nuclide is n〈σγv〉 (Eq. 1.2), which in

3A nucleus that can be formed only by the r-process.
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certain assumption can be written as n〈σγ〉kTvT . The reaction rates are therefore pro-

portional to the Maxwellian-averaged neutron capture cross-section, given by:

σA = 〈σγ〉kT =
〈σγv〉
〈v〉 =

2√
π(kT )2

∫ ∞

0

σγ(E)Ee−
E
kT dE. (1.7)

Here σγ is the neutron capture cross-section at the total kinetic energy in the centre of

mass system. Relevant temperatures for current models range from kT=5 keV to 100

Figure 1.3: The Maxwellian averaged capture cross-section for 99Tc as a function of the stel-
lar temperature. The contributions from both the resolved and the unresolved
resonance region are also given. Picture from [13].

keV. In fig 1.3 the MACS is shown for the radioactive nuclide 99Tc as a function of the

temperature. The contribution of the resolved resonances in the cross-section below

5 keV is also given. Its importance is far from being negligible at low stellar temper-

atures. A more sophisticated modelization requires, as a consequence, an accurate

knowledge of the neutron cross-sections to test stellar evolution models against ob-

servational data.

Neutron cross-section are known for many isotopes but the quality of existing

data is not always sufficient, in particular for isotopes with small cross-sections or

for radioactive isotopes. Innovative neutron facilities characterized by high instanta-

neous neutron flux and very low background are the only installation where accurate

measurement of neutron capture cross-section for these isotopes can be performed.

The n_TOF facility is one of such installations.
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1.1.4 Cosmos-chronometer

The age of the universe can be obtained by summing over the duration of the follow-

ing four stages:

1. Big bang nucleosynthesis with the production of the lightest elements such as
1H, 2H, 3He,4He, and 7Li (time interval ∼= 106 y).

2. Galaxy formation (time interval ∼= 1 ∼ 2 Gyr).

3. Stellar nucleosynthesis with fusion reactions involving charged particles (4He

∼ A . 60), neutron capture nucleosynthesis by the s- and r- process comple-

mented by the p processes (A ≥ 60). Time interval (∆) to be determined by

means of Nuclear cosmo-chronology).

4. Formation of the Solar System (time interval = 4.55 Gyr).

One way of determining the duration of nucleosynthesis prior to the Solar system

is to study the decay of long-lived nuclei (they are shown in Table 1.1).

Nucleosynthesis

∆=? 6
Solar
system

4.55 Gyr 6
PresentGalaxy

6

y

Big bang

Figure 1.4: Time line of nuclear cosmo-chronology

The 232Th/238U, 235U/238U and 244Pu/238U ratios refer to the abundances at the

beginning of the Solar system and can be extrapolated back in time by means of their

known half lives. The determination of the age of the Universe is therefore reduced

to the problem of estimating their production in time through a chemical evolution

model.

Table 1.1: Long-lived nuclear chronometers

Nucleus Daughter Decay mode Half-life (yr) Nucleosynthesis

232Th 208Pb Decay chain 1.4×1010 r - process
238U 206Pb Decay chain 4.5×109 r - process
235U 207Pb Decay chain 7.0×108 r - process
187Re 187Os β− 4.5×1010 r - process

The nucleosynthesis of Os and Re represents an important alternative with respect

to the actinides chronometers. While 186Os and 187Os are synthetized only by the
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s process, an important fraction of the observed abundance of 187Os is due to the

extremely slow β-decay of 187Re (t1/2 = 41.2 Gyr). Clayton [14, 15] proposed to use

this decay to determine the time-duration of the Galactic nucleosynthesis, and hence,

the age of the Universe. That is the so-called Re/Os clock.

For the analysis of the Re/Os clock, the essential nuclear data are the neutron

capture cross-sections of 186,187Os. With the aim of improving the nuclear data re-

quirements for the Re/Os clock, accurate measurements of those cross-section were

recently performed at n_TOF[16, 17].

Preliminary results based on the n_TOF measurements set the age of the uni-

verse at 15.3±3 Gyr, while other nuclear chronometer such as the Th/U clock pro-

vide 13.4±3 Gyr. From astronomical and cosmological observations the age of the

universe correspond to 13.7±0.2 Gyr and 14±1 Gyr respectively.

1.2 Nuclear data for nuclear energy

Another field that heavily relies on neutron cross-section data is the field of nuclear

technology, in particular for energy production. Within the next 50 years, the world’s

energy need is expected to double. In order to face this demand, a long term energy

supply strategy is indispensable. At present about 80% of the energy production

comes from fossil resources, i. e. coal, oil and gas [18, 19]. The known and exploitable

reserves are thought to be exhausted in about 100 years for oil and gas, and in about

250 years for coal. The apparent abundance of fossil fuel has for long time inhib-

ited a strong effort for the search of alternative energy sources. Only recently, global

warming associated to the emission of green-house gasses like CO2, produced by

the combustion of fossil fuel, is becoming a widely spread concern. Other energy

sources, like solar or wind, are in full technological development but can only satisfy

a small fraction of the total energy needs. Nuclear fusion is still in a research phase

and its commercial exploitation is far beyond the near future.

On the contrary, energy from nuclear fission is a well mastered technique today.

For example, in France, about 75% of the electricity production comes from nuclear

energy. The nuclear electricity production is about 30% in the European Union and

7% worldwide. In addition to non-proliferation concerns, a satisfactory solution of

the nuclear waste problem is a necessary condition for the public acceptance of nu-

clear energy in the years to come. Several research lines address this issue. Safe

solutions for geological disposal are studied. Also considered, possibly as a comple-

mentary solution, is the option of transmutation of nuclear waste. This consists in

transforming the radioactive isotopes into stable or less radiotoxic ones via neutron

capture and neutron fission reactions. Other options are the reduction of the long-

term radiotoxic inventory of nuclear waste by using different fuel cycles in existing

or conceptually new reactors [20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. A fuel cycle based on thorium, pro-
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ducing much less radiotoxic actinides is a promising alternative.

In parallel, research is concentrated on the development of a future generation

of nuclear power reactors, also known as Generation IV [25], to be operational by

2030. A number of concepts have been retained for investigation, research and de-

velopment, namely the Very High Temperature Reactor (VHTR), the Gas Cooled Fast

Reactor (GFR), the Lead-Cooled Fast Reactor (LFR), the Sodium Cooled Fast Reactor

(SFR), the Supercritical Water Cooled Reactor (SCWR), and the Molten Salt Cooled

Reactor (MSR). In all cases, an efficient use of the fuel is being pursued, which has

the consequence of a smaller production of nuclear waste. Furthermore, the use of

the fast reactors would ensure that a large fraction of the transuranic elements are

burned, thus minimizing the high level nuclear waste to be disposed in geological

repositories.

1.2.1 Nuclear waste transmutation

Conventional nuclear power reactor are based on the fission process of 235U and
239Pu. While 235U is fissile, the fertile uranium isotope 238U produces the fissile 239Pu

isotope as a consequence of the neutron capture reaction followed by beta-decay dur-

ing the operation of the reactor:

238U + n → U239 β− 23 min−→ 239Np
β− 2.4 d−→ 239Pu. (1.8)

The abundance of 235U in natural Uranium is about 0.7%. In order to be used in a

thermal reactor an enrichment of the fuel to about 3% is typically used, leaving a re-

maining 97% of 238U. A large range of radiotoxic isotopes, with a wide variety of half

lives and yields, is generated as a consequence of fission or successive neutron cap-

tures. A plot of the half life versus the individual fission yield, reported in Figure 1.5,

shows clearly the long living fission products. On a relatively short time scale, most

radiotoxicity is due to those fission products, with relatively few long lived fission

products remaining after a few hundreds years.

Transmutation can change the nuclear properties drastically. This is illustrated

by the fission product 99Tc which has a half life of 2×105 years. After capture of a

neutron, the formed nucleus 100Tc decays with a half life of 15.8 s to the stable isotope
100Ru. Considering its ability to migrate in storage glasses, 99Tc is a particularly suited

candidate for transmutation. For these reasons the neutron induced cross-sections of

long lived fission products such as 99Tc and 93Zr have been recently investigate [27,

28, 29, 30].

The large amount of 238U in the fuel is the basis of the production of the highly

radiotoxic actinides by successive neutron captures and beta decays, leading to the

formation of isotopes of Pu, Am and Cm. In Table 1.2 the composition of the long-

lived nuclear waste produced per year in France is given.
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Figure 1.5: The half-life and yield of fission products produced with thermal neutrons on
235U and 239Pu. Data from [26]

Table 1.2: Inventory of the yearly production in France (about 1/2 of all European produc-
tion) of the most important long living fission products and minor actinides, con-
sidered as a nuclear waste. Data from [31]

isotope production half life
(kg/year) (year)

79Se 5 1.1× 106

93Zr 800 1.5× 106

99Tc 900 2.1× 105

107Pd 200 6.5× 106

126Sn 20 1.0× 105

129I 200 1.6× 107

135Cs 400 2.3× 106

237Np 500 2.1× 106

241Am 250 432
243Am 100 7370
244Cm 25 18.1
245Cm 1.5 8500
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The transmutation process can take place in a high neutron flux environment.

For fission fragments the transmutation proceeds through capture reactions, so that

the neutron flux present in thermal reactors can be used. For actinides (in particular

Np, Am, Cm) the most effective process is fission, whose cross-section however may

present a threshold around 1 MeV. For this reason fast reactor are needed.

Alternatively, Accelerator Driven Systems (ADS) can be used. An ADS consist of

a high energy proton accelerator, a spallation target and a subcritical core [32, 33] and

has an increased passive safety as compared to conventional critical reactors. Differ-

ent types of subcritical system have been proposed. In many design studies a liquid

core of lead and bismuth is considered, acting as a spallation neutron source. The use

of ADS systems has been proposed in configurations useful for waste transmutation

but also for energy production, for example in combination with thorium-based fuel.

A large worldwide research programme on nuclear data in the second half of

the 20th century has permitted the construction of vast databases of continuously

growing quality. However, they are not adequate for a precise assessment of the

transmutation rates4 in given neutron fluxes with given energy spectra as well as for

criticality and safety calculations, accurate values of the relevant cross-sections are

still needed. Since today’s nuclear power reactors are all based on the uranium cycle,

important lacks exist in nuclear data for these new applications.

1.2.2 The Thorium cycle

Another approach to reduce the amount of nuclear waste, notably the higher ac-

tinides, is to use an alternative fuel cycle based on 232Th. Detailed concepts can be

found in References [32, 33]. The isotope 232Th is not fissile but after neutron capture

followed by beta decay, the fissile isotope 233U is produced. In the Th/U cycle the

fissile isotope 233U results from the following chain:

232Th + n → 233Th
β− 23 min−→ 233Pa

β− 27 d−→ 233U. (1.9)

An interesting advantage from the point of view of production of radioactive waste

in using the 232Th/233U-based fuel cycle as compared to the Uranium cycle is related

to the low production of higher mass actinides. The lower atomic number of Tho-

rium (Z = 90 instead of Z = 92 for Uranium) reduces significantly the build-up of

heavy transuranium isotopes, in particular Plutonium Americium and Curium. This

is also clearly demonstrated by detailed simulations on the isotopic composition of a

Thorium-based ADS system [34]. In Figure 1.6 a schematic view of the isotope pro-

duction in the thorium cycle is shown. The natural abundance of thorium is three to

five times larger than that of uranium, thus extending potentially the existing fuel re-

4Considering the loading of the reactor cores with quantities of isotopes to be transmuted.
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sources. Furthermore, the number of neutrons produced for each absorbed thermal

neutron in a reactor environment is larger for 233U than for 235U or 239Pu, opening

the possibility, although technically still quite complicated, for a “thermal breeder”.

Several experimental projects using Thorium have already been worked out in the

Figure 1.6: The actinides production chain for the Thorium fuel cycle.

past on critical assemblies (Molten Salt Reactor, CANDU-Th, High-Temperature Gas

Reactor). Due to technical problems encountered on the Th/U fuel cycle, and fol-

lowing the rapid industrialised production of Uranium-based reactors, research and

development has naturally focused on the Uranium based cycle, nowadays the stan-

dard for all operating power plants. For this reason, an important R&D5 is at present

still missing for Thorium. This is however changing recently, since the use of Tho-

rium in the nuclear fuel cycle for either critical or subcritical systems has become a

topic of interest.

Many developments and studies are being devoted to subcritical reactors driven

by an accelerator. Such an ADS has clear advantages on the criticality and safety

aspects of nuclear energy production as compared to critical assemblies and opens

new perspectives for nuclear waste management [32, 33]. This type of reactors can be

used to incinerate radioactive waste (primarily long-lived minor actinides), to burn

the massive stocks of Plutonium, or to produce energy in an efficient and safe way.

An innovative concept using an ADS with 232Th/233U is the Energy Amplifier [35].

The present state of the knowledge of the cross-sections related to the thorium-cycle is

below the level of data for the Uranium cycle. The conceptual design and realization

5Research and Development.
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of nuclear reactors based on the use of Thorium, either in a critical or subcritical

system, require therefore an improvement in the knowledge of the reaction cross-

sections for a variety of isotopes involved in the thorium cycle. As indicated in “The

NEA high priority nuclear data request list” [36], the capture cross-section of 232Th

with uncertainties smaller than 5% is needed in the region between 1 eV and 500 keV.

An even greater precision with uncertainties of 1-2% is requested for 232Th, and of

5-10% for 231Pa, 234U and 236U, in a dedicated study on nuclear data needs for the

Thorium fuel cycle [37, 38].

The new applications have triggered a renewed interest in neutron-nucleus reac-

tions in particular for isotopes essential for the development and optimised design of

the above mentioned concepts. Indeed many of the relevant isotopes have received

little attention in the past and at present the existing experimental data are still insuf-

ficient, incomplete or sometimes even lacking. For this reason, in the past few years,

a large effort has been devoted by several groups to measure, as an example, the neu-

tron induced cross-sections on the important isotope 232Th [39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45,

46] or the fission cross-section of 233U [47, 48].

1.3 Importance of the 197Au(n, γ)198Au

Once the importance of neutron-induced reaction measurements is assessed, the ex-

perimental physicists have to measure in accurate way the cross-sections of several

reactions. The radiative capture cross-section on Au is typically used at the neu-

tron facilities to normalise capture measurements. Therefore this reaction constitutes

a reference for the measurement of (n, γ) reaction, since it is needed to extract ab-

solute values. Moreover the Gold capture cross-section is of great importance for

applications, in particular for the determination of neutron flux in the field of reactor

physics. As a consequence new and more accurate data on its capture cross-section

can improve the accuracy of other measurements and enhance the reliability of other

techniques, such as the Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA) and the Integral Analysis

(IA) [49, 50].

1.4 Neutron data libraries

Historically, the interaction of neutrons with nuclei has been of primary interest for

conventional nuclear reactor physics. The industrial needs concerning safety and

criticality as well as modelization and development of new reactors, have lead, in the

past, to the development of standardized formats of nuclear data for storage and re-

trieval of compiled [51, 52] and evaluated nuclear data. Typically, experimental data

do not singularly cover the whole energy range needed for application, and in many
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cases different data taken in the same energy range show discrepancies (often outside

the systematic errors). Evaluated data are therefore necessary to extract a unique set,

compatible with the measurements, and covering the whole energy region (usually

from thermal to 20 MeV). To this end, evaluators combine experimentally measured

cross-section data with predictions of nuclear model calculations also in order to ex-

trapolate where no data are present. The evaluated data set is adopted in the library

after extensive benchmarking and reviewing. The evaluated libraries, like JEFF (Eu-

rope) [53], JENDL (Japan) [54], ENDF/B (United States) [55], BROND (Russia) [56] or

CENDL (China) [57], contain several sublibraries, each one corresponding to a par-

ticular type of data, such as incident charged particle data, photo-nuclear data and

several other reaction types. In all libraries data are contained for a variety of mate-

Figure 1.7: Part of the neutron data on 197Au from JEFF-3.0. Picture from [13].

rials, each identified by a material number. The most natural materials are nuclides,

for which the nuclear reaction parameters correspond to physical properties. Natural

elements or even compounds are also allowed. With time and more accurate nuclear

data the tendency in modern evaluated libraries is to remove as much as possible

compounds and natural elements and include only isotopes and metastable states.

Each material in an incident-neutron sublibrary has several “files”, flagged by a file

number known as MF, containing for example general information (MF=1 or file 1),

resonance parameter data (file 2), point-wise cross-section in the form of interpola-

tion tables (file 3), angular and energy distributions, multiplicities, radioactivity and

fission-product yield data, covariance information and other data, resulting in about

40 files. Not all files are necessarily present in an evaluated data file. The files contain

indicators, the so-called MT numbers, giving further specification. For example for

point-wise cross-sections (MF=3), MT=1 represents the total cross-section, MT=2 the

elastic scattering cross-section, MT=18 the total fission cross-section and MT=102 the
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radiative capture cross-section. The data are represented according to strict format-

ting rules, the ENDF format, documented in [58]. This format, originally only used

in the ENDF library, has been adopted for all other libraries as well. As an example,

Figure 1.7 shows a small fraction of the data corresponding to resonance parame-

ters (file 2) for the 197Au isotope. Evaluated data libraries contain basic data. Codes

like NJOY [59] or PREPRO [60] can be used to retrieve such data and further process

them, for example by calculating the Doppler broadened or group averaged cross-

section and expressing them in a format useable by transport codes. New data needs

or newly available experimental data may lead to new evaluations. An updated li-

brary can be released only when the full library has passed extensive testing, giving

coherent results in benchmarks on a variety of applications like reactor criticality cal-

culations.

1.5 Status of 197Au data libraries

Accurate measurements of the (n, γ) cross-section of 197Auhave been performed up to

date in and above the Unresolved Resonance Region6 (URR) and at the thermal point

by using activations and prompt γ-ray detection techniques. The Au(n, γ) reaction

is considered as a standard above 0.2 MeV, although it could be extended to lower

energy as asserted in Ref. [61, 62]. In spite of its importance, only few measurements

in the Resolved Resonance Region (RRR) are present in the literature (see [51] for a

list). In Figure 1.9 and 1.10 these measurements are listed. It is shown, for example,

that no transmission data are present above 2.5 keV, and resonance parameters rely

only on capture measurements [63]. In particular, above 2634 eV scattering widths

were obtained from the capture kernels by assuming an average radiative width of

124 meV and resonance spins of either 2 or 1.

Concerning the spin assignment at energies below 2634 eV few data are reported

in literature: Alves et al. [64] determined the spin of resonances below 2.1 keV, Alix

et al. [65] below 1 keV, Asghar et al. [66] below 500 eV, while Desjardins et al. [67]

revisited the spin of few resonances up to 1 keV (see Table 1.3).

Moreover it has to be noted that there is no measurement that covers the full re-

solved resonance region. Another important aspect is that the measurements are old

(before 1980) and each of them covers only a small energy region. The only excep-

tion is a work of Block et al. [68] in which the parameters of few resonances up to

78 eV have been extracted from an old transmission measurement. Evaluations are

available only in the ENDF/B-VI (2001) and ENDF/B-VII (2007) libraries, showing

5% discrepancies in the area of the resonances. In addition, a number of resonances

are considered to be "doubtful" and, therefore, only partly included in the ENDF/B-

VI and ENDF/B-VII evaluations. These cases are summarized in Table 1.4 and an

6In this case, incoming neutron energy greater then about 5 keV.
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Table 1.3: Spin assignment from literature, up to 500 eV. Resonance energy from ENDF/B-VII
(the same as in Alix et al. [65]). Flags: blank = no assignment; X = resonance not
included; * = Spin assignment uncertain.

Resonance Spin from:
energy (eV) Alix Alves Asghar Desjardins ENDF/B-VII
ENDF/B-VII [65] [64] [66] [67] [55]

4.89 2 2
46.45 1
57.92 1 1
60.10 2 2 2 2* 2
78.27 2 1 1 1
107.0 2 2 2 2
122.1 2
144.4 1 1
151.4 2 2 2 2 2
162.9 1 1 1 1
164.9 2 2 2
190.3 2 X 1* 1
240.6 2 2 2 2 2
255.7 X X 1a

262.4 2 1 1 1 1
273.8 2
293.4 2 2 2 2
329.3 2 2 X 2
330.8 1 1 X 1
355.3 2 2 2 2
370.7 2 2 2 2
375.1 1
381.5 2 2 2 2
400.0 2 2
401.3 1 X Xb 1
4.398 1 1 1 1 1
450.5 2 2 1* 2
476.9 2 2 2* 2
489.2 1 1 X 1
493.3 2 2 X 2

aIt is present only in ENDF/B-VI.
bProbably doublet.
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Figure 1.8: Existing evaluations, in ENDF/B-VI and in ENDF/B-VII, for the 197Au(n, γ) cross-
section. Discrepancies are present and some resonance are not considered.

Figure 1.9: Experimental (n, γ) data considered in Ref. [51] for 197Au resonance parameter
compilation.
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Figure 1.10: Experimental total reaction cross-section measurements considered in Ref. [51]
for 197Au resonance parameter compilation.

example of discrepancies is given, in Figure 1.8. The European neutron library JEFF

adopts the ENDF/B-VI parameters, while data on this element are missing in JENDL

and BROND.

Table 1.4: "Doubtful" resonances which were only partly considered in evaluated data files.

ER (eV) 209.3 255.7 401.3 561.4 955.2 1022. 1233

ENDF/B-VI yes yes yes

ENDF/B-VII yes yes yes yes

1.6 Neutron time-of-flight facilities

For measurements of neutron induced cross-sections several neutron sources can be

used. Neutron from reactors are widely used in experiments to determineMaxwellian

averaged cross-sections in the thermal region. Thanks to the high flux available, low

mass samples of a few micrograms are sufficient. At higher energies, typically in

the MeV range, nearly monochromatic neutron beams can be obtained by means

of an accelerator via light particle reactions like 7Li(p,n)7Be or 9Be(α,n)12C. On the

contrary, the use of thick targets, often coupled with moderators, allows to pro-

duce neutrons in a wide energy range. Cross-section at specific neutron energies

averaged over a tailored neutron spectrum can be measured in this way. For high-

resolution neutron spectroscopy, a high intensity neutron source covering a large

energy range is most convenient (see for example Figure 1.11). Accelerator-based

pulsed white neutron sources are suitable for this purpose. A moderator made of
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a material rich in hydrogen can be applied in order to increase the fraction of low-

energy neutrons. These sources can provide neutron beams with energy spectrum

ranging from several meV up to several hundreds of MeV. It is necessary that the

source be pulsed because the selection of the neutron energy is determined by the

time-of-flight method. Such pulsed neutron sources are mostly based on electron or

proton accelerators. The electron-based sources produce neutrons via photoproduc-

tion using Bremsstrahlung γ-rays. The cross-section for this process is approximately

proportional to Z2, thus favouring photoproduction for heavy mass nuclei. Neu-

trons are generated through photonuclear reactions (γ,n) as well as, if the target is

fissionable, photofission reactions (γ,f). For γ-ray energy in the range between 10

and 20 MeV, the cross-sections for photodisintegration reactions increase consider-

ably due to the giant dipole resonance and are approximately proportional to NZ/A,

thus again favouring targets of heavymass nuclei. Examples of white pulsed neutron

sources are GELINA [70, 71, 72, 73] of the EC-JRC-IRMM at Geel in Belgium, which

use a 140 MeV electron beam incident on a uranium target [70, 74, 75], ORELA [76]

at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, using 180 MeV electrons on a tantalum target, the

RPI facility [77] at Troy (USA) and KURRI [78] at Kyoto.

In proton-based machines, neutrons are produced in (p,n) reactions in the MeV

region up to about 100 MeV. At even higher incident proton energies neutrons are

produced by the spallation process with a very high yield of neutrons per proton, if a

high Z target is used. Examples are the LANSCE [79] facility at Los Alamos National

Laboratory, based on 800 MeV protons, and the spallation source at KEK in Tokyo. A

more recent facility is n_TOF at CERN, based on a 20 GeV proton beam incident on a

lead target [80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88]. Chapter 3 describes this facilities more in

detail.
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Figure 1.11: The neutron capture cross-section of several elements: low A elements such as
Lithium or Aluminum and neutron shell closed isotopes (208Pb) as well present
resonances at higher energies with respect to high A elements such as Gold or
Americium. Picture from [69].
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Chapter 2

Neutron induced reactions

Cross-sections in neutron-nucleus reactions show large fluctuations of several orders of mag-

nitude even for small changes in the neutron kinetic energy. The large peaks correspond to

excitations of eigenstates in the compound nucleus. In this chapter a brief introduction on the

R-matrix formalism, the most accurate way to describe cross-sections in the resonance re-

gion, is presented. This method describes a reaction cross-section using only the properties

of nuclear reaction excitation levels. The potential of the interaction is extremely complicated

and it cannot be approximated, therefore the cross-sections cannot be exactly calculated

and needs to be measured. In addition, important information on level densities, a key in-

gredient in many nuclear reaction codes, can be obtained directly from neutron resonance

spectroscopy.

2.1 Theory of resonance neutron reactions

For all the studies presented in the previous chapter, cross-sections for particular re-

actions must be known or estimated, often very accurately. Because nuclear theory

has not been developed to the stage where cross-sections can be calculated from ba-

sic principle, the cross-sections must be obtained from measured data.To establish a

reliable database of reaction cross-sections, measured cross-section data are parame-

terised by theoretical reaction models. In particular, in order of increasing energy the

following theories and models are employed:

• R-matrix theory in the thermal and resolved resonance region (parameters: level

energies, level spin, partial widths). See next section;

• level-statistical (Hauser-Feshbach) theory in the unresolved resonance region

(parameters: level density, strength functions and average partial widths, or

the equivalent channel transmission coefficient). Some details are given in Ap-

pendix C;



• the optical model at higher energies, where levels overlap strongly but com-

pound reaction still dominate (parameters: radius depth, diffuseness and de-

formation of the real and imaginary potential well).

The parametrisation of the cross-section bymeans of a nuclear reaction theory [89,

90]:

1. ensures consistency between partial and total cross-sections;

2. ensures consistency between cross-section data in different energy regions;

3. allows inter- and extrapolation into energy regions for which no or insufficient

experimental data exist;

4. allows to estimate the cross-sections for nuclides not directly accessible to ex-

periments;

5. permits the calculation of Doppler broadened reactions and self-shielding1 fac-

tor;

6. accounts for the instrumental resolution.

At relatively low energies2 many neutron induced reaction cross-section are char-

acterised by resonance structures. The resonances are well separated and the mean

distance between them (the level distance D) is large compared to their natural width

Γ and the instrumental resolution ∆R. With increasing energy the level distance de-

creases and the total natural width increases. Although at intermediate energies the

resonance structure still exists (D> Γ), the resonance structure can no longer be re-

solved due to the limited instrumental resolution. Therefore, in the region where

D> Γ, one distinguishes between the resolved resonance region (RRR), for which

D> ∆R , and the unresolved resonance region (URR), for which D< ∆R. At higher

energies the level distances is smaller than the resonance width (D<Γ) and the reso-

nance structure disappears. This energy region is called the continuum region.

As an example, in Figure 2.1 the neutron capture cross-section of 197Au is shown

on an energy scale spanning more than ten decades.

Different processes have to be invoked to describe the probability that a neutron

interacts with a nucleus. The statistical model describes resonances with relatively

small widths and correspondingly long lifetimes, whereas non-resonant interactions

are accounted for by a short-lived direct process. The lifetime for semi-direct capture

1The self-shielding describes the flux perturbation due to the existence of neutron absorption
within the sample. It is expressed as: 1 − e−nσtot .

2Depending on the nuclear mass of the isotope and shell effects the resolved resonance region can
be found in the eV region for heavy elements, or in the keV region for medium heavy elements, or in
the MeV region for light nuclei or neutron shell close isotopes, see Figure 1.11.
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Figure 2.1: The neutron capture cross-section of 197Au from the thermal point at 25.3 meV up
to the MeV region. The Resolved Resonance Region (RRR) ranges up to 5 keV.
The Unresolved Resonance Region (URR) and the Optical Model Potential (OMP)
domain are also reported. Picture from [69].

lies somewhere between these two limits. In the statistical model, the incoming neu-

tron interacts with a nucleus, forming a compound system in which the excitation

energy is distributed among all nucleons. The compound nucleus successively de-

cays, usually via neutron emission or gamma decay, or fission in some heavy nuclei.

In direct reactions, the neutron interacts with the nucleus as a whole or with some of

the nucleons. The two types of reactions differ in the time of interaction, which is of

the order of 10−22 s for direct reactions, corresponding to the transit time of the neu-

tron though the nucleus, while in the case of compound nucleus reactions the reac-

tion time is orders of magnitude bigger. The semi-direct mechanism was introduced

in the MeV energy range to account for the absorption in the giant dipole resonances

(GDR). Direct and semi-direct reactions play a dominant role at energies higher than

about 1 MeV. The GDR dominates the gamma-ray strength at MeV neutron energies

and contributes significantly at excitation energies as low as 5-7 MeV.

The compound nucleus reactions can be described in the frame of Bohr’s theory,

which is known as the extreme statistical model. It is assumed that the incident neu-

tron, with a kinetic energy En, interacts with the nucleus to form an excited state in

which the incident particle plays no special role. In the first stage of the reaction, the

system of incident neutron and the target nucleus X with mass number A may form

the so-called compound nucleus with mass A+1. Many of the target nucleons partic-

ipate collectively and the total excitation energy is shared between a large number of

nucleons. Due to the binding energy of the neutron, Bn, this compound nucleus is in

an excited state with energy E∗:

E∗ = Bn + En,cm, (2.1)
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where En,cm represents the neutron channel kinetic energy in the centre of mass sys-

tem. In Figure 2.2 a schematic picture of such a reaction is shown.

Figure 2.2: Schematic view of the formation and de-excitation of a compound nucleus with
typical values of level spacing and neutron separation energy. The resonances ob-
served in the reaction cross-section correspond to the excitation of nuclear levels.
After the formation of the highly excited state by an incident neutron, the com-
pound nucleus can decay by emission of γ radiation, giving rise to the so-called
radiative neutron capture, or by emission of a neutron, in elastic scattering. Pic-
ture from [13].

The compound nucleus has several modes of decay, or channels, at its disposal:

A
ZX + n
︸ ︷︷ ︸

entrance channel c

→ A+1
Z X∗ → Y + i

︸ ︷︷ ︸

exit channel c’

One of the channel is the elastic scattering reaction in which the neutron is re-emitted

and the nucleus returns to its ground state. If the energy in the centre-of-mass system

exceeds the energy of the first excited state in the target, inelastic scattering becomes

possible. In the case of inelastic scattering the neutron is emitted with a lower energy,

leaving the target nucleus in an excited state.

The compound system can decay, through the emission of often a large number

of γ-rays, to its ground state:

A
ZX + n →A+1

Z X∗ →A+1
Z X + γ (2.2)

The gamma rays following immediately the capturing state are called primary gamma-

rays, while the gamma-rays of the further decay are called secondary. In Bohr’s as-
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sumption the decay mode of the compound nucleus is independent of the way it has

been formed.

Cross-sections for neutron induced reactions below about 1MeV are characterised

by resonances. These resonances correspond to excited levels of the compound nu-

cleus, which are quasi-bound states with a relatively long lifetime. The lifetime τr

is correlated to the total width of the resonance Γr by the Heisenberg’s uncertainty

principle:

Γrτr ≈ ~ (2.3)

The equivalence in the time and energy domain is illustrated in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: The Breit-Wigner shape of the energy profile (right) of a quantum state with a
finite life time τ (left). Picture from [13].

The total width of the level Γr is the sum of partial widths Γrc corresponding to the

decay of the compound nucleus. According to the Bohr’s compound nucleus theory,

the probability of decay through the c channel is given by:

P Bohr
c = PCN

Γcr

Γr
, (2.4)

where the PCN is the probability to form the compound nucleus.

In the resonance region both the statistical mechanism of neutron capture and

other components of non-statistical nature are present. In general, the neutron cap-

ture process can be divided in a resonant and a non-resonant interaction. The reso-

nance capture reaction can be described as a series of two-body interactions [91], be-

ginning with the entrance channel one-particle-zero-hole state (1p-0h with respect to

the target nucleus), exciting the so-called doorway states (2p-1h or collective modes)

and through a succession of more complex p-h interactions, leading ultimately to a

statistical equilibrium involving many nucleons and forming the compound nucleus.

In the non-resonant interaction, the valence capture process corresponds to the

direct capture of the neutron into a specific shell configuration and the valence neu-

tron undergoes a radiative transition without perturbing the core. This process is also
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indicated as a 1p-0h interaction. Radiative decay can also occur from the doorway

components of a resonance, either by particle-hole annihilation or by a particle tran-

sition in the presence of an excited core. Potential scattering can be considered as a

non-resonant direct reaction.

2.1.1 Parametrisation of resonance neutron

cross-sections

In the resolved and unresolved resonance region the experimental data can be param-

eterised in terms of resonance parameters. An individual resonance is characterised

by the resonance energy (E0), the total natural width (Γ), the partial reaction widths

(e.g. the neutron width Γn, the capture width Γγ), the total angular momentum of

the level and the orbital momentum of the incoming neutron. These parameters can

be extracted from experimental data using Resonance Shape Analysis (RSA) codes,

such as REFIT [92] and SAMMY [93], based on the multi-level R-matrix reaction the-

ory [94, 95]. In the unresolved resonance region the parameterisation is based on

statistical model [89], implemented in e.g. FITACS [96] and HARFOR [97]. Both the-

ories rely on input average parameters (i.e. level densities and strength functions)

resulting from a statistical analysis of the resolved resonance region. In the following

section we give the basic concepts of the R-matrix theory, its different approximations

in the resolved resonance region are presented in Appendix B.1 and B.2.

The hypothesis of the statistical model have direct consequences on the observ-

ables of the reaction. The channel widths are proportional to the square of the matrix

elements, and depending on the reaction, observed widths follow different distribu-

tion:

• (n, n) reaction: the elastic widths tends to a chi-squared distribution with one

degree of freedom, also called the Porter-Thomas distribution;

• (n, γ) reaction: the gammawidth of a resonance is the sum of many, for medium

and heavy nuclei several tens of thousand, individual gamma widths and tend

therefore to a Gaussian distribution;

• (n, f) reaction: the fission widths correspond to a relatively small number of

fission channels, at maximum three or four. The resulting distribution can be

approximated by an effective chi-squared distribution with a small number of

degrees of freedom.

With increasing excitation energy the widths of the states start to overlap and the

resulting cross-sections become smooth. The properties of the eigenstates, like the

decay widths, fluctuating from one state to another, are values averaged over many

resonances. These average values can be predicted by nuclear models, parametrised
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with average properties. Hints are present in Appendix C with more emphasis for
197Au. Measured average cross-sections can therefore be used to fine-tune the pa-

rameters used in these models. At even higher excitation energies, many more decay

channels open up and the interpretation of the cross-section measurements becomes

very difficult or impossible.

2.1.2 The R-Matrix expressions

For all binary reactions, the cross-section can be described by the R-matrix theory [94,

98]. This theory is especially applicable to cross-section data in the resonance re-

gion [89]. Hereafter our notation will be that of Lane and Thomas [94]. We recall that

in nuclear reaction theory one talks about reaction channels. A channel is specified

by the set of quantum numbers that defines it uniquely:

α, the partition of the compound system into reaction partners, (e.g. 197Au + n

or 198Au + γ, both involving the same compound nucleus);

J, the total angular momentum in units of ~;

ℓ, the orbital angular momentum in units of ~;

s, the channel spin in units of ~, defined as ~s = ~I +~i.

Total energy, total angular momentum and parity (for all practical purpose) are con-

served in nuclear reactions. Considering neutron induced reactions, the total angular

momentum of the resonance ~J is given by the vector sum of the target spin ~I , the

neutron spin~i, and the neutron orbital angular momentum ~ℓ:

~J = ~I + ~ℓ +~i (2.5)

The resonance parity π is given by the product of the parity of the target nucleus π1

and the factor (-1)ℓ:

π = (−1)ℓπ1 (2.6)

The so-called statistical spin factor g is related to the probability of obtaining the

total angular momentum J from the intrinsic spins of the target nucleus I and of the

incident neutron:

g =
2J + 1

(2i + 1)(2I + 1)
(2.7)

g is the ratio of the number 2J+1 of substates for the compound system and the num-

bers of substates of the initial system consisting of a free neutron, with two sub-

states, and the target nucleus, with 2I+1 substates. For the reaction 197Au+n we list

in Table 2.1 the Jπ value with the corresponding statistical factor for s- and p-wave

incoming neutrons. The principle of the R-matrix formalism consists in assuming
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Table 2.1: The value of Jπ and of the statistical factor g for197Au+n .

ℓ s Jπ g wave

197
118Au79 0 1 1+ 0.375 s

2 2+ 0.625 s
(Iπ = 3/2+) 1 1 0−, 1−, 2− 0.125, 0.375, 0.625 p

2 1−, 2−, 3− 0.375, 0.625, 0.875 p

both incident particles as well as emerging reaction products as ingoing and outgo-

ing wave functions. Since the nuclear forces are short-ranged, the configuration space

is divided into an external and an internal region separated by an imaginary closed

surface of radius ac. A reasonable choice [51] for ac is the so called channel radius

defined as:

ac
∼= 1.35A

1

3 (fm) (2.8)

where A is the mass number of the target nucleus. In the external region the nuclear

force are negligible, so that the wave function governing the dynamics of the free par-

ticles may be known analytically. On the contrary, in the internal region the nuclear

forces predominate. The neutron and the nucleus are merged together to form a sys-

tem of A+1 nucleons in which the interaction increases the complexity of the wave

function of the nuclear system. Although the internal wave function is unknown, the

internal domain may be treated in terms of the collision matrix Ucc′ . For a a given in-

going wave in the channel c, leading to an outgoing wave in the channel c’ the partial

neutron cross-section σcc′ , for total spin J may be expressed as:

σcc′ = πλ2g|δcc′ − Ucc′|2 (2.9)

with

Ucc′ = UJ
αℓs,α′ℓ′s′ and δcc′ = δαα′δℓℓ′δss′ (2.10)

where |Ucc′|2 is the probability of a transition from channel c to channel c’. The elastic

cross-section is then expressed as follows:

σαα = πλ2
∑

J

g
∑

ℓ,s

(|1 − Ucc|2 +
∑

ℓ′,s′ 6=ℓ,s

|Ucc′|2) (2.11)

The expression of the reaction cross-section (α 6= α′) quadratically depends on the

Ucc′ :

σαα′ = 2πλ
∑

J

g
∑

ℓ,s

∑

ℓ′,s′

|Ucc′|2 (2.12)
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By contrast, the total cross-section is a linear function of Ucc:

σα = 2πλ2
∑

J

g
∑

ℓ,s

(1 − Re(Ucc)). (2.13)

These equations are quite general for the cross-section of binary reactions. The R-

matrix theory allows us to express the collision matrix U in terms of the matrix R as

follows [89]:

Ucc′ = e−i(ϕc+ϕ′

c){δcc′ + 2iP
1

2

c

[
(1 − RLo)−1 R

]

cc′
P

1

2

c′ } (2.14)

Rcc′ =
∑

r

γrcγrc′

Er − E
(2.15)

Lo
cc′ = (Sc + iPc − Bc) δcc′ (2.16)

where:

• Rcc′ is the R-matrix element;

• ϕc is the hard-sphere (potential) scattering phase shift;

• Sc is called shift factor and is the real part of the logarithmic derivative of the

outgoing wave function at the channel radius ac;

• Pc is the penetration factor and is the imaginary part of the logarithmic deriva-

tive of the outgoing wave function at the channel radius ac. For neutron in-

duced reactions this penetration factor is defined by the centrifugal-barrier pen-

etrability;

• Bc are boundary conditions at the channel radius ac.

Alternatively the collision matrix can be expressed in terms of the level matrix A,

Ucc′ = e−i(ϕc+ϕ′

c)(δcc′ + i
∑

µ,λ

Γ
1

2

λcAλµΓ
1

2

µc′), (2.17)

Γ
1

2

λc = γλc

√

2Pc, (2.18)

(A−1)λµ = (Eλ − E)δλµ −
∑

c

γλcL
o
cγµc, (2.19)

where Roman subscripts refer to reaction channel and Greek subscripts to compound

levels.

To calculate collision matrix U several matrix inversion have to be performed

(Eq. 2.14). From a computational point of view this is not trivial. Therefore, some

approximations have been introduced.

The eigenvalues of the problem can be identified with the energy Er. The reduced

width amplitudes γrc and γrc′ of the resonance r are a measure of the probability
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of the formation of the compound state via the entrance channel c and of its decay

via the exit channel c’. The eigenvalues of the nuclear system are determined by

the boundary condition taken at the surface of the hard sphere of radius ac. More

details are given in Appendix A. According to the R-matrix theory, γrc and γrc′ are

real, independent, and have normal distribution with zero mean [99]. Er, γrc, γrc′ can

only be obtained from experimental cross-section data. Therefore, the cross-section

formulae are usually written in terms of experimental observables, such as the partial

width Γrc, rather than the decay amplitudes. The partial width is related to the square

of the amplitude via the penetration factor Pc:

Γrc = 2γ2
rcPc (2.20)

The basic resonance parameters Er and the partial widths Γrc depend on the nu-

clear interaction. In typical applications of R-Matrix theory, they just serve as fit pa-

rameters adjustable to experimental data. The practically important variants of the

R-matrix formalism are the Reich-Moore approximation [100], the Single Level Breit-

Wigner formalism (SLBW) and theMulti Breit-Wigner formalism (MLBW) [101], which

are discussed in Appendix B.1 and B.2.

2.1.3 Single Level Breit Wigner formula

Before the R-matrix Theory was introduced, the Single-Level-Breit-Wigner (SLBW)

formulas were used to parameterize cross-section data in the resonance region. The

SLBW may be seen as an approximation of the R-matrix formalism, by considering

only one level. For isolate resonances, which are not affected by multi-level inter-

ference, accurate results can be obtained. According to the R-matrix formalism, the

single level collision matrix for s-wave neutrons may be defined as follows [89]:

Ucc′ = e−ikR′

(

δcc′ +
i
√

ΓrcΓrc′

Er − E − iΓr/2

)

e−iϕc′ (2.21)

Where Γr =
∑

c Γrc represents the total width. And R’ is the potential scattering

radius. The resulting total and partial cross-section in the case of R’/λ ≪ 1 are ex-

pressed for a given J and T=0 K as follows:

σc = 4πgR′2 + 4πλ2 gΓrcΓr

Γ2
r + 4(Er − E)2

− 16πλR′ gΓrc(Er − E)

Γ2
r + 4(Er − E)2

(2.22)

σcc′ = 4πλ2 gΓrcΓrc′

Γ2
r + 4(Er − E)2

(2.23)

The total cross-section is a sum of three terms:

1. the constant potential scattering cross-section;
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2. a symmetric resonance term;

3. an asymmetric term arising from interference between the potential and reso-

nance scattering

If we suppose that only the elastic scattering (c=n) and capture (c’=γ) may occur,

Eq. 2.22 and 2.23 become,

σc = 4πgR′2 + 4πλ2 gΓrnΓr

Γ2
r + 4(Er − E)2

− 16πλR′ gΓrn(Er − E)

Γ2
r + 4(Er − E)2

(2.24)

σγ = 4πλ2 gΓrnΓrγ

Γ2
r + 4(Er − E)2

(2.25)

The reduced neutron wavelength λ and the scattering width γrn are functions of the

energy E. The reduce neutron wavelength λ can be expressed through its value at the

resonance energy as:

λ2 = λ2
r

Er

E
(2.26)

while the energy dependence of Γrn can be expressed through its reduced value ac-

cording to:

Γrn(E) = Γℓ
rn(Ei)

Pℓ

kac

√
E (2.27)

expressing E in eV. Γℓ
rn is then called reduced neutron width. For s-wave (ℓ = 0)

resonance,

Γrn = Γ0
rn

√
E (2.28)

This energy dependence, together with Eq. 2.25, explains the 1/v behaviour on the

low energy side of s-wave resonance (Figure 2.4). The contribution from s-wave res-

onances to the capture cross-section at thermal neutron energy, expressed in barn, is

approximately given by the following equation:

σγ(0.0253eV) = 4.099 × 106gΓ0
rnγrγ

E2
r

(2.29)

By setting E=Er in Eq. 2.24 and 2.25 the total partial peak cross-section for a given

spin J can be determined as:

σtot(E = Er) = 4πgR′2 + 4πλ2
r

gΓrn

Γr
(2.30)

σγ(E = Er) = 4πλ2
r

gΓrnΓrγ

Γ2
r

(2.31)
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Figure 2.4: Example of the capture cross-section shape due to a s- and a p-wave resonance.

Or, expressing the cross-section in barns and Er in eV,

σtot(E = Er) = 4πgR′2 +
2.608 × 106

Er

gΓrn

Γr
(2.32)

σγ(E = Er) =
2.608 × 106

Er

gΓrnΓrγ

Γ2
r

(2.33)

All the energies are expressed in the laboratory system.

2.2 Doppler broadening

The natural shape of a resonance does not correspond to the cross-section observed

in an experiment. The target nuclei are not at rest and have a distribution of veloc-

ities that depends on the sample material and its temperature. As a consequence,

the thermal motion of the atoms in the target gives rise to a Doppler broadening of

the Breit-Wigner shape of the resonance. The Doppler standard deviation3 of the

Gaussian distribution of the laboratory energies, at a resonance energy E0 is given by

3It follows that the full width at half maximum of the gaussian distribution is:

FWHM = 2∆θ

√
ln2 ≈ 1.665∆θ

.
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∆θ/
√

2, being:

∆θ =

√

4kBTeffE0

A
(2.34)

where Teff is the effective temperature of the target, kB is the Boltzmann constant

and A is the mass number of the target nucleus. The effective temperature is given

by:

Teff =
3

8
θ coth (

3

8

θ

T
) (2.35)

where θ is the Debye temperature (two values have been found in literature for Au:

θ ≈ 165 K, and θ ≈ 240 K, see Figure 2.5) , characterizing an approximate lattice

phonon spectrum, and T is the sample temperature. To arrive at this expression the

nuclear motion in the target is represented by the Maxwell distribution of motion in

a gas. The Doppler broadening is often more important than the natural width of a

resonance (see, for example, the calculation in Figure 3.15). For high precision cross-

section measurements it can therefore be advantageous to cool the target sample,

so that Teff approaches 3
8
θ. In any case, to compare with experimental data, the

theoretical shape of the resonance must be modified by the Doppler broadening.

Figure 2.5: The effective temperature of Au for two different Debye temperatures. The effec-
tive temperature tends to the ambient temperature, for temperature greater than
about 200 K.

2.3 Angular distribution of the gamma radiation

For s-wave resonance (ℓ=0) the angular distribution of the gamma rays following

neutron capture is isotropic. For resonances with ℓ ≥ 1 the gamma radiation has an
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anisotropic angular distribution due to the orbital angular momentum ℓ > 0, produc-

ing a preferred direction of the spins of the compound nucleus. In the case of ℓ ≥ 1

resonances the angular distribution W(θ) of the primary gamma-ray transition can be

written as [110]

W (θ) =

ℓ∑

k=0

A2kP2k(cosθ) (2.36)

where θ is the angle of emission with respect to the neutron beam and where P2k

denotes the Legendre Polynomial of order 2k and n is the . The maximum order

of the angular distribution coefficients A2k is restricted by the maximum value of the

compound state spin J, the angular momentum of the neutron ℓ and the multipolarity

of the gamma transition L. It is customary to measure using a geometry with the

detectors positioned at an angle of 125o with respect to the neutron direction. The

125o geometry minimize anisotropic effects of gamma rays emitted from resonances

formed by p-waves.

2.4 Resonance analysis of the experimental data

For a non fissile nucleus the total, capture and elastic scattering cross-sections can

be parameterized by the following resonance parameters: the potential scattering ra-

dius, the resonance energy, the neutron and radiation width, and the spin and parity

of the resonance. The spin determines the statistical factor of the resonance. A full

set of resonance parameters can be determined by a combination of different type of

measurements [111], such as:

• transmission measurements, in which one measures that fraction of a beam

of neutrons of a given energy which traverses, without interacting a sample.

This simple type of measurement allows us to determine the total cross-section.

When the cross-section has resonance structure, both "thin“ and "thick” sample

are employed in order to obtain good accuracy of the extracted cross-section (at

the resonance peaks as well as in the valley between resonances);

• capture measurements, in which the fraction of neutrons that produce a capture

event is determined by detecting the γ-rays emitted after a neutron has been

captured in the sample. A sample may be “thin” or “thick” depending on the

resonance one considers, i.e. on the peak cross-section;

• self-indication measurements, which combine transmission and capture exper-

iment: the neutrons pass trough a filter and then reach the capture detection

setup containing the same material as a sample.

To extract the resonance parameters from the experimental data it is very impor-

tant to understand the relation between the experimental observables and the reso-
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nance parameters and, in the log run, to identify a combination of complementary

measurements that should be performed.

2.4.1 Area analysis

The area method depends on the fact that the area below a resonance in a curve

of one of the experimental observables (e. g. neutron transmission) plotted against

energy is independent of the experimental resolution (provided that the energy lim-

its enclosing the area are sufficiently far from the resonance energy). Therefore in

the case of isolated resonances, the simplest method to extract resonance parameters

from measured data is the area analysis [112, 113]. The type of data of interest in the

present discussion are: transmission areas (Atot), capture areas (Aγ), elastic scatter-

ing areas (An) and self-indication ratio (Rγ), these experimental areas are calculated

as the number of counts times the energy bin-width (thus the area is expressed in

eV). Every measurement of one of these observables yields an equation of the form:

FOBS = F (Γγ, Γn), where FOBS stands for the measured value, while F (Γγ, Γn) is the

mathematical expression which links the observable to the unknown parameters. For

a well isolated resonance these expressions are, respectively [111]:

Atot =

∫

(1 − e−nσtot)dE (2.37)

Aγ =

∫

(1 − e−nσtot)
σγ

σtot
dE (2.38)

An =

∫

(1 − e−nσtot)
σn

σtot

dE (2.39)

Rγ =

∫
e−ntσtot(1 − e−ncσtot) σγ

σtot
dE

∫
(1 − e−ncσtot) σγ

σtot
dE

(2.40)

where σtot, σγ and σn are the total, capture and neutron elastic cross-section, respec-

tively. The sample thickness in atoms per unit area for the transmission, capture and

elastic scattering measured is denoted by n. In the case of self-indication experiments

nt represents the number of atoms per unit area of the filter and nc that one of the cap-

ture sample. The integrations are performed over the energy range of the resonance.

To solve the integrals we neglect the Doppler broadening effect and consider only

the resonant part of the Single Level Breit-Wigner (SLBW) formalism for the parame-

terization of the total and capture cross-sections. In principle a measurement of two

of the observables should be sufficient to determine Γγ and Γn. However one has to

find the combination that yields the highest accuracy.

In the following, for sake of clarity, the index "r“ on the partial and total width and

the index ”J“ on the statistical spin factor are not reported in the text and equations.

The peak cross-section and the energy of the resonance are represented by σ0 and E0,
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respectively. Under these conditions, the following asymptotic relations in the limit

of a very thin (nσtot ≪ 1) or very thick (nσtot ≫ 1) sample apply [111]:

Atot(thin) =
1

2
πnσ0Γ = 2nπ2λ2gΓn (2.41)

Atot(thick) =
√

πnσ0Γ = 2πλ
√

ngΓnΓ (2.42)

Aγ(thin) =
1

2
πnσ0Γγ = 2nπ2λ2g

ΓnΓγ

Γ
(2.43)

An(thin) =
1

2
πnσ0Γn = 2nπ2λ2g

ΓnΓn

Γ
(2.44)

Rγ =
1√

πntσ0

=
1

2πλ

√

Γ

ntgΓn

(2.45)

where σ0 = 4πλ2gΓn/Γ, λ is the reduced neutron wavelength at the resonance energy

and σ0 is the peak total cross-section of the resonance as defined in Eq. 2.32 without

the potential scattering term. The quantity Aγ is related to the capture kernel, defined

as:

k = g
ΓγΓn

Γγ + Γn
≈
{

gΓn when Γγ >> Γn

gΓγ when Γn >> Γγ
(2.46)

by the following: Aγ = 2nπ2kλ2 and it is typically used instead of Aγ in capture

experiment.

It is clear from Eq. 2.41 and Eq. 2.42 that thin and thick sample transmission mea-

surements yield values of Γ and gΓn and always provide complementary data. When

Γn ≫ Γγ the neutron width will dominate the total width, such that Γn ≈ Γ, and g

and Γn can be determined from a combination of thin and thick transmission mea-

surements. In this case, however no information can be obtained on the Γγ from

transmission measurement. On the contrary, in the limit Γγ ≫ Γn the radiation will

dominate the total width, such that Γγ ≈ Γ, and the radiation Γγ width together with

the product gΓn is determined. In principle, either Eq. 2.43 and 2.44 together with

Eq. 2.41 and 2.42 will yield g, Γn, Γγ and Γ. In practice, if Γγ ≫ Γn, Eq. 2.43 reduce to

Eq. 2.41 and an elastic scattering measurement is necessary to achieve a solution. If,

on the other hand, Γn ≫ Γγ , Aγ is proportional to Γγ , making the capture measure-

ment the important factor. We can conclude that the reaction cross-section data, re-

sulting from elastic scattering, capture measurement and transmission measurement

are complementary and at least two measurements are needed to determine the par-

tial widths. The result are summarized in Table 2.2. In Figure 2.6, taken from Rae et

al. [114], we illustrate the method of area analysis to determine the parameters for the

5.2 eV resonance in 109Ag. Using the relationships of Eq. 2.41, 2.42, 2.43 and 2.44, two

sets of curves are constructed from the experimental data. The two sets correspond

to the two possible values for the statistical factor g. For the correct choice of the sta-

tistical factor the curves should intersect in a common point. In this example g=3/4
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Table 2.2: The resonance area as a function of the resonance parameters for different neutron
cross-section measurement.

Area Resonant Part
E0, Γn, Γγ, g Γn ≫ Γγ Γγ ≫ Γn

Atot(thin) 2π2λ2ngΓn ≈ ngΓn ≈ ngΓn

Atot(thick) 2πλ
√

ngΓnΓ ≈ √
ngΓn ≈

√

ngΓnΓ

Aγ(thin) 2π2λ2ng
ΓnΓγ

Γ
≈ ngΓγ ≈ ngΓn

An(thin) 2π2λ2ng
ΓnΓγ

Γ
≈ ngΓn ≈ ng

ΓnΓn

Γ

Rγ
1

2πλ

√

Γ

ntgΓn
≈ 1

ntg
≈
√

Γ

ntgΓn

Figure 2.6: The method of area analysis for the 5.2 eV resonance in 109Ag for two values of
the statistical factor g=1/4 (left) and g=3/4 (right) [114].
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is clearly the more likely value. A least-squares analysis provides the preferred value

of g, and values on Γγ and Γn. Fröhner et al. [111] have compared the relative sensi-

tivity of transmission, capture and scattering measurements. The theoretical curves

for the three types of measurements are shown in Figure 2.7. The calculations are

performed for different Γn/Γγ ratios. The results for both the correct (g=3/4) and

incorrect spin assignment (g=1/4) are compared. These curves serve as a guide to

the experimentalist for determining which particular set of resonance measurements

will be required to determine in the most efficient way all the resonance parameters.

From the curves in Figure 2.7 with the relations in Table 2.2 we can conclude that

complementary data sets should be combined to determine a complete set of reso-

nance parameters. Together with these conclusions we should add that very weak

Figure 2.7: The method of the area analysis for Γn/Γγ = 10 (top), 1 (middle) and 0.1 (bottom)
and g=1/4 (left) and g=3/4 (right).

resonance can only be determined by capture measurements and angular differential

scattering data can be used to determine the spin of the resonance. In conclusion we

summarize in the following table which measurements are complementary:

2.4.2 Resonance Shape Analysis (RSA)

In practice, several difficulties arise in applying the area analysis method. To obtain

the experimental observable related to the areas defined in Eq. 2.41, 2.42, 2.43 and

2.44 one must still correct for the Doppler broadening, which affects the self shielding

term, for the energy resolution of the spectrometer in case of overlapping resonances

and for the multiple scattering in the case of the capture cross-section measurement.

Procedures to correct for these effects have been applied in the past [112, 115]. How-
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Table 2.3: List of complementary measurement that can be employed in area analysis.

Resonance type Complementary
measurements

Strong Γn > Γγ (Aγ , At) or (Rγ, At)
Intermediate Γn ≈ Γγ (Rγ , At) or (Rγ, Aγ)
Weak Γn < Γγ (Rγ , Aγ) or (Rγ, At)
Very Weak Γn << Γγ (Rγ , Aγ)

ever nowadays one prefers to include these effects by performing a full Resonance

Shape Analysis (RSA) of the data. When the resolution function of the spectrometer

is well known, resonance shape analysis is superior to area analysis. Applying reso-

nance shape analysis we can also determine the scattering radius from the resonances

(Eq. 2.24) and account for multiple resonance interference.

In general, resonance shape analysis is more complete and utilizes all the infor-

mation contained in the data. In ideal conditions, without any additional broadening

due to the experimental resolution or Doppler effect, one could determine from one

set of experimental data the resonance energy, the total width and the peak cross-

section. Knowing the spin of the resonance (or the spin factor) one could deduce

from one data set all resonance parameters. For instance, from an ideal total cross-

section measurement we would be able to deduce the total natural width and the

peak cross-section. These two parameters together with the spin factor define unam-

biguously the neutron width and capture width. However, in most cases additional

broadening effects in the experimental data do not allow an accurate determination

of the total width. For the determination of the complete set of resonance parameters

additional complementary data are required according to the basic principles of the

area analysis summarized in Table 2.2 and Figure 2.7.

In practice using the R-function expressed in Eq. B.4 the experimental data can

not be completely described. The R-matrix theory shows that the cross-sections in a

limited energy range depend not only on the internal levels in that range, but also on

the external levels outside. Typically, problems arise in resonance analysis whenever

compound levels below the neutron threshold (bound states at En < 0, see Figure 2.2)

happen to be omitted. Although these external levels (or bound levels) are unobserv-

able and therefore unknown, they must be introduced in the R-matrix formalism. A

convenient approximation consists of accounting for the effect of such distant levels

by tails of broad resonances having negative energies [89, 116]. The parameters of

the negative resonances are adjusted in order to reproduce both the energy depen-

dent total and capture cross-section data and the cross-section data at thermal energy

(see Figure 2.4). To include the contribution of the external levels, the R-function may
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be split into a sum over the external (ext) and internal (int) levels:

Rnn =

iint∑

i=1

γ2
in

Ei − E − iΓiγ/2
+

jext∑

j=1

γ2
jn

Ej − E − iΓjγ/2
. (2.47)

The second term in Eq. 2.47 is the so-called distant level parameter R∞
n . In practice,

one defines the effective potential scattering length R’ for s-wave channel [117]:

R′ = an(1 − R∞
n ). (2.48)

The reason is that al low energies the potential scattering cross-section appears mod-

ified by a smooth contribution from the distant levels with the result:

σp = 4πR′2 (2.49)

even though this effective radius R’ is connected to the potential scattering cross-

section and the scattering cross-section at low energies, in the R-matrix shape analysis

programs, R’ is determined from the interference between the resonance part and the

potential scattering for s-wave resonances.
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Chapter 3

n_TOF and GELINA neutron

time-of-flight facilities

In this chapter the main features of the neutron time-of flight facilities n_TOF, at CERN and

GELINA, at IRMM are reported. Although the two facilities are conceptually very different,

they have characteristics that make them very suitable for high accuracy measurement of

neutron cross-sections on a variety of isotopes. The advantage of the n_TOF installation is the

high instantaneous neutron flux that makes this facility particularly suited for measurements

of radioactive isotopes. Typically the two facility are considered complementary. However,

this common effort on measurement of the capture cross-section on the stable isotope 197Au,

offers the opportunity of a comparison.

3.1 The time-of-flight method

In order to perform neutron time-of-flight measurements, the neutron source must

be pulsed. In a relatively short time, the neutrons with a broad energy spectrum are

created at the reference start time t0 (see later for a detailed definition of t0). At a

distance L (from the neutron source), ranging from a few to several hundred meters

for high resolution experiments, a sample is placed in the neutron beam.

For measurements of reaction cross-sections, the reaction products, like fission

fragments, alpha particles, capture γ-rays or scattered neutrons are detected. The

time of detection tn of the reaction product is used as a stop signal to determine the

time of flight:

t = tn − t0 (3.1)

of the neutron that induced the reaction. The kinetic energy En of neutrons with a

speed v = L/t can be expressed relativistically as:

En = Etot − mc2 =
√

(c2p2 + m2c4) − mc2 = mc2(γ − 1) (3.2)



with γ = (1−v2/c2)−1/2, and c the speed of light. The first term of the series expansion

gives the classical expression for the neutron kinetic energy:

En =
1

2
mv2 = α

L2

t2
(3.3)

Taking the value of the speed of light c = 2.99792458 × 108 m/s and m = 939.6

MeV/c2 for the neutron mass, it results α ≈ 72.298 when L is expressed in meters

and t in microseconds and En in eV.

Electron- and proton-based neutron beams are generated by a primary beam of

charged particles impinging on a thick neutron-producing target, for example U, W,

Pb. This mechanism yields a large number of high energy gamma-rays travelling

along the beam pipe, which cause the so-called gamma-flash in the detectors, often

saturating them. Since gamma-rays travel at the speed of light, they reach the detec-

tor before the neutron bunch. Therefore the gamma-flash is used as a time reference

(to determine the start time t0):

t0 = tγ − L/c, (3.4)

where tγ is the time signal of the gamma-flash.

From Eq. 3.3 the expression of the relative energy resolution may be given by the

formula1:

∆En

En
= 2 ×

√
(

∆t

t

)2

+

(
∆L

L

)2

(3.5)

which may be written:
∆En

En

=
2

L

√

1.91En∆t2 + ∆L2. (3.6)

Conventionally the quantity ∆t is the quadratic sum of the contributions due to the

time uncertainty of the primary beam burst and time resolution of electronics and

detectors. Equally the total correction due to the neutron-producing target and the

moderator assembly, to the angle of the flight path (FP) and to the detector thickness

is included in ∆L [118]. As can be deduced from Eq. 3.5, the flight path length plays

an important role in the achievable energy resolution (described in Section 3.2): the

longer the flight path the better the energy resolution. However, this is obtained at

the expenses of the neutron flux, which is proportional to 1/L2. Therefore one should

always try to find a good compromise between resolution, neutron flux and energy

range, depending on the application.

A further common feature of time-of-flight facilities is the use of filters. Two kind

of filters can be distinguish in TOF measurements2:

1. permanent anti-overlap filters (described in section 3.1), which eliminate the

1For sake of simplicity, the expression makes use of classical relation between time and energy.
2Both filter setups are placed close to the target hall, far from the detectors.
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slowest neutrons of each burst;

2. black resonance filters, which are used for determining the time dependent

background (background filters).

Overlap filters

In TOF measurements one has to make sure that fast neutrons of one pulse do not

overlap with the slow neutrons of a previous pulse. If the repetition period of the

pulses is not low enough to cover the energy range down to subthermal energies, so

to prevent the presence of slow neutrons from a cycle in a subsequent one, absorbing

filters are needed. Such an overlap filter, inserted in the neutron beam, has to be

thick enough to stop all neutrons with a flight time longer than the period of the

primary beam, but thin enough to let neutrons at higher energy to go through with

small attenuation. Depending on the flight path and on the beam frequency, different

solution may be applied:

• Cd is a good choice, for stopping neutrons below 0.6 eV;

• 10B is used to stop higher energy neutrons.

Figure 3.1: The total neutron cross-section on natCd and on 10B, taken from ENDF/B-VI [55],
together with the calculated transmission of the anti-overlap filters.

In Figure 3.1 the total cross-sections for the two isotopes are shown. It is evident,

form the right panel in the figure, that a Cd overlap filter is more efficient since its

cross-section drops down rapidly after about 0.6 eV, while the 10B+n cross-section

follow the typical 1/v shape.
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At the n_TOF facility the overlapping between neutron bunches is not present,

since the repetition rate of the primary beam is very low (0.25 Hz) thus allowing, in

principle, for measurement down to the thermal region. It is interesting to note that at

long flight paths, the gravity affects the shape of the neutron flux, for slow neutrons.

Indeed, the effect of the gravity on thermal neutrons is sizeable. For example for a

185 m flight path thermal neutrons drop down 3.5 cm, the effect is already negligible

at 1 eV: they drop down 0.08 cm.

Background filters

Adequate thickness3 slabs of of Rh, Ag, W, Mo, Ge, Co, Na, S, Bi are placed in the

neutron beam line in order to absorb nearly all neutrons in a given energy region (see

Table 3.1), i.e. around a big resonance in the cross-section of mentioned isotopes. In

that way, all counts measured at the energy of that resonance (called black resonance)

can be attributed to the background, as shown in Figure 3.2. Since black filters affect

Table 3.1: Energy and thickness of some black resonance filters commonly used in TOF ex-
periments.

Element Energy [51] Thickness

Rh 1.3 eV 2.0 × 10−3 atoms/barns
Ag 5.2 eV 1.2 × 10−3 atoms/barns
W 18.8 eV 6.2 × 10−4 atoms/barns
Mo 44.9 eV 5.6 × 10−3 atoms/barns
Ge 102.0 eV 1.9 × 10−2 atoms/barns
Co 132.0 eV 2.6 × 10−3 atoms/barns
Bi 800.0 eV 2.9 × 10−2 atoms/barns
Na 2850 eV 3.2 × 10−2 atoms/barns
S 102.7 keV 2.5 × 10−1 atoms/barns

the counting rate as well as the behaviour of the neutron flux energy distribution,

with a flux reduction observed when black filters are in the beam, combinations of

different filters have to be adopted depending on the energy region one is interested

in. In Figure 3.3 an example of the neutron flux reduction is shown for ameasurement

with W, Mo and S background filters. This last element, Sulfur, is responsible for a

loss of about 30% of incoming neutrons. Therefore it should be placed in the beam

only for particular measurements.

Pb slabs in combination with Al is often used as a background filter to reduce the

γ-flash. It is placed in the same position as common background filters, with the aim

of absorbing photons and electrons travelling along the beam pipe.

3The resonance has to be saturated.
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Figure 3.2: Typical neutron flux measurement with Ag, Co and Na background filters at
GELINA. Three strong suppression of counts can be seen at TOF corresponding
to the energy of the big resonances in Ag, Co and Na.

Figure 3.3: Neutron flux attenuation due to the presence of background filters in the beam:
natW, natMo, natS.
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Dead time

A typical problem of neutron time-of-flight measurements is the dead time, since a

large number of neutrons is compressed in bunches of a few microseconds. The rel-

atively long dead time (about 3 µs) in conventional data acquisition systems (that

provide simultaneously the pulse height and the time information for the detected

events) hinders cross-section measurements with high counting rates. In particular

this is the case for capture cross-section measurements using highly radioactive sam-

ples or thick samples of materials having strong resonances. Either the high average

counting rate (e.g. due to the radioactivity of the sample) or the high instantaneous

counting rate for strong resonances results in a large dead time correction, which may

introduce systematic bias effects. One solution to reduce the impact of the dead time

is the use of a data acquisition system based on fast digitizers [88, 119, 120]. Indeed

the entire waveform of the detector signal is recorded and the required information

is deduced by off-line processing. However such systems require large data storage

capabilities, and on-line verification of the results is almost impossible. In case of

on-line analysis the total dead time is defined by the dead time of the Digital Signal

Processing (DSP) algorithms, which depends on the characteristics of the pulse, and

on the re-arming time of the trigger (in this case the dead time is about 500 ns). It

has to be noticed that in case of low repetition rate operation, the time between two

consecutive neutron bunch is long enough to process off-line all the signals recorded

during the neutron bunches, thus in principle allowing to measure without dead

time.

The dead time can be measured by registering the time difference between two

consecutive events. In the resulting time interval spectra (see Figure 3.4) the dead

time corresponds to the time-duration of the region without counts.

A correction for a non-extendable dead time system has to be applied [121]. For

pulsed beam a more accurate correction can be introduced [122] but requires a stable

beam. In this case the dead time corrected number of counts in time-of-flight channel

I, Nc(I), is related to the number of observed counts N0(I) by the expression:

Nc(I) =
N0(I)

1 −
∑I−1

J=Id

N0(J)
Nb

− N0(I)
2Nb

(3.7)

where Nb is the total number of bursts and where the dead time is given in channels

by the difference I − Id.

3.2 Resolution function of TOF-spectrometers

The energy resolution of TOF-spectrometer plays an important role in the analysis of

cross-section data in the resolved resonance region. In TOF experiments the neutron
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Figure 3.4: Time interval spectrum recorded with a C6D6 detector and a random gamma-ray
source at GELINA facility with conventional ADC system andwith fast digitizers.
The acquisition systems have the following values for the dead time: 350, 750, 560
and 2800 ns. From [119].

energy is determined from the time when it is created (t0) to the time of its detection

(tn) at a given distance from the source. However t0 and tn have a time distribution,

and therefore the time-of-flight is characterised by a distribution in time or its equiv-

alent in distance, which is called the resolution function4. The effect of this spread in

time (or equivalently in distance) is to broaden, together with the Doppler effect, the

observed widths of the resonances, as can be seen in Figure 3.5. Therefore the resolu-

tion function is required for the resonance shape analysis [92, 93, 123] of cross-section

data, to extract the nuclear parameters from the observed data.

Several process contribute to the resolution: the neutron producing pulse, the

finite size of the neutron-producing target, the water moderator, the detector, etc.

Therefore the resolution function is different for each facility and depends strongly

on the type (spallation or photoreaction) and geometry of the neutron source (see

Figure 3.8 and 3.12). The components of the resolution function are considered to be

independent distributions, therefore they are convoluted with each other to obtain

the total shape of the resolution function of the TOF-spectrometer (the total resolution

function I(t) is the convolution, denoted by *, of up to 6 separate components Ii(t):

I(t) = C × (I1(t) ∗ I2(t) ∗ ... ∗ I6(t)).

Typically the total resolution function is estimated by means of extended Monte

Carlo calculations. In R-matrix codes (such as REFIT or SAMMY) an analytical de-

tailed description of the single distributions Ii(t), is present. The parameters used to

characterize Ii(t) are function of physically measurable quantities.

Two equivalent ways can be followed to express each distribution as a function

of the measured quantities such as the “start time” (t0), the “stop time” (tn) and the

4Also called resolution.
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Figure 3.5: Au capture yield calculated from ENDF/B-VII parameters at 0 K (red curve),
Doppler broadened at 300 K (blue curve), and broadened by experimental res-
olution as well (green curve). The n_TOF resolution function has been used for
calculation (an energy shift is applied).

geometrical flight path (L0):

• one possibility is to introduce an average time tm that the neutrons spend rat-

tling around in the source and detector system, so that the velocity of a neutron

is defined as V = L0/{tn − [t0 + tm(V )]};

• another possibility is to introduce an equivalent additional distance to the geo-

metrical flight path, so that: V = [L0 + Lm(V )]/(tn − t0).

This second approach is adopted at GELINA and n_TOF. It has to be noted that in

both case the time-energy relation cannot be considered independently from the res-

olution function since the value of the mean equivalent distance of the resolution

function is changing with energy.

A brief description of the main components of the resolution function is here pre-

sented.

Initial pulse. The neutron pulse is closely related to the timing of the primary charged-

beam impinging on the producing target. The uncertainty of the neutron genera-

tion time, i.e. the electron/proton burst duration, is of the order of 1-2 ns (FWHM)

for electron pulse, while it is larger for spallation sources, ranging between 7 ns (at

n_TOF facility) and 250 ns (at the LANSCE facility). For low neutron energy, up to

the keV region, the contribution of this quantity to the energy resolution is negligible.

Water moderator. This is the main component of the resolution function. The distri-

bution of the time tm of neutrons leaving a moderator (with a large fraction of Hydro-

gen) with a velocity V after slowing down is supposed to be related to a chi-square
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distribution [124]:

Im(t) ∝
1

2

(
V tm
λ

)2

e−
V tm

λ (3.8)

where λ is the effective mean free path of the neutron in the moderator which is

a slowly varying function of the energy. In this case the use of the distribution of

the equivalent distance Lm = V · tm of neutrons escaping from the moderator with

a velocity V has the advantage of being almost constant for different neutron ener-

gies [125].

Moderator angle. When the flight path is at an angle θ with respect to the normal of

the moderator, a difference in flight distance of d sin(θ) from one side of the projection

of the collimator on the moderator to the other side, has to be taken into account.

Detector. In-beam neutron detectors, as used for transmission experiments, can be

several centimetres thick so their contribution to the resolution function is not neg-

ligible. For capture experiments the gamma-ray detector is not in the neutron beam

and capture sample are usually thin, thus it is assumed that this two components of

the resolution function are negligible. The time resolution of the detector may how-

ever contribute significantly.

Timing channel. Also the binning of time-of-flight events into channels of fixed

width introduces a supplementary resolution broadening.

Moreover, additional gaussian resolution components which may be due to the elec-

tronics, could be added.

3.3 n_TOF facility at CERN

The construction and commissioning of a new neutron time-of-flight facility at CERN,

n_TOF, based on an idea of Rubbia et al. [127], was finished in 2001. The facility has

become fully operational with the start of the scientific measurement programme in

May 2002. It has been designed to measure capture and fission cross-section on high

radioactive isotopes taking advantage of the high instantaneous neutron flux in com-

bination with the low duty cycle, which is low enough to cover the energy range

down to subthermal energies, preventing overlapping of slow neutrons in subse-

quent cycles. A good energy resolution is achieved by using a long flight path.

The spallation mechanism is a remarkably powerful source of neutrons. At the

proton energy of 20 GeV of the CERN PS accelerator, about 300 neutrons per pro-

ton are produced in the n_TOF spallation target. The high current pulses of up to

7×1012 protons delivered to the n_TOF facility at a nominal repetition rate of 0.4 Hz

and with a very short pulse width of 7 ns root mean square (r.m.s.), result in a high

instantaneous neutron flux with a considerable potential for high resolution cross-

section measurements on radioactive isotopes, in a wide range in neutron energy,

from thermal to several GeV. The neutrons produced by spallation in a lead block
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surrounded by a water moderator [128, 129, 130, 131] are canalized through an evac-

uated tube along the flight path to an experimental area at about 185 m downstream

of the target, making use of the existing TT2-A tunnel (see Figure 3.6). The main

Figure 3.6: General layout of the n_TOF facility. The proton beam is extracted via the TT2
transfer line and hits the lead target. At the end of the TOF tunnel (TT2-A) the
experimental station is placed at about 185 m from the primary target. Picture
from [132].

characteristics of the proton beam are:

• a momentum of 20 GeV/c, corresponding to the maximum attainable energy

within a magnetic cycle of 1.2 s of the proton synchrotron (PS);

• proton bunches of 7×1012 particles with a width of 7 ns (r.m.s.);

• up to six bunches per supercycle of typically 16.8 s. Of these, up to five bunches

per supercycle can be used due to limitations on the maximum power dissi-

pation allowed on the spallation target and on the radiation level in the target

area.

The beam is extracted from the PS and sent onto the spallation target by using a fast

extraction system. In terms of peak intensity, the proton beam for n_TOF can be con-

sidered among the highest for the PS, thanks to a special compression procedure,

which allows us to reduce the original pulse width of 14 ns to 7 ns. A more detailed

technical description of the facility can be found in [133]. The facility can be operated
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in two ways: in dedicated and, with a reduced intensity, in parasitic mode. In ded-

icated mode one or more bunches per supercycle are delivered to the n_TOF target

with the full nominal intensity of 7×1012 protons/bunch. In parasitic mode, a bunch

of half intensity is delivered at 24 GeV/c momentum. The intensity, in this case, is

limited to about 4×1012 protons/bunch.

The angle of impact of the proton beam axis on the spallation target is 10o in order

to minimize the number of undesired secondary particles in the experimental area.

At the end of the primary section a sweepingmagnet is used to remove the remaining

charged particles from the beam line.

3.3.1 Beam characteristics

In Figure 3.7 the energy distribution of the neutron flux at the sample position at 185

m for a standard bunch of 7 × 1012 protons is shown. This particular isolethargic5

shape is obtained moderating the initially fast neutron spectrum with 5.8 cm water

layer surrounding the lead target. The data are based on a measurement performed

with a 235U loaded parallel plate fission ionization chamber and below 1 keV from a
6Li-based in-beam neutron flux monitor (see next section). More details can be found

in Ref. [46].

Figure 3.7: The n_TOF neutron flux per bunch at the sample position in the experimental area
at 185 m for a standard pulse of 7× 1012 protons.

The diameter of the beam tube is progressively reduced from 800 mm at the exit

of the spallation target to 400 mm before the first collimator, which is located at 137

m from the target. In the primary section massive concrete and iron shielding are

5Flat shape of the neutron flux as a function of the logarithm of the incoming neutron energy.
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Figure 3.8: The resolution function at the sample position (185 m) of the n_TOF facility, given
as a distribution of the equivalent distance as a function of the neutron energy, in
the range from 1 eV and 1 MeV. Picture from [126].

placed at about 72 m and 140 m. At 175 m the diameter of the tube is reduced to 200

mm before the second collimator. Starting from this point the tube is made from an

Aluminum alloy. Before entering the experimental area the tube crosses a 3.2 m thick

concrete shielding.

A 20 GeV/c proton beam interactingwith a lead target is a source of many charged

and neutral particles [134]. While charged particles are strongly suppressed by the

sweeping magnet at 145 m from the spallation target, neutral particles and gamma-

rays can reach the measuring station. Photons are produced in spallation reactions

and during neutron moderation. These photons can be separated into two groups: a

“fast” component resulting from the spallation process itself with a time-of-flight to

the measuring station of less than 1 microsecond, and a “slow” component, mainly

due to thermal neutron capture in the moderator and the lead target, with arrival

times between 1 and a few hundreds µs. The “fast” component, also called gamma-

flash, is used to measure the to of each pulse (see expression 3.4).

The γ-rays of the “slow” component arrive at the measuring station along with

neutrons of a few keV energies. Though this gamma-flux is more than an order of

magnitude lower than the neutron flux[133], it represents a severe source of back-

ground in capture cross-section measurements. From the energy spectrum of these

photons one finds that 40% are due to the neutron capture on hydrogen, which pro-

duces 2.2 MeV gamma-rays. Another 5% contribution comes from photons with en-

ergies around 7 MeV resulting from the capture on lead, on the Aluminum alloy

container and on the iron target support.

The n_TOF MicroMegas detector. MicroMegas [135] is a new gaseous detector

based on a simple geometry with planar electrodes developed by Nobel Laureate
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G. Charpak. It consists of a conversion gap where radiation produces ionization elec-

trons, and of a thin amplification gap, where the free electrons create an avalanche.

The two regions are separated by a thin 5 µm mesh grid. The avalanches produced

in the amplification gap can then be collected on printed electrodes of any shape to

achieve high spatial resolution. These detectors are also very fast and well suited for

high counting rates [136]. It has been employed during the commissioning to mea-

sure the beam profile. A series of test measurements [137] demonstrated background

rejection properties and detection efficiency for the charged particles produced by

neutron reactions. The detector was shown to have a neutron detection efficiency of

up to 0.1 and a spatial resolution of less than 250 µm, matching the requirements of

the n_TOF experiment.

Silicon Monitors (SiMON). For routine neutron beam monitoring a robust and

simple system based on Silicon detectors has been developed [83]. Four Silicon de-

tectors are viewing a target consisting of a pure 6Li layer 200 µg/cm2 in thickness

and 6 cm in diameter, which is deposited on a substrate of a 3 µm thick Mylar foil.

The geometry is designed such that only the 6Li sample is exposed to the neutron

flux, whereas the Si detectors are placed inside a carbon-fibre vacuum chamber, but

outside the neutron beam (see Figure 3.9 ). The 6Li deposit is protected against oxi-

Figure 3.9: Carbon-fibre chamber (left) and internal geometry of the SiMON detectors (right).

dation by an evaporated carbon layer, less than 10 µg/cm2 in thickness. In this way,

the 6Li deposit could be maintained in proper state even after four months of opera-

tion and several air/vacuum cycles (venting operations). The spectrum of the energy

deposited in the Si [138] detectors shows a double peak with the tritons and alpha

particles from the 6Li(n,α)3H reaction clearly separated. To avoid threshold prob-

lems, the neutron flux analysis is performed by selecting only the triton peak.

3.3.2 Capture and fission instrumentation

For capture and fission experiments different detectors are available. In the n_TOF

measurements campaigns 2001-2003 deuterated benzene C6D6 γ-ray detectors were

built, with a container made of low mass carbon fibre [139]. These detector were
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used for neutron capture measurements on several isotopes. The samples are placed

in position by a carbon fibre sample changer. The low neutron capture cross-sections

for carbon and deuterium assure a low contribution of the background from sample

scattered neutrons.

A second capture detector has become available in 2004. It is a 4π 100% efficiency

Total Absorption Calorimeter (TAC) made of 42 BaF2 crystals inserted in 10B loaded

carbon fibre capsules, and coupled to XP4512B photomultipliers. Samples are placed

in the centre of the calorimeter and are surrounded by a neutron absorber. This device

will be fully described later, in Section 4.2.5.

Fission experiments have been performed with two different detector systems. A

fission ionization chamber (FIC) has been developed for use at the n_TOF facility us-

ing deposits of fissile isotopes on 100 µm thick Aluminum foils (see Ref. [47, 48, 140]

for a detailed description). Parallel plate avalanche counters (PPACs) have been also

developed with target deposits on 1.5 µm thin Mylar or 2 µm Aluminum foils, al-

lowing to detect the two fission fragments in coincidence. The use of standard cross-

sections to measure the neutron flux (in particular 235U(n, f) and 238U(n, f)) allows also

to determine accurate neutron induced fission cross-sections with the ratio method.

The data acquisition system [141] is based on Flash Analogue to Digital Convert-

ers (FADC) used for sampling and recording the waveform of the detector signals.

After zero suppression, the data are sent to CERN’s data storage facility CASTOR,

while an on-line analysis with dedicated pulse shape analysis routines [88, 120] for

each detector is performed for monitoring the quality of the data.

3.4 GELINA Facility at EC-JRC-IRMM

The Geel Electron Linear Accelerator (GELINA) of the Institute for Reference Mate-

rials and Measurements (IRMM) is a neutron TOF-facility built in 1965 and subse-

quently upgraded in 1976, 1984, 1994 and 2004.

It has been especially designed and built for high-resolution cross-section mea-

surements. It is a multi-user facility, serving up to 10 different experiments simulta-

neously, and providing a pulsed white neutron source, with a neutron energy range

between 10 meV and 20 MeV.

The GELINA facility consists of four main parts: a linear electron accelerator, a

compression system, a neutron production target with a moderator and finally a se-

ries of neutron beam lines.

3.4.1 Neutron production

Electrons with an energy of 100 keV are injected by a triode gun that produces bursts

with a pulse length of about 10 ns. These electrons are accelerated in three sections:
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Figure 3.10: A photo and a scheme of the GELINA facility. 11 flight paths and measurement
stations (for capture, elastic, fission, inelastic, self-indication and total cross-
section) are present. Picture from [142].
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a 2 m standing wave accelerator section and two 6 m travelling wave sections. In

the first section the electrons reach a velocity close to the speed of light and in the

following 2 sections they mainly gain energy in the form of mass. This results in a

maximum energy of 140 MeV.

The 10 ns time spread of the relativistic electrons leaving the accelerator sections

is reduced using a unique post-acceleration compression magnet. The pulse width of

the electrons is reduced to less than 1 ns (FWHM) with an associated peak intensity

of about 100 A [75].

The high energy electron beam hits a mercury cooled rotating uranium target,

generating Bremsstrahlung radiation. The neutrons are mainly produced via pho-

tonuclear (γ, n) and (γ, 2n) reaction and via photofission (γ, f) reactions [74]. To

increase the flux in the low-energy region, two water-filled beryllium moderators are

placed above and below the uranium target. Water and beryllium are good neu-

tron moderators because neutrons are slowed down efficiently by collisions with low

mass nuclei; moreover hydrogen has a very large neutron scattering cross-section.

The resulting neutron energy distribution is characterised by a Maxwellian distribu-

tion at thermal energy and a high energy tail with approximately a 1/E-shape.

Moderated neutrons are emitted in all directions and enter the 11 different flight

paths which lead to the measurement stations. The flight paths have lengths ranging

from 8 m to 400 m (as shown in Figure 3.10). Depending on the repetition frequency

of the Linac (1 Hz to 800 Hz) and the flight path length, the neutron beams available

for the experiments cover an energy range from 10 meV up to several MeV (see Ta-

ble 3.2). Since the neutrons are emitted isotropically, the neutron flux at a distance L

from the neutron target is proportional to 1/L2.

In Figure 3.11 the flux at the measurement station at 28 m is shown. Its resolution

function is presented in Figure 3.12. At 800 Hz operating frequency, the neutron

intensity is about 3.4×1013 neutrons/s.

Using suitable collimators, either the direct neutron spectrum (from 100 keV to 20

MeV) or the moderated spectrum (from 10meV to 1 MeV) can be utilized. As already

Table 3.2: Minimum energy available at the GELINA flight paths, depending on the repeti-
tion rate of the Linac. The energy refers to the overlap of neutron bunches. At
longer flight paths only the unmoderated neutron are available.

Flight Path LINAC frequency
(nominal) length 50 Hz 400 Hz 800 Hz

12.8 m 0.001 eV 0.137 eV 0.548 eV
12.8 m 0.002 eV 0.137 eV 0.548 eV
28. m 0.011 eV 0.733 eV 2.931 eV
50. m 0.032 eV 2.058 eV 8.230 eV
60. m 0.044 eV 2.814 eV 11.254 eV
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pointed out in Section 3.1 Cd filters may be used only at 50 Hz repetition rate, since

the overlapping energy is below the 0.6 eV resonance, in the Cd cross-section (see

Figure 3.1). At higher Linac frequency, a 10B filter is used. This introduces a limit on

the minimum energy available (around 100-200 eV), due to the large attenuation of

the neutron flux and the consequent small signal to background ratio.

Figure 3.11: The GELINA neutron flux obtained by means of simulations and measurements.
Picture from [143].

The total emission of neutrons is continuously monitored also by several BF3 pro-

portional counters (using the reaction 10B+n) placed at different positions around the

producing target. These monitors measure the energy-integrated neutron flux. The

counting rate of these detectors is used to monitor the stability of the accelerator and

to normalise the measurements to the same total neutron flux. In the following, these

monitor will be called CM (Central Monitor).

3.4.2 Measurement stations

The measurement stations are equipped with different instrumentation needed to

perform transmission and partial reaction cross-section measurements. Transmis-

sion reactions can be measured at the 25 m, 50 m, 100 m, 200m, 400 m flight paths

using Li-glass detectors [145, 146] or plastic scintillators [147]. To study the Doppler

broadening one of the measurement stations is equipped with a cryostat, which is

able to cool the sample down to 10 K [148]. For capture measurements, standard

C6D6 scintillator are used at 12.8 m, 28 m and 60 m flight paths. Fission cross-section
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Figure 3.12: The resolution function of the spectrometer GELINA at the measurement station
at 28 m, given as a distribution of the equivalent distance as a function of the
neutron energy, in the range from 1 eV and 1 MeV. Picture from [144].

measurements are performed at 12.8 m and at 28 m station using Frisch gridded ion-

ization chambers and surface barrier detectors [149]. These stations are also used to

study neutron induced charged particle reactions [150]. Studies of (n, xnγ) reactions

are performed at 28 m and at 200 m using HPGe detectors [151].

3.5 About the present 197Au(n, γ) measurements

The calculated shape of the resolution function for the n_TOF as well as for the

GELINA target-moderator assembly is not symmetric, as shown in Figures 3.8 and

3.12. The two resolution functions are different so that it is not straightforward to

compare the resolution of the GELINA and n_TOF installations. As explained in

Ref. [123] a quantitative comparison can be done by assuming the FWTM6 as the un-

certainty related to the distribution of the resolution function. Figure 3.13 shows this

comparison. Thanks to its long flight path, the energy resolution at n_TOF is better

than that of GELINA at low energies (below 2 keV), while at higher energies a better

resolution can be obtained at the 60 m FP at GELINA.

Figure 3.14 shows the results of calculations in which the experimental broad-

ened capture yield for a thin gold sample is folded with the expected n_TOF and

GELINA resolution functions. The common effect of the reduction of the peak cross-

section due to the energy resolution and the broadening of the resonances can be

seen. Moreover, Figure 3.14 confirms the results of Coceva et al. [123].

The contribution of the experimental resolution to the energy resolution plays

6Full Width at one-Tenth of the Maximum.
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of the expected energy resolution for the measuring station of
n_TOF at 185 m and for GELINA at a 12.8 m, 28 m and 60 m Flight path.

Figure 3.14: The calculated capture yield for a 50 µm thickness 197Au sample. The yield is
convoluted with n_TOF resolution function (Flight path 185 m) and GELINA
resolution function (left:flight path 28 m; right: flight path 60 m).
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an important role when it is higher than the Doppler effect (a feature, this last, of

the isotope to be measured). Therefore the best experimental condition depend on

to the nucleus to be measured. The observed widths (at half maximum) Γobs may

be estimated from the quadratic sum of the contribution of the Doppler ∆Eθ and

the experimental broadening ∆R, assuming that they are approximately Gaussian in

shape and independent:

Γ2
obs ≈ Γ2 + ∆E2

R + ∆E2
θ . (3.9)

In Figure 3.15 the total natural line width, taken from the ENDF/B-VII library, is

compared with the broadening due to the Doppler effect and the experimental res-

olution for measurements at the capture measurement station of the n_TOF facility

and at a 60 m flight path station of the GELINA facility. This figure reveals that below

1500 eV the observed line width is completely dominated by the Doppler broaden-

ing. Even for a 60 m flight path at GELINA only for the first strong s-wave resonance

at 4.9 eV the resonance energy, total width and capture kernel can be deduced from

a capture measurement. For all other resonances below 1700 eV the information ob-

tained from a transmission and only the capture Kernel can be determined. Such

measurements should be performed at a long flight path and require extremely long

measurement times. Moreover from the figure it results that, depending on the flight

path length, the Doppler effect dominates the experimental broadening of our data

up to different energies, they are reported in Table 3.3. As can be seen in the series

of figures 3.16 and 3.17, the point in which the Doppler curve meet the experimen-

tal curve, constitutes an important information to choose the flight path (where the

measurement can be carry out). In particular when the Doppler broadening dominate

the experimental one, measurements can be carry out with the same (good resolution

and) results.

Table 3.3: The energy value at which the Doppler contribution to the energy resolution be-
comes lower than the experimental broadening (with respect to Figure 3.15).

Flight path Energy
length value

GELINA 12.8 m 55. eV
GELINA 28. m 560. eV
GELINA 60. m 1700. eV
n_TOF 185. m 1450. eV

In Figure 3.16 we present some capture yields obtained at different flight path

at GELINA with a gold sample of 6.4×10−4 atoms/b. Since at n_TOF a 7.3×10−4

atoms/b gold sample has been measured (with a different detector), therefore with a

similar thickness, it is possible to compare the measured capture yield. In Figure 3.17

we first compare in a narrow energy region the capture yield obtained at each flight
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Figure 3.15: A comparison of the natural line width (Γ = Γγ + Γn) from [51] against the
broadening due to the experimental resolution (∆R) and the Doppler effect (∆θ)
for the n_TOF flight path lengths of 185 m and for the GELINA flight paths at
12.8 m, 28 m and 60 m.
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Figure 3.16: A real case with 197Au+n experimental data and calculated Doppler-broadened
capture yield. The same sample measured at different flight path.
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path, making clear that the response function of n_TOF is similar to that of a 60 m

GELINA flight path. In the second panel we just compare the capture yield in a

higher energy region measured at a 185 m flight path and at a 60 m flight path.
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Figure 3.17: A real case with 197Au+n experimental data and calculated Doppler-broadened
capture yield. The thickness of the samples are slightly different.
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Chapter 4

Measurement techniques and detectors

The main objective of this work is to improve the parameterization in terms of resonance pa-

rameters of the cross-section data for neutron induced reactions on 197Au in the resolved res-

onance region. As mentioned in Section 2.4 the determination of a complete set of resonance

parameters (i.e. resonance energy, neutron width, radiation width, spin, parity and scattering

radius) requires a combination of complementary experimental data. For the design of the

experiments and a resonance shape analysis of the data, it is of primary importance to under-

stand the relation between the experimental observables and the cross-section or resonance

parameters. In this chapter the basic principles of transmission, capture and self-indication

measurements are explained. In the last paragraph the information which can be obtained

from a resonance shape analysis of such data is discussed taking into account the specific

characteristics of the resonance structure for the 197Au+n system.

4.1 Transmission experiment

4.1.1 Principle

Transmission measurements are the simplest and most accurate type of cross-section

measurements [111]. The observed quantity is the fraction of the neutron beam that

traverses the sample without any interaction. This fraction, which is called the trans-

mission factor T, is related to the total cross-section and the total number of nuclei

per unit area by:

T = e−nσtot. (4.1)

The experimental observed transmission, Texp, is obtained from the ratio of the

counting rates of a sample-in measurement Cin and a sample-out measurement Cout,



which are both corrected for their dead-time and background contributions:

Texp =
Cin

Cout
(4.2)

The experimental transmission Texp can be directly related to the theoretical ex-

pectation value Eq. 4.1 when:

1. the target is perpendicular placed to a parallel incoming neutron beam;

2. all neutrons that are detected have crossed the sample;

3. neutrons scattered by the sample are not detected.

These conditions require experiments that are performed in a good transmission ge-

ometry and put constraints on the target characteristics. The good transmission ge-

ometry can be realized by properly collimating the neutron beam at the sample po-

sition and by a small solid angle between the sample and detector. In addition, the

interpretation of Texp in terms of the total cross-section requires a homogeneous target

which does not contain pin holes. The optimum areal density (or thickness) depends

on the total cross-section to be determined. As a general rule a transmission between

0.2 and 0.7, depending on the background conditions is recommended.

Since in Eq. 4.2 the incoming neutron fluence rate as well as the detector efficiency

cancel out, there is no normalization uncertainty. In addition, corrections for multi-

ple scattering, as required for capture cross-section measurements (see section 4.2),

are unnecessary. Although fundamentally straightforward, there are several difficul-

ties associated with transmission measurements. Correction for background effects

requires a series of measurements based on black resonances covering the energy re-

gion of interest. In the energy region below 1 eV the background level can only be

based on an extrapolation based on the background level observed for black reso-

nances at higher energies. In addition, the background level at the detector position

is affected by both the black resonance filter and the sample characteristics in case of

the sample-in measurement. Therefore, specific background measurements for both

the sample-in and sample-out conditions are required, as explained in Ref. [145]. To

monitor accurately the background level, measurements with fixed background fil-

ters have to be performed.

4.1.2 Transmission detector

In the low energy region Li glass detectors, based on the 6Li(n, α)t reaction, are used.

In the high energy region one mostly prefers plastic scintillators for which the elastic

scattering on hydrogen is the most important reaction. Figure 4.1 shows a Li-glass

scintillator that is used for transmission measurements in the resolved resonance re-

gion. The Li-glass scintillator (NE 912) has a 127-mm effective diameter and 6.35-mm
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thickness. The Li-glass is placed in an Al canning and viewed by a EMI 9823 KQB

PhotoMultipliers (PMT). The lithium is enriched to 95% in 6Li. Small amounts of

cerium (Ce+) are added to be used as a scintillator medium. The resolution func-

tion of a transmission measurement depends on the response of the neutron detector.

The additional time uncertainty component is mainly due to the finite size of the

detector creating a spread in effective distance travelled by the neutron before being

detected. This spread can be described either with analytical expressions or byMonte

Carlo simulations. In both approaches, the properties of the detector, i.e. the size, the

density, the energy dependent cross-sections are taken into account to provide the

effective path length travelled by the neutron, inside the detector, before generating a

time signal. Figure 4.2 compares the resolution function for a 10 eV neutron obtained

from Monte Carlo simulations with the one deduced from analytical expressions for

the detector of Figure 4.1. The response can be considered as a sum of two com-

ponents: a component due to a single interaction event and a component resulting

from multiple scattering events. The time dependent component resulting from the

time jitter of the detector signal and electronics, which is about 1 ns (FWHM), can be

represented by a Gaussian.

Figure 4.1: Drawing of the Lithium glass detector used in transmission measurement at the
GELINA facility at 49.34 m flight path. Picture from [142].
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Figure 4.2: The resolution function of the transmission detector from MCNP simulation and
analytical expression as a function of the distance travelled by the neutrons in-
side the detector. Both responses were normalized to the same total area. Picture
from [142].

4.2 Capture experiment

4.2.1 Principle

The quantity determined in a capture experiment is the fraction of the incident neu-

trons undergoing a reaction in the sample and generating a signal in the detection

system. For non fissionable nuclei and for energies below the inelastic scattering

threshold, the capture and scattering yield, represented by Yc and Yn, respectively,

can be expressed as a function of the total (σtot), capture (σγ) and scattering (σn) cross-

section:

Yc(En) = (1 − e−nσtot)
σγ

σtot
+ YM (4.3)

and the scattering yield as:

Yn(En) = (1 − e−nσtot)
σn

σtot

− YM (4.4)

where n is the number of nuclei per unit area and YM accounts for the contribution

of capture events following at least one neutron scattering in the sample. The term in

brackets is due to the neutron self-shielding. Full analytical expressions for both the

capture and scattering yield, which are also valid for fissionable nuclei, can be found

in Ref. [92]. The theoretical expectation value for the total observed yield Y is the sum

of the contribution due to Yc and Yn:

Y = εcYc + εnYn (4.5)
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Where εc is the probability that a capture event is detected and εn is the probability

that a neutron which is scattered in the sample undergoes a capture in the detector

material and creates a signal in the detector.

The capture yield Yc does not only depend on the capture cross-section but also

on the total and elastic scattering cross-section. Only for thin samples, such that

nσtot ≪ 1, the capture yield is directly related to the capture cross-section:

Yc(En) ≈ nσγ (4.6)

For thick samples it is convenient to express the total capture yield as a sum of three

terms:

Yc = Y0 + Y1 + Y≥2. (4.7)

where Y0 represents the primary yield:

Y0 = (1 − e−nσtot)
σγ

σtot
(4.8)

Y1 is the contribution due to capture events after one elastic scattering in the target,

and Y≥2 refers to neutron capture events after more than one neutron scattering (for

sake of clarity YM=Y1+Y≥2). The contribution of the three components for the res-

onance in 197Au are illustrated in Figure 4.3. In a relatively thin sample the single

scattering yield Y1 is mainly due to neutron scattering at 90o.

The yield Yn represents the contribution due to neutrons which are scattered in

the sample and subsequently captured in the detector environment. This contribu-

tion creates a time dependent background which cannot be distinguished from the

real capture event and therefore contributes to the experimentally observed yield.

The sensitivity to scattered neutrons plays an important role for all resonances with a

neutron width that is much larger than the radiation width (i. e. the scattering proba-

bility much greater than capture probability). This is the case for light nuclei and for

heavier nuclei around shell closure. To study such nuclei one chooses detectors with

the lowest neutron sensitivity and one tries to reduce the amount of all the materi-

als surrounding the sample-detector assembly. The consequences of this background

component on the resonance parameters of large s-wave resonances have been illus-

trated by Koehler et al. [153], Corvi [154] and Beer et al. [155].

From the counting rate Cc (of the γ-rays), which is corrected for dead time and

background, the experimental yield can be obtained as follows:

Yexp(En) =
Cc

ΩAϕn
(4.9)

where ϕn is the incident neutron flux, A the effective area of the target seen by the

neutron beam and Ω the solid angle subtended by the detection system. This yield
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Figure 4.3: Top: Schematic view of the contributions from multiple-scattering events to the
capture yield in 197Au. Bottom: capture yield calculation of Y, Y0, Y1, Y2 for a 1
mm thick Au sample.
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can be compared with the theoretical expectation value given by Eq. 4.5. It has to be

noted that the detection efficiency is already included in Eq. 4.5.

Equations 4.3 - 4.9 reveal that the determination of the capture yield (and of the

cross-section) requires an additional measurement of the neutron flux. The detection

efficiency for the partial reaction event and the neutron sensitivity of the detection

system are required as well.

In most cases the geometry of the detection systems is not well defined and it is

hard to determine the solid angle, the effective area and the the absolute neutron flux.

As discussed in the next section (see 4.2.2) the energy dependence of the neutron flux

can be accurately determined. Therefore, the normalization factor N is introduced

and the experimental yield is expressed as:

Yexp(En) = N
Cc

ϕn

. (4.10)

This energy independent normalization factor can be deduced from capture mea-

surements at energies where the theoretical yield Y is well known. It has been shown

that for such measurements the impact of systematic effects can be largely reduced

by a proper choice of the normalization procedure. One can distinguish between

normalization measurements based on a standard cross-section or on samples with

a resonance for which the neutron width is much smaller than the radiation width

(Γn ≪ Γγ). The reference cross-section can be a thermal capture cross-section, or

a standard cross-section in the higher energy region, such as the 197Au(n, γ) cross-

section above 200 keV [156]. Normalization at a known resonance can be performed

completely independent of any other capture cross-section for resonances with a neu-

tron width that is much smaller than the radiation width. In the case when the

macroscopic peak total cross-section is much less than unity (nσtot ≪ 1) the cap-

ture area is almost proportional to the neutron width and can be determined very

accurately from independent transmission measurements. Examples of resonances

strong enough to be observed in transmission measurements and their use in nor-

malizations of capture measurements are the 1.15 keV resonance of 56Fe [157] and the

2.25 keV resonance of 60Ni [158].

A special case occurs when the macroscopic total cross-section is much larger than

unity (nσtot ≫ 1). For a saturated resonance, i. e. a resonance for which all incoming

neutrons are absorbed in the sample, all incident neutrons with energies in the vicin-

ity of the resonance energy interact with the sample [159]. If, in addition, the neutron

width is much smaller than the radiation width, the capture yield is close to unity:

Y (En) ≈ σγ

σtot
+ Ym ≃ 1. (4.11)

An example of a saturated resonance is shown in Figure 4.4 for the first resonance
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in the Au(n, γ) reaction. Given this property, the “saturated resonance technique”

can be effectively used for normalization purposes in capture measurements, i.e. to

determine the efficiency of the (n, γ) detector and/or the neutron flux or, more often,

their product, since the normalization is the value of the ratio Yexp/Yth in the energy

region of the plateau.

Eq. 4.11 is valid only when the ratio Γγ/Γn is large, since in this case no matter

how important is the contribution of the multiple scattering, all scattered neutrons

are afterwards captured in the sample [159, 160, 161]. This is, for example, the case

of the first 4.9 s-wave resonance in Au, for which Γγ = 122.5 meV and Γn = 15.2 meV.

Another resonance suitable for applying this so-called saturated resonance method

Figure 4.4: The theoretical yield for the first Au(n, γ) resonance calculated with R-Matrix code
Sammy using recommended resonance parameters listed in ENDF-VII with and
without correction due to multiple scattering. The sample thickness is 0.1 mm.

is the 5.2 eV resonance of 109Ag. The principle is illustrated in Figure 4.4, where the

capture yield for the 4.9 eV resonance of 197Au obtained with a 0.1 mm thick sample

is shown.

4.2.2 Neutron flux measurements

The neutron flux can be determined from the measurement of a standard reaction,

i. e. a reaction for which the cross-section is well known. Most of the neutron flux

measurements at GELINA are performed by ionization chambers based on the 10B(n,

α)7Li, 235U(n,f) and 238U(n,f) standard reactions. The 10B(n, α) reaction is used for

measurements below 150 keV, while the 235U(n,f) reaction for energies above 150 keV.

At ORELA [76] and KURRI [78] the neutron flux is determined from measurements

of the 10B(n, αγ) reaction using 10B as a sample in the capture detector set-up. The
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energy dependence of the neutron flux at n_TOF has been determined frommeasure-

ments with a 235U-loaded parallel plate chamber [84] and is continuously monitored

with a 6Li deposit viewed by four silicon detectors [83].

The neutron flux ϕn measurement produce a tof-spectrum. From this counting

rate Cϕ(En), which is corrected for dead time and background, the yield can be ex-

pressed as:

Yϕ(En) =
Cϕ(En)

ΩAϕn
, (4.12)

here ϕn is the incident neutron flux, A the effective area of the target seen by the

neutron beam and Ω the solid angle subtended by the detection system. Since the

detectors are made of very thin samples of Li or B and since they are typically charac-

terised by structureless cross-sections (see Appendix D) the theoretical yield for the

reaction under investigation is:

Yϕ(En) = (1 − e−nσtot)
σst

σtot

≈ nσst (4.13)

where n is the thickness of the sample and σst is the standard
10B(n, α)7Li or 7Li(n, α)t

cross-section. Combining Eq. 4.12 and Eq.4.13 it results that the energy dependence

of the neutron flux is expressed as:

ϕn =
KCϕ

σst
. (4.14)

It has to be noted that both 6Li and 10B cross-sections are proportional to 1/v up to

the keV region, therefore in this energy range, the normalization is obtained from the

shape of the cross-section, ( and not on the absolute value).

4.2.3 Capture detection systems

Neutron capture events are characterised by prompt γ-ray de-excitation cascades

leading from the excited state to the ground state of the compound nucleus formed

in the reaction. The total energy emitted, E∗, is the sum of neutron separation and ki-

netic energy (see Eq. 2.1). The separation energy ranges from fewMeV up to 10 MeV,

depending on the isotopes (in the case of the 197Au+n system the binding energy is

6.512 MeV). When a low energy neutron is captured, the energy of the gamma cas-

cade is essentially the Q-value itself. A capture reaction, therefore, can be measured

by detecting one or more of the prompt γ-rays emitted in the de-excitation cascade.

A detection system to study the resonance structure of neutron induced capture

cross-sections should satisfy the following requirements [154, 162]:

• the detection efficiency for a capture event should be independent of the subse-

quent γ-ray cascade, i.e. independent of the multiplicity of the γ-ray spectrum
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and the γ-ray energy distribution;

• the sensitivity to scattered neutrons should be as low as possible;

• the detector should have a very good timing response.

Total absorption detectors rely on the detection of all γ-rays emitted in a capture

event. The ideal detector has a 4π geometry and a 100% detection efficiency for all γ-

rays in the cascade. Most of these detectors also have the ability to measure the mul-

tiplicity distribution of the γ-ray cascades. This feature was successfully exploited

at the Kurchatov institute by Muradyan et al.[163] using a multi-sectional detector

based on 48 NaI(Tl) crystals. A similar system, containing 16 NaI(Tl) crystals, is used

for capture cross-section measurements in the thermal and epi-thermal energy region

at the TOF-facility of the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute [77]. A detection assem-

bly of 12 BGO-crystals is installed at the linear accelerator of the Kyoto University,

Research Reactor Institute (KURRI) [78]. A BaF2 detection system made of 42 indi-

vidual crystals with a truncated pyramidal shape [164] is used at the FZK Karlsruhe

to determine capture cross-sections in the unresolved resonance and high energy re-

gion [165]. Capture measurements with a similar system have been performed at the

n_TOF facility at CERN. The Detector for Advanced Neutron Capture Experiments

(DANCE), which is an 4π array consisting of 162 BaF2 elements, has been installed

at the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE) to carry out neutron capture

cross-section measurements [166]. The initial design work of this detector and of the

one used at n_TOF is described in Ref. [167]. The n_TOF BaF2 calorimeter is carefully

described in Section 4.2.5.

The second method for the measurement of capture reactions is the total energy

technique. This method is based on the use of low efficiency detectors with a γ-ray

detection efficiency that is proportional to the γ-ray energy. This technique is based

on an original suggestion by Maier-Leibnitz and was first applied by Macklin and

Gibbons [169] using C6F6 detectors. Nowadays one prefers to use detectors with min-

imized neutron sensitive, such as C6D6 scintillators [139, 153, 154]. Such systems are

also extensively used at GELINA, ORELA [76], n_TOF at CERN and at KURRI [170].

The difference between these two techniques, just described, is related to the pos-

sibility to minimize either the contribution of the background, or the neutron sensi-

tivity. In particular, the total absorption technique, in which the whole de-excitation

cascade is reconstructed, is more adequate for distinguishing capture γ-rays from the

background related to γ-ray activity of the sample, and from competing reactions

such as the neutron induced fission. On the other hand, the total energy method is

more appropriate to minimize the sensitivity of the capture set-up to elastic neutron

scattering, which severely limits the accuracy of the results whenever the scattering-

to-capture ratio is large.
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4.2.4 Total energy detection with C6D6 detectors

The total energy detection principle is based on the use of a low efficiency detection

system with a γ-ray detection efficiency εγ that is assumed to be proportional to the

gamma ray energy Eγ :

εγ = k · Eγ . (4.15)

When the γ-ray detection efficiency of such a detector is very small ( εγ ≪ 1), such

that essentially only one γ-ray out of the capture cascade is registered at a time, the

efficiency to detect a capture event can be approximated by:

εc = 1 −
∏

i

(1 − εγ,i) ≈
∑

i

εγ,i. (4.16)

Under these conditions the detection efficiency for a capture event εc is directly pro-

portional to the total energy released in the capture event E* (the sum of the neutron

binding Bn and neutron kinetic energy En in the centre of mass system):

εc ≈ k
∑

i

Eγ,i ≈ kE∗ = k(Bn + En,cm). (4.17)

and independent of the actual cascade path.

The Moxon-Rae detector achieves approximately the proportionality between the

γ-ray energy and detection efficiency by a proper design of the detector [171]. How-

ever, the use of this type of detectors has been abandoned due to the non-proportionality

of the efficiency below 0.5 MeV and its low detection efficiency [154]. An alternative

approach is the pulse height weighting technique by means of the so-called weight-

ing function. This technique is based on an original suggestion byMaier-Leibnitz and

was first applied by Macklin and Gibbons [169] using C6F6 detectors. In the present

work we discusses the total energy detection principle using C6D6 detection systems

for the determination of the neutron induced capture cross-sections in the resonance

region based on experimental data obtained at GELINA.

The Pulse Height Weighting Technique (PHWT)

The γ-ray detection efficiency for a typical C6D6 detector is small, but not directly pro-

portional to the γ-ray energy. However this proportionality can be achieved through

the pulse height weighting technique, in which the response function of the detec-

tion system is mathematically modified [87, 160], so to achieve the proportionality

between the detection efficiency and the γ-ray energy. A weighting function W(Ed) is

defined such that it follows the relationship:

∫ ∞

0

Rd(Ed, Eγ)W (Ed)dEd = kEγ (4.18)
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with Rd(Ed,Eγ) the detector response, i.e. the probability that a gamma ray with an en-

ergy Eγ results in a deposited energy Ed. The proportionality factor k is usually taken

equal to 1 MeV−1 when deriving W(Ed). The overall efficiency ε(Eγ) for detecting a

γ-ray of energy Eγ corresponds to the integral of the function Rd(Ed, Eγ):

∫ ∞

0

Rd(Ed, Eγ)dEd = ε(Eγ) (4.19)

In a capture experiment at TOF-facilities the time-of-flight of the neutron creating

the capture event is recorded together with the energy deposited in the detector by

the γ-ray. Using the weighting function defined in Eq. 4.18 a weighted TOF-spectrum

Cw(Tn) is obtained from:

Cw(Tn) =

∫

C(Tn, Ed)W (Ed)dEd (4.20)

where C(Tn,Ed) is the distribution of the energy Ed deposited by the detected γ-ray,

observed at the time-of-flight Tn, related to the kinetic energy En of the incident neu-

tron.

In the past, W(Ed) was derived experimentally [172] from a system of Eq. 4.18

for known response functions Rd(Ed, Eγ) relative to various Eγ values, covering the

whole energy range of interest in neutron capture (from a few hundreds of keV up to

10 MeV). The weighting function was determined once for each capture set-up, and

was assumed independent on the sample to be measured.

Recently, it has become customary to use simulation to calculateRd(Ed, Eγ), thanks

to the high reliability of current Monte Carlo codes. To obtain reliable weighting

functions, accurate response of the detection system have to be calculated for a set of

γ-ray energies. By implementing a detailed software replica of the complete experi-

mental setup, the calculated Rd(Ed, Eγ) takes also into account effects of the sample.

Typically GEANT [173] and MCNP [174] codes are used with an accurate geometry

description (see, for example, Figure 4.5 from Ref. [160]) that reflects the experimen-

tal conditions at GELINA: 2 (or 4) C6D6-liquid scintillator contained in an Aluminum

cylindrical cell 10 cm diameter and 7.5 cm height, placed at 90o and 125o with re-

spect to the beam axis, each cell coupled to a photomultiplier through a boron free

quartz window. The response is obtained by a convolution of the simulated response

Re(Ee, Eγ) with a Gaussian function, that represents the energy resolution of the de-

tector, studied by means of γ-ray sources.

The weighting function is obtained by expressing W(Ed) as a smooth function

(polynomial form) of the observed deposited energy Ed. The parameters of the func-
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Figure 4.5: Details of the geometrical description (horizontal cross-section) as implemented
in MCNP input file. Picture from [152].

tion are obtained by minimising for a number of γ-ray responses, the χ2 defined as:

χ2 =
∑

j

(

kEγ,j −
∫ ∞

EL

Re(Ed, Eγ,j)W (Ed)dEd

)2

. (4.21)

The recorded energy spectra do not go all the way to zero, because of the use of

a finite discriminator threshold ED, needed to reject electronic noise. To account for

the missing part of the observed spectrum, two approaches are followed:

THRESHOLD = 0 The weighting function is calculated with EL=0 in Eq. 4.21

and a correction is applied for the missing contribution of both γ-rays whose

energy is below the experimental discriminator level ED and γ-rays that con-

tribute only partly to the observed spectrum (to this purpose, tabulated tran-

sitions probabilities, i.e. γ-rays emission spectrum, are needed for additional

Monte Carlo simulations) [87].

THRESHOLD = experimental threshold Theweighting function is calculatedwith

EL=ED in Eq. 4.21.

With the first method accurate weighting function include only positive powers in

the polynomial form, for the second approach also negative powers are needed, in

particular when the γ-ray transport in the sample material cannot be neglected. The

expression for the weighting function in this case becomes:

W (Ed) =
4∑

i=−3

aiE
i
d (4.22)
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In Figure 4.6 three different weighting function, for different sample thickness and

calculated with the method “threshold 6= 0“ are shown.

Figure 4.6: The weighting function, or weighting factor for different thickness of Au sample
disc of 8 cm diameter, calculated with EL=ED = 200 keV threshold.

Other improvements

Required improvements in nuclear data always need higher accuracy data, which

can be achieved with developments in measurement techniques and analysis. At the

GELINA facility a further improvement on PHWT was implemented [145, 160]. The

idea is the following: for a given sample, the weighting function depends not only

on the sample characteristic but also on the neutron flux distribution in the sample

(and thus on the resonance strength). Indeed for a weak resonance the assumption

of a homogeneous distribution of γ-rays in the sample is valid, while for a strong

resonance one needs to account for the neutron flux attenuation so that γ-rays are not

generated homogeneously in the sample.

4.2.5 Total γ-ray absorption detector

The principle of using a 4π detector with high γ-ray efficiency and reasonably good

energy resolution is the complete detection of the prompt γ-ray cascade. This con-

cept offers the advantage of obtaining a clear signature for capture events via the

sum energy of γ-ray cascades, which reflect the binding energy of the captured neu-

tron. Provided that the detector is segmented into a sufficiently large number of in-

dependent modules, valuable additional information on event multiplicities can be
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obtained. Based on combined information on the multiplicity and deposited energy

it is possible to distinguish real capture events from single γ-ray background and

competing reactions such as fission.

Some constraints have to be considered in the choice of the scintillator. Since the

detector volume has to be large to absorb the whole γ-ray cascade, the chemical com-

position of the scintillator must exclude elements with high (n, γ) cross-section (for

example NaI and CsI, because of the large capture cross-section of Iodine). Among

the remaining suitable scintillators the final choice is a compromise between: a) en-

ergy resolution; b) time resolution; c) sensitivity to scattered neutrons. A detailed

comparison of suitable scintillators can be found in [167]. The choice of BaF2 for

the n_TOF 4π array was based on the fact that it exhibits similar sensitivity to scat-

tered neutrons than CeF3 and bismuth germanate (BGO) but has the advantage of

better time and energy resolution1. The light output of BaF2 scintillator has two main

components, the shorter decay time is 0.6 ns, which is better suited for fast timing

applications, whereas the longer decay time is 630 ns.

There are various possibilities to cover the full solid angle with an arrangement of

closely packed crystals. In order to facilitate the interpretation of event multiplicities,

the crystal should be shaped such that they cover equal solid angles. Such geometries

are known to correspond to fullerene-type structures consisting of a few configura-

tions with certain, fixed number of element [175].

The n_TOF TAC [176, 177, 178] consists of 40 BaF2 crystals, 12 pentagonal and

28 hexagonal, covering 95% of the 4π solid angle. Both types of crystals are shaped

from BaF2 cylinders, 14 cm in diameter and 15 in thickness with raw and final weight

of 12 and 7.5 kg respectively. The reflector of each crystal is made of 0.1 mm Teflon

foil followed by 0.1 mm polished Aluminum sheet. Each crystal is viewed by a 12.7

cm Photonis XP4508 photomultiplier with an Aluminum housing that is mounted

on an honey-comb structure also made of Aluminum, holding the complete detector.

The detector assembly is divided into two hemispheres, one of which can be moved

to access the interior of the detector, and in particular the centre of the TAC where

the sample is placed. Figure 4.7 shows a picture of one of the hemispheres with the

neutron absorber. placed in the centre of the assembly.

One of the main sources of the background in (n, γ) measurements is related to the

detection of the gamma cascades originating from neutrons scattered from the sample

and absorbed in the detectors itself. This kind of background follows the same reso-

nant behaviour as the capture events, resulting in a systematic increase of the area of

the resonances. The amount of background depends on the neutron sensitivity of the

detector [154, 139], defined as the ratio between the efficiency for detecting scattered

neutrons εn, and that for capture events εγ . In the design of the TAC, its neutron sen-

1For sake of completeness: a better choice would be C6F6 even though it requires larger volume.
With BaF2, comparable values could only be reached using isotopically pure 138Ba, due to its very
small (n, γ) cross-section.
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Figure 4.7: Two views of the BaF2 array. One (and both) of the hemispheres of the TAC
with the neutron absorber placed in the centre and the neutron beam line pass-
ing through the detector assembly.
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sitivity has been minimized by mounting a spherical neutron absorber/moderator

around the sample and 10B-loaded carbon fibre capsules surrounding each crystal.

The high 10B content (16% in mass) of the 1 mm thick carbon fibre capsules is aimed

at stopping neutrons (thermalized but not absorbed in the inner sphere the absorber)

before they reach the crystal.

The composition of the material of the neutron absorber has been chosen from

Monte Carlo simulations [179, 180]. They indicated that the best neutron modera-

tor/absorber combination is 6LiH, which in addition has the advantage of a very

low perturbation of the γ-ray spectrum thanks to its low effective atomic number Z.

However, safety rules at CERN exclude the use of 6LiH [181] due to its high flamma-

bility and toxicity. Instead, the Lithium salt C12H20O4(
6Li)2 [180] was used, an inert

and inflammable compound satisfying the safety requirements. For mechanical sta-

bility the compound was encapsulated in a spherical 0.5 mm thick Aluminum shell

with inner and outer radii of 5 and 10 cm, respectively. The absorber is placed in the

geometrical centre of the TAC.

4.3 Self-indication experiment

Self-indication experiments involve a combination of both capture and transmission

measurements. Two samples are used: the one closer to the source is used for trans-

mission and the other is used for capture. Both samples contain the nuclide of interest

(they have the same resonance structure, thus the term “self-indication“). Such an
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Figure 4.8: Scheme of the self-indication experiment.

experiment preferentially removes neutrons near the peak of the resonances for this

isotope, thus focusing on the shoulders or wings of a resonance. Furthermore, for

a saturated resonance, this measurement provides an unambiguous identification of

the background at the resonance position.

For the determination of the complete set of resonance parameters additional

complementary data are required. To find an ideal combination of complementary

data the basic principles of resonance area analysis are very instructive, as demon-
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strated in the section 2.4.1. Using the Single Level Breit-Wigner formalism, the sim-

plest variant of the R-matrix theory, one obtains simple relationships between the ex-

perimental observables and the resonance parameters. From these relations it can be

drawn that self-indication measurements are always complementary to both trans-

mission and capture measurements.

In practice self-indication measurements are similar to a capture measurement

(since γ-ray are detected) with the only difference that a filter of the same material of

the sample is employed.

Analysis of a self-indication experiment requires both calculation of transmission

through the first sample (with thickness nt) and calculation of capture yield with

self-shielding and multiple-scattering corrections for the second sample (with thick-

ness nc). Transmission is calculated as described in Section 4.1, using parameters

appropriate for that sample (thickness, temperature, etc ...). The capture yield Y is

calculated as described in Section 4.2, using parameters appropriate for the capture

sample; note that the normalizations described in that section may be applied to the

”capture yield“ calculation here. The self-indication result is the product of the trans-

mission and the capture yield:

SI(E) = T (E) · Y (E). (4.23)

More in detail, the counting rate CSI for self-indication measurements (neglecting the

neutron sensitivity) is given by:

CSI = εcYc(En)e−ntσtotϕ0(En).

Note that the flux is the one recorded without the filter in the beam.

The importance of self-indication measurements in particular for the analysis in

the URR is shown by Fröhner [96, 182] in the evaluation of the average resonance

parameters.

4.4 RSA codes REFIT and SAMMY

Resonance Shape Analysis (RSA) codes, such as REFIT [92] or SAMMY [93], can be

used to deduce resonance parameters from experimental data. Both codes are based

on the Reich-Moore approximation of the multi-level R-matrix formalism. These

codes account for the Doppler broadening and the self shielding and multiple scat-

tering effects in partial cross-section measurements. The theoretical reaction yield

and transmission factors are folded with the experimental resolution. The resonance

parameters together with some other parameters linked to the experimental set up

(e. g. normalization, background level, effective temperature, target thickness and

homogeneity) can be determined by a least-square fit to the experimental data.
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The REFIT code allows a simultaneous analysis of different data sets (the familiar

least-square method), while SAMMY carries out a sequential fit on the different data

sets, applying the Bayes’ Theorem (generalized least-square).

In SAMMY code the experimental data have to be expressed as a function of en-

ergy, while REFIT code performs the fit in the time-of-flight domain. In the REFIT

code the total effective flight path length, also accounts for transport of the neutron

within the neutron source and the with detector or sample in case of transmission

and partial reaction measurements respectively. The resulting effective flight path

length depends on the neutron energy and is related to the resolution of the spec-

trometer. We recall that the time-energy relation cannot be seen independently from

the resolution function, since the mean equivalent distance of the resolution function

is changing with energy. It follows that in REFIT the definition of the energy of the

resonance is more clear as compared to the SAMMY code, which requires the conver-

sion of the time-of-flight into energy prior to the resonance shape analysis (in which

the resolution function is applied).

Hereafter we will use the notation used in REFIT, noting that the difference with

SAMMY is basically the definition of the normalization:

NREFIT = 1/NSAMMY .

Moreover, concerning the present work, the experimental data are background-free,

thus in the following B=0. The fitting procedure consists in the minimization of the

χ2 defined as:

χ2(~a,~b) = (~Zexp − ~Zcalc(~a,~b))T V −1
Zexp

(~Zexp − ~Zcalc(~a,~b)) (4.24)

where Zexp is the experimental observable, i.e. the transmission factor or the capture

yield or the self-indication yield. The corresponding quantity, Zcalc as a function of

the time-of-flight tn, is calculated starting from the theoretical quantity Z(En) broad-

ened for the experimental effects as in the following:

Zcalc(tn) =

∫
Rt(tn, En)εc(En)Z(En)dEn

N
+ B

in particular for the transmission factor:

Tcalc(tn) =

∫

Rt(tn, En)e−nσtot(En)dEn (4.25)

for the capture yield:

Ycalc(tn) =

∫

Rt(tn, En)εc(En)Yc(En)dEn (4.26)
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and for the self-indication:

SIcalc(tn) =

∫

Rt(tn, En)e−ntσtotεc(En)Yc(En)dEn. (4.27)

where Rt(tn,En) is the neutron time-of-flight resolution function, εc(En) is the detec-

tion efficiency for capture events, N is the normalization and B is the background.

The matrix V−1
Zexp

is the covariance matrix and ~a is the vector of resonance parame-

ters, while~b is the vector of experimental parameters. In particular:

~a ≡ (J, aJ , R∞
J , Er,i, Γγ,i, Γn,i) i = 1, number of resonances

and the vector ~b takes into account the sample characteristic, the flight path length,

sample temperature (Doppler), resolutions, ...

The SAMMY code has the advantage of treating the full covariance matrix V−1
Zexp

,

while in REFIT only the diagonal terms of the matrix can be considered. Moreover

three important differences between the two codes are present typically for capture

reactions, are related to:

1) the correction for the neutron sensitivity of the detector;

2) the correction for the gamma attenuation in the sample;

3) the correction for multiple scattering.

In the REFIT code corrections 1) and 2) are applied during the fitting procedure be-

cause: the correction 1) depends on the parameter to be fitted (Γn/Γγ ratio); the

correction 2) can not be applied to the experimental yield [160] (see Section 6.3.3).

In SAMMY it is possible to correct for them in an iteratively way. For example in

SAMMY, for the neutron sensitivity, one has to subtract the ”point wise“ neutron

background produced by the sample-scattered neutrons (the correction in this ap-

proach depends on the sample under investigation). Nevertheless when Γn ≪ Γγ

one expects that these listed differences are negligible.

The relation 4.28 expresses the correction due to the neutron sensitivity (with re-

spect to point 1), as implemented in REFIT:

Ycalc(tn) =

∫
Rt(tn, En)[εc(En)Yc(En) + εn(En)Yn(En)]dEn

N
+ B (4.28)

where Yn is the scattering yield and εn(En) is the efficiency for detecting a scattered

neutron. The relation 4.29 expresses the correction due to gamma attenuation in the

sample (with respect to point 2) as implemented in REFIT:

Ycalc(tn) =

∫
Rt(tn, En)kc(σtot)εc(En)Yc(En)dEn

N
+ B (4.29)
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where kc(σtot) is correction depending on the total cross-section. This correction is

important for ”thick“ samples since it has been demonstrates [160] that for a given

resonance the weighting function depends on the sample characteristics and the neu-

tron flux distribution in the sample. Consequently, for a given sample the weighting

function depends on the resonance strength (gΓn) and may differ from resonance to

resonance. For weak resonances a homogeneous distribution of the γ-rays is valid,

while for strong resonances one needs to account for the neutron flux attenuation.

Hence, each resonance requires in principle its own weighting function. This is from

a practical point of view not realistic. Therefore, for the analysis of capture data the

expression 4.29 is used in REFIT, for more details see [160]. In REFIT the equation for

Z is the combination of Eq. 4.28 and 4.29:

Ycalc(tn) =

∫
Rt(tn, En)[kc(σtot)εc(En)Yc(En) + εn(En)Yn(En)]dEn

N
+ B. (4.30)

Concerning the third correction, only in REFIT the ”full multiple scattering correc-

tion“ is implemented and it takes into account the energy spread of the scattered

neutrons. The differences between the two codes have been tested in the analysis of

the capture yields obtained at n_TOF and at GELINA. The comparison demostrated

that such differences are negligible.
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Chapter 5

Measurements at CERN-n_TOF

High accuracy measurements of the capture cross-section of 197Au have been performed at

the n_TOF facility, in the energy range between 1 eV and 5 keV. In the n_TOF measurements,

a total energy detection system with two C6D6 liquid scintillator detectors as well as the total

γ-ray absorption calorimeter (TAC) have been used. The full procedure from raw data to the

extraction of the capture yield is here described, with particular emphases on the data reduc-

tion of the TAC measurement. We present the results in the RRR, in particular a preliminary

R-matrix analysis performed with the R-Matrix code SAMMY.

5.1 Introduction

The measurement of the capture reaction 197Au(n, γ) has been carried out with two

different detector systems, the new1 n_TOF detector, i. e. the BaF2 4π calorimeter

(TAC), and the C6D6 liquid scintillator array. The aims of the measurements are

twofold: first to study in details the performance of the TAC detector (in view of

future neutron reaction measurements with radioactive and rare samples) and, sec-

ond, to improve the knowledge of the 197Au cross section.

Regarding the analysis of the n_TOF C6D6 data, in several published papers the

experimental set-up and the techniques are reported. A detailed description can be

found, for example, in [183]. We just want to recall that at n_TOF, C6D6 detectors

have been developed by using a carbon fibre container and minimising the mass of

the detector. In this way, a very low neutron sensitivity has been achieved, one order

of magnitude lower than for commercial detectors [139].

Concerning the performances of the TAC, two aspects have been studied care-

fully: the neutron sensitivity and the pile up. Since for the resonances of 197Au the

ratio Γn/Γγ ranges from very low values to a maximum of about 20, the comparison

of the results obtained with the two detection systems allowed to minimize the sys-

tematic uncertainties related to the neutron sensitivity, thanks to the use of the C6D6

1It has become available in 2004.



detectors. The pile up effect in the detectors may be a limit for the measurement

with the TAC. For this reason the capture yield obtained with dedicated and with

parasitic neutron beam have been separately analyzed and then compared. Since for

parasitic bunches the counting rate is half of that expected for dedicated pulses, the

comparison between the results obtained for the two modes allowed us to verify the

correctness of dead-time corrections. Again a further check was the comparison with

C6D6 data. The results reported in this chapter have been obtained with dedicated

beam. However for few resonances characterised by high counting rate, data from

parasitic beam measurement have been used.

To sum up, the combination of C6D6 and TAC data is important to keep under

control effects related to the measurement techniques2, and to derive the 197Au cap-

ture cross-section with high accuracy.

Figure 3.15 shows that the Doppler effect dominates the experimental resolution

of the n_TOF data. Moreover, the broadening due to the experimental resolution is

in general much larger than the natural widths of the 197Au+n resonances. In this sit-

uation the shape-analysis of the capture yield is not fruitful, while the area-analysis

can be carry out3. According to the Table 2.2, the area analysis provides gΓn, when

the radiation width dominates over the total width, and gΓγ , when the elastic width

is larger than the capture one. In some cases, to improve the quality of the fit, the

preliminary R-matrix analysis has been performed fitting the data having as free pa-

rameters both partial widths. Even though in these cases the values of extracted

parameters, Γn and Γγ , are not accurate this procedure has been adopted to calcu-

late reliable capture kernels and compare the results between data sets taken with

different setups.

Since RSA codes need starting values for the resonance parameters (in particular:

the spin, the scattering radius and values for partial widths), initial parameters have

been taken from neutron data libraries.

The capture samples

The gold sample used in this TACmeasurement was a disc of about 0.1 mm thickness

and 1 cm diameter. In addition to the 0.1845 g Au sample, a 70 mg natC and 171 mg
208Pb samples (same diameter of the Au sample) have been measured, in order to

evaluate the background caused by sample-scattered neutrons and the one related to

in-beam γ-rays. The characteristics of the Au samples are listed in Table 5.1.

2Neutron sensitivity and pile up for the TAC; intrinsically low efficiency and the use of the pulse
height weighting technique for C6D6.

3In determining the partial widths of a resonance using only capture data, resonance shape analysis
is similar to an area analysis: the smaller of the two partial widths is determined from the area of the
resonance (see Eq. 2.46), while the other width is calculated from the difference between the total
width obtained from the shape fit and the smaller of the two partial widths.
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Table 5.1: Sample features for the capture measurements at n_TOF.

TAC C6D6

Diameter (cm) 1.0 2.205
Weight (g) 0.1854 1.871
Thickness (cm) 1.22 × 10−2 2.5 × 10−2

Areal density
(atoms/barn) 7.3 × 10−4 1.498 × 10−3

5.2 Total Absorption Calorimeter (TAC)

In the first step of this analysis we concentrate on the single BaF2 crystal performance,

after which the overall TAC performance is analyzed. At n_TOF, each BaF2 crystal

is acquired independently of other crystals. The informations from all the 40 BaF2

crystals are then combined by software, via a calorimetric routine.

Single crystal performance

One of the most important and innovative feature of the n_TOF TAC is the acquisi-

tion system (DAQ) [141]. Since the n_TOF facility has been built to deal with very

high counting rates (as high as several counts per µs), an acquisition system based on

flash ADCs [184] with high sampling rate (up to 1 GS/s) had to be used. In this mea-

surement the FADCswere operating at 500MHz, allowing to record the full sequence

of signals in the detector, for neutron energies down to 1 eV. The same DAQ has been

used at n_TOF both for the C6D6 and TAC apparatus. The system allows for off-line

pulse shape discrimination, reconstruction of the deposited energy, time-of-flight de-

termination and finally for the treatment of the pile-up [88, 120, 185, 186, 187, 188].

After zero suppression and data formatting, data are stored in the CERN central

data recording system. At this stage, especially designed pulse shape analysis rou-

tines [189] (see for example, Figure 5.1) are used to extract from the digitized detector

signals the necessary information for the data analysis (i.e. integrated slow and fast

component of the signal, the time-of-flight (Tof), etc ...). The advantage of the use of

FADC, and off-line reconstruction routine, is the possibility to correctly identify and

analyze a signal overimposed on the tail of a preceding one. In this case, the baseline

of the last detected signal is not considered constant, but an exponentially decaying

function, with 630 ns decay constant (the longest decay constant of the BaF2 light

output).

In principle, the effect of the pile up of two consecutive γ-rays in the same detector

is negligible since the pulse shape of the two signals is reconstructed (see Figure 5.1).

However the reconstruction routine may fail to find and separate two signals when

they are too close, depending on their relative amplitude. It follows that the dead
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Figure 5.1: Digitized BaF2 signals and the corresponding reconstruction after the pulse shape
analysis. Picture from [189].

time for the single crystal is not a fixed value, as can be seen in Figure 5.2. For ran-

domly incoming events, the time difference between two successive events follows

a Poisson distribution, in particular for the γ-ray background. Figure 5.2 shows the

distribution of time difference (∆Tof ) measured for the Au(n, γ) reaction. For time

difference above 800 ns, the distribution follow a poissonian shape. From 600 to 800

ns, the ∆Tof distribution is above the poissonian law. This excess is most probably

due to the shape of the BaF2 signal, which shows a bump around 600 ns after the start

of the signal, generating sometimes false triggering. Applying a relatively high fixed

threshold (150 or 300 or 500 keV) on the single crystal it is possible to minimize the

bump at 600-800 ns. Moreover in the next section we will show that the 600 ns bump

is not present in the conincidence spectrum. This indicates that this problem does not

affect significantly the TAC performance.

A further check was obtained comparing the ∆Tof spectra produced by parasitic

and dedicated bunches. Since the neutron flux in dedicated pulses is double than

in parasitic ones, some changes in the time interval spectra are expected. Figure 5.3

shows that differences in the spectra obtained in the two modes are negligible when

a threshold of 150 keV is present. For this reason, in the analysis a single crystal

threshold of 150 keV has been adopted.

Pulse shape discrimination

The BaF2 scintillator material is not pure but it contains Po and Ra contaminations,

which cause a characteristic α radioactivity in the scintillator. The ratio between the
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Figure 5.2: Time interval spectra comparison. Left: signals from the BaF2 crystal number
20, in dedicate mode with and without thresholds. Right: signals from few BaF2

crystals with a threshold of 150 keV.

Figure 5.3: Time interval spectra comparison. Signals from the same BaF2 crystals in dedicate
and parasitic mode respectively, with and without a threshold.
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Figure 5.4: Total energy spectrum obtained from a single BaF2 (in blue). The α spectrum
(green) and the γ spectrum (red) have been obtainedwith the pulse shape analysis
during a Au(n, γ) measurement.

amplitude of the fast component and the signal integral can be used to discriminate

γ-rays from α particles. Indeed for α particles the fast component signal is strongly

reduced, so that the ratio is expected to be smaller than for γ-rays. Figure 5.4 shows

the deposited energy distribution (in one crystal) for the Au measurement . In the

figure the results of the pulse shape discrimination on a single BaF2 crystal can be

seen. Since they can be identified, α-particles can be used to monitor the light output

of the crystals and the gain of the photomultipliers. The stability in the gain of each

module has been checked by using the α spectrum relative to the 214Po and 226Ra

decay.

Energy calibration and resolution

The energy calibration of each crystal was obtained by means of standard γ-ray

sources: 137Cs (662 keV), 88Y (898 and 1836 keV) and Pu/C (6131 keV from 16O).

An example of the deposited energy distribution measured with 137Cs and 88Y is

presented in Figure 5.5, together with a curve obtained by fitting the observed dis-

tribution. This curve was obtained convoluting 3 Gaussian functions, one for each

γ-ray energy of the sources. An exponential function was also added to fit the back-

ground. The energy of the most energetic peak (1836 keV γ-ray from 88Y) is not al-

ways recorded completely, as can be noted from the deviation from the Gaussian law.

Energy calibration has been performed by fitting the mean of the Gaussian distribu-

tion to the nominal γ-ray energy, while the linearity has been estimated by looking

at the regression coefficient. The sources allowed also to determine the energy reso-
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Figure 5.5: Deposited energy distribution of the standard γ-ray calibration source containing
137Cs and 88Y.

lution of each BaF2 module and of the whole apparatus. The TAC is characterised by

an energy resolution of 15% at 662 keV and of 6% at 6.1 MeV.

5.3 Analysis procedures

The processed informations from each of the 40 BaF2 crystal are combined off-line in

a calorimetric routine with the aim of identifying capture events. The condition that

defines an event4 is the detection of two or more γ-rays within a coincidence window

of 25 ns (−13 < ∆Tof < 12 ns). Although the time resolution of each crystal is 1 ns,

thanks to the very fast decay time of one components of the BaF2 light output (0.6 ns),

the overall time resolution of the TAC is larger (about 20 ns FWHM) due to the un-

certainty in the calibration of different Flash ADC. The time resolution of the overall

TAC has been reduced to about 10 ns (FWHM, see Figure 5.6) with a synchronization

procedure. To optimize the width of the coincidence window, it is necessary to study

the time difference distribution ∆Tof between γ signals in all detectors. Figure 5.6

shows the ∆Tof distribution obtained during the measurement of the 0.1 mm thick

gold sample. Two regions can be clearly seen in Figure 5.6. From -13 to 12 ns (red

region) the distribution shows a typical structure of coincidence events. In the re-

maining regions (the blue zones), the distribution becomes almost flat, as expected

for uncorrelated events. From this figure, the width of the coincidence window has

been chosen of 25 ns. As reported in the figure the Gaussian fit of the peak in the

∆Tof spectrum indicates a FWHM of 10 ns, so that the chosen window includes al-

4Hereafter we will refer to “event” as “capture event”.
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Figure 5.6: Minimum time distribution between γ-rays signals coming from two (or more)
detectors. The coincidence events are in red (−13 ≤ ∆Tof ≤ 12 ns) while uncor-
related events are in blue.

most 100% of the true γ-ray coincidences, while minimising the background related

to the random coincidences.

5.3.1 Capture yield determination

For each capture event, the calorimetric routine provides the following information:

the total energy deposited in the TAC (ETAC), the time-of-flight (Tof) and the mul-

tiplicity (Mγ), i. e. the number of BaF2 crystals in which a γ-ray is detected above

threshold. The experimental capture yield can be determined from the number of

γ-ray cascades CAu(En) as a function of the neutron energy (En) determined from the

measured time-of-flight, according to the calibration procedure described in Ref. [82].

The background-free distribution is obtained by subtracting the spectrum measured

with an empty-sample (also called “sample holder”), Cempty, i.e. a measurement in

which the Au sample is removed from the beam, living only the sample holder in.

The capture yield is then given by:

Yexp(En) =
CAu − Cempty

ǫ
· 1

f · Φ(En)
, (5.1)

here Φ(En) is the neutron flux integrated over the neutron beam profile, as a function

of the energy En, ǫ is the efficiency of the TAC for detecting the capture event, and f is

the fraction of the neutron beam intercepted by the sample. This fraction is typically

≈ 0.2, since the dimension of the sample (1 cm diameter) is smaller than the neutron

beam profile. Both factors, ǫ and f , in a first approximation, do not depend on the
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Figure 5.7: The spectrum of the energy deposited in the TAC, with conditions on incoming
energy neutrons: 1 < En < 5000 eV. Measurements on Au, on C and empty
measurement (also called open bean) are shown. Dashed vertical lines indicate
the analysis conditions.

incoming neutron energy, in the range here considered, being f related only to the

geometry of the sample, and ǫ to the analysis conditions, such as multiplicity and

cuts on energy deposition, i. e. ǫ = ǫ(ETAC , Mγ).

The subtraction in Eq. 5.1 of the Au and empty spectra has been done after the

normalization to the number of proton delivered during the Au and empty measure-

ments.

The measured yield has been self-normalized by using the saturated resonance

technique, applied to the 4.9 eV resonance [159] (more details are given in Section 5.3.2).

The normalization costant, in this case, is the inverse of the product of the detection

efficiencymultiplied by the fraction of neutrons impinging on the sample: N = 1/ǫ·f .
Therefore the experimental capture yield as a function of the incoming neutron en-

ergy can now be written as:

Yexp(En) = N
CAu − Cempty

Φ(En)
.

Figure 5.7 shows the total energy deposited in the TAC for the Au(n, γ) measurement.

The capture peak at 6.5 MeV can be clearly identified, together with the various com-

ponents of the background. A delicate part of the data analysis consists in the choice

of the optimal conditions that maximize the capture-to-background ratio.

Figure 5.7 and 5.8 show the selection criteria adopted in the present analysis. For

the total energy deposited ETAC , the condition chosen is 3.5 < ETAC < 7.5 MeV, with

a minimum bias on the multiplicity (Mγ ≥2). As shown later, the choice on ETAC
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Figure 5.8: Different experimental capture yield for Au(n,γ) reaction extractedwith and with-
out conditions on energy deposition. No conditions are applied on multiplicity:
Mγ ≥2.

minimizes the background due to the neutron sensitivity, since it allows to reject com-

pletely the 2.2 MeV γ-rays produced by Hydrogen capture in the inner sphere of the

calorimeter. Furtermore, this condition removes also a fraction of background caused

by neutrons captured in the crystals by some Ba isotopes (135,137Ba), whose separation

energy is above 7 MeV. Another advantage of this condition is that it minimizes pile-

up of two consecutive capture cascades, which simulates events with large total en-

ergy deposition. Although the applied condition reduces the overall efficiency down

to 60%, the resulting signal-to-background ratio is drastically improved, as shown in

Figure 5.8.

5.3.2 Capture yield normalization

We have studied the impact of resonance parameters on the normalization when

applying the saturates resonance techniques. Figure 5.9 shows that when a satu-

rated resonance is dominated by the capture channel, the value of the normalization

is nearly independent of the resonance parameters, as demonstrated by Borella et

al. [160]. The theoretical yield in this case is expected to be ≈ 1 (see Eq. 4.11), on the

contrary when the neutron width is of the same order of magnitude of the capture

width (or higher) not all scattered neutrons are absorbed in the sample. In this case it

follows that: Yc(En) = σγ

σtot
+ Ym < 1.

The Independence on the resonance parameters is demonstrated in Table 5.2 which

lists the normalization factor N that was deduced from a resonance shape analysis of

the experimental yield at the 4.9 eV resonance, measured with a 0.1 mm thick sample.
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Figure 5.9: The theoretical calculation for the first Au(n, γ) resonance calculated with R-
Matrix code SAMMY varying partial widths. The sample thickness is 0.1 mm.

An example of the goodness of the fit is shown in Figure 5.10. It has to be noted that

the larger variation on the normalization factor N, deduced from the yield of the Au

4.9 eV saturated resonance, is reached when a 20% higher value for Γn is kept fixed

while performing the fit. In the other cases the variation of the normalization factor

is within 0.1%.

5.3.3 Background measurements

Figure 5.11 shows the spectra obtained for different samples, when the following

analysis conditions are applied:

• single crystal threshold = 150 keV;

• -13 ns < ∆Tof < 12 ns;

• 3.5 < ETAC < 7.5 MeV;

• Mγ ≤2.

The left panel in the figure shoes the results for the Au (black histogram) and empty-

sample (in red). The background-free Au capture yield, as pointed out in Eq. 5.1, is

obtained subtracting bin by bin the histogram for the empty-sample from the one for

Au.

Other sources of background that have to be taken into account are the sample-

scattered neutrons and the γ-ray contamination in the neutron beam. These back-

ground components were evaluated by performing two other measurements: C+n
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Table 5.2: The results of a resonance shape analysis (with SAMMY) of the 4.9 eV resonance
of 197Au. The chi-square is given togetherwith the energy region considered in the
fit. The superscript indicates the parameter that was kept fixed. Last row gives the
values of Γγ and Γn in ENDF/B-VII.

N Γγ Γn χ2 Region
(meV) (meV)

0.1249 124.∗ 15.2∗ 1.17 3 - 7 eV
0.1248 123. 15.2∗ 1.14 3 - 7 eV
0.1248 124.∗ 15.3 1.13 3-7 eV
0.1244 117. 15.8 1.11 3 - 7 eV

0.1238 144. 13.∗ 1.15 3 - 7 eV
0.1240 151. 13.∗ 1.16 4.6 - 5.2 eV
0.1263 99. 18.∗ 1.13 3 - 7 eV
0.1267 100. 18.∗ 1.12 4.6 - 5.2 eV

ENDF/B-VII 124. 15.2

Figure 5.10: SAMMY fit of the s-wave 197Au resonance at 4.9 eV with both resonance partial
widths free to vary. The higher value on the plateau gives the corresponding
normalization, in this case N=0.125. In the lower panel the residual are plotted.
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Figure 5.11: Left: Au and empty-sample experimental capture yield, extracted with the same
conditions on energy deposition and multiplicity. Right: empty-sample, C+n
and 208Pb+n experimental capture yield, extracted with the same conditions on
energy deposition and multiplicity (Mγ ≥ 2). Resonances in Pb yield are due to
a small contamination of Antimony (Sb).

and 208Pb+n. Both of these isotopes are characterised by a very low capture cross-

section, moreover:

• because of its very low atomic number, the C+n measurement can be used to

estimate the background due to the sample-scattered neutrons;

• 208Pb+n can be used to check for the background induced by the γ-rays contam-

ination in the neutron beam, thanks to its large atomic number.

The experimental yield of these measurements are reported in Figure 5.11. The re-

ported spectra are normalise to the number of protons. As can be seen (beside the

resonances due to a Sb contamination in the Pb sample) the C+n and the 208Pb+n

background, with the condition used in the analysis, are close to the one measured

with the empty-sample, thus demonstrating the low level of the respective surviving

background. Indeed it has to be noted that the yield of the background events is of

the order of 10−3.

5.3.4 Corrections to the capture yield

The capture yield measured with the TAC must be corrected for some systematic

effects (before performing a resonance analysis with a R-Matrix code). The most im-

portant corrections are related to the dead-time of the apparatus and to its neutron

sensitivity. A detailed description of these effects and applied corrections is given in

the following.
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Signal pile-up and detector dead-time

The large counting rate associated with the very high instantaneous neutron flux at

n_TOF results in two different effects that have to be considered in the analysis of the

TAC data:

i) the pile-up between consecutive signals in each BaF2 crystal,

ii) the occurrence of two consecutive capture events within the coincidence win-

dow used in the calorimetric routine (25 ns).

For analogy with standard electronics, we will refer to this second effect as “detector

dead-time”.

As pointed out in Section 5.2, contrary to standard electronic and acquisition sys-

tems, the n_TOF DAQ should not be affected by pile-up. However the pulse shape

algorithm may fail to identify a small signal in the tail of a preceding large signal.

For this reason, a fraction of low-energy γ-rays may be lost, thus distorting primarily

the multiplicity and, to a less extent, the total energy deposited in the TAC. Since the

pile-up probability depends on the counting rate, large resonances may be affected,

both in shape and area. A correction for this effect requires a detailed knowledge

of the signal shape in each crystal, and of the ability of the reconstruction routine

to identify and recognize pile-up events. A possibility is to rely on detailed simula-

tions of the detector response. A different approach, however, has been adopted in

the present thesis, taking advantage of the feature of the n_TOF proton beam, that

can be delivered in two different modes: a dedicated mode, with intensity of 7×1012

protons/pulse, and a parasitic one, with approximately half the intensity (as shown

later, this feature is useful also for verifying the accuracy of dead-time corrections).

A comparison between data collected in two modes reveals that pile-up problems

affect only the low-energy part of the energy deposited in each crystal. A minimiza-

tion of the problem is therefore obtained by applying a threshold of 150 keV on the

individual crystal and keeping a minimum bias on the multiplicity (Mγ ≥2). In this

way, this problem does not affect significantly the TAC performance. Indeed Fig-

ure 5.12 shows that the dead time is about the expected one, i. e. the time window

of 25 ns. The problem in the time distribution of a each crystal, that was reported

in Figure 5.2, disappears when considering coincidences. It should be noted that the

applied threshold of 150 keV to single crystal also minimizes effects related to the

attenuation of γ-rays in the sample, limiting fluctuations in the reconstructed total

energy and multiplicity of the cascade.

The second, important effect produced by the high counting rate at n_TOF is re-

lated to the occurrence of two capture events within the coincidence time window

used in the calorimetric routine to identify and sum-up all γ-rays belonging to a cap-

ture event. For the largest counting rates, the probability of detecting two different
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Figure 5.12: Time difference distribution between 2 capture events in parasitic and in dedi-
cated mode, both distribution present a dead time of about 25 ns.

Figure 5.13: The first Au resonance. Two capture yield extracted from the same data set with
two different time window (“detector dead-time“), 50 and 25 ns.
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Figure 5.14: The experimental energy deposited in the TAC for 4<En<6 eV (red curve) and
theMC simulated energy spectrum (blue curve) for the ”detector dead time“ cor-
rection. The condition on neutron energy avoids contamination due to neutron
sensitivity on energy spectrum, indeed all neutrons are absorbed in the sample
when a resonance is saturated.

capture events in the coincidence time window cannot be neglected. As a result, a

loss of events is produced, as evident in Figure 5.13, that shows how an increase in

the time window from 25 to 50 ns produces a strong reduction of the capture yield.

Due to the constraints on the total deposited energy, the combination of two (or more)

capture reactions leads to the loss of one or both events, depending on whether the

resulting ETAC falls within the applied conditions. The effect is analogous to the loss

of counts due to the dead-time in standard processing and acquisition systems. This

kind of "detector dead-time" can be corrected in the first order by applying a correc-

tion for a standard non cumulative (non paralyzable) model (see Eq. 3.7) where the

dead-time is the time width of the coincidence window, i. e. 25 ns.

The first order correction is valid in the standard assumption that, out of the two

events in coincidence, only one is detected. In the calorimetric method, however,

other cases should be considered. Given the conditions applied on ETAC and Mγ , it

is possible that both event are lost (the combination of the two falling outside the

conditions). On the other hand, one should also consider that some events lost for

dead-time, would have been lost anyway, because they did not originally match the

analysis conditions. The number of events effectively lost by dead-time was esti-

mated by means of Monte Carlo simulations. Two events, randomly chosen from the

measured ETAC spectrum were added together, and the resulting spectrum, shown in

Figure 5.14, was analyzed in order to determine the second-order effect. It was found

that, on average, the dead-time correction factor of Eq. 3.7 has to be increased by 30%.
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Figure 5.15: Au Capture yield obtained with dedicated and parasitic beam. For this reso-
nance, at 60.3 eV the counting rate reaches the maximum values. A small differ-
ence at the top of the resonance can be seen.

To avoid effects due to neutron background in ETAC spectrum, the condition: 4<En<6

eV was set on incoming energy neutrons.

The overall correction is less than 6%, reached at the top of the strongest reso-

nances (for dedicated beam). Although small, the dead-time affects the results of

the resonances analysis, by distorting their shape. For this reason a correction was

always applied. On the flat top of the 4.9 eV resonance, used for normalization pur-

poses, such effect is about 2%.

After applying the dead-time correction, a systematic check was carried out by

comparing parasitic and dedicated pulses. Except for the 60.3 eV resonance (see Fig-

ure 5.15), which shows the largest counting rate (> 1µs−1), the difference between

yields extracted for the two proton beam modes was found to be less than 1%, thus

providing confidence on the validity of the applied dead-time correction.

Neutron background

Neutrons elastically scattered by the sample can be captured inside the TAC, mainly

by some Ba isotopes, and contaminate capture yield from the Au sample. This kind

of background depends on the neutron sensitivity of the detector [139, 154], defined

as the ratio between the efficiency for detecting scattered neutrons ǫn, and that for

capture events ǫ(ETAC , Mγ). The effect, particularly important for resonances with a

neutron width larger than the radiation width, consists in an artificial increase of the

resonance area. Several methods can be used to determine this background compo-

nent (see Ref. [152, 167, 168] for details). In the present analysis the neutron sensitivity
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was determined from a measurement with a thick graphite sample, and by the ratio

of elastic cross-sections of Au and C, according to the following expression:

ǫn

ǫ
=

(CC − Cempty)

(CAu − Cempty)
· Y Au

c

Y C
(n,n)

, (5.2)

where CC and CAu are the measured number of counts as a function of the neutron

energy (normalise to the neutron flux). The capture yield for 197Au and that of elas-

tic scattering in 12C are calculated from the ENDF/B-VI evaluated cross-sections. As

Figure 5.16: Experimental neutron sensitivity for the n_TOF TAC capture detection system
as a function of neutron energy. The ratio ǫn/ǫ of the probability that a neutron
entering the system creates a detected signal is calculated relative to different
conditions on ETAC and event multiplicity.

shown in Figure 5.16 for the 4π detection system, based on BaF2 scintillator, the neu-

tron sensitivity is very high, about 0.1, three orders of magnitude higher than that of

the C6D6 setup. However, the background due to scattered neutrons can be reduced

in an effective way, by applying a suitable condition on the total deposited energy

ETAC .

The optimal condition can be understood by looking at the distribution of the to-

tal energy deposited in the TAC, shown in Figure 5.7 for Au, as well as for C and

empty-sample. Together with the peak at 6.5 MeV related to the 197Au(n,γ) reaction,

several other structures can be observed in the figure. Table 5.3 lists the origin of

these structures. The peaks at low energy are associated with capture of scattered

neutrons in the 10B capsules (emitting a single 480 keV γ-ray), or with capture by

the Hydrogen content in the inner shell of absorbing material (with the consequent

emission of a 2.2 MeV γ-ray). The structure above 7.5 MeV is instead caused by cap-

ture of scattered neutrons by two Ba isotopes in the BaF2 crystal. Below the capture
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peak of Au, other reactions take place, such as capture by other Ba isotopes (in par-

ticular 130,132,134,136Ba, with neutron separation energy Sn = 7.5, 7.2, 7 and 6.9 MeV,

respectively) as well as by 19F, with capture energy of 6.6 MeV. However, due to the

Table 5.3: List of the main capturing isotopes present in the whole detector and their relative
neutron binding energy. See Figure 5.7 for comparison.

Isotope Reaction Energy where
MeV

10B (n,αγ) 0.48 capsules
H (n,γ) 2.2 n-absorber
138Ba (n,γ) 4.8 scintillator
137Ba (n,γ) 8.6 scintillator
135Ba (n,γ) 9.1 scintillator

low capture cross-section and/or low natural abundances, their contribution is not

evident in the spectrum of total energy ETAC , shown in Figure 5.7. The neutron sen-

sitivity calculated for different conditions on ETAC and event multiplicity is shown

in Figure 5.16. The strongest reduction, of about one order of magnitude, is obtained

with the condition used in the present analysis, i.e. 3.5 < ETAC < 7.5 MeV, which

allows to completely rejects events related to neutron capture in the 10B-loaded cap-

sules as well as in the neutron absorber. Although strongly reduced by the analysis

procedure, a residual background due to scattered neutrons still remains, as evident

in Figure 5.7 from the difference between the C and empty-samples. For most res-

onances, this unavoidable background results in an increase of the neutron yield of

a few percent, although it may reach up to 20% for resonances with very large Γn

(i. e. with a large elastic-to-capture cross-section ratio). Therefore, a second step is

needed in the analysis to subtract this residual background. Two techniques were

investigated to this purpose, with the background calculated either on the basis of

resonances parameters listed in literature or from the same experimental data col-

lected at n_TOF. In the first case, the expression of the neutron background Bn was

derived by scaling the carbon measurement to the Au sample, according to the fol-

lowing expression:

Bn = (YC − Yempty) ·
Y Au

(n,n)

Y C
(n,n)

. (5.3)

The elastic yields for Au and C (Y Au
(n,n) and Y C

(n,n), respectively) were derived from

ENDF/B-VI cross-sections. The secondmethod, described inmore details in Ref. [168]

and shown in Figure 5.17, relies exclusively on the measured ETAC . In this case, the

residual background is determined from the yield measured with C sample (sub-

tracted for the empty-sample contribution), scaled so to match the tail above 7.5MeV,

in the ETAC spectrum for Au. This method relies on the assumption that such a tail is
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Figure 5.17: Au capture yield and the neutron background, obtained with the experimen-
tal method. The blue curve corresponds to events that fill the condition:
3.5 < ETAC < 7.5 MeV, while the red curve corresponds to events that satisfy
7.5 < ETAC < 12 MeV.

due only to neutron capture on Ba isotopes.

Both techniques for neutron background subtraction present problems. The first

method suffers from the lack of reliable neutron widths in literature. Furthermore,

it does not take into account a distorsion in the reconstructed neutron energy, due

to the moderation time of scattered neutrons. Therefore this first correction is an

upper limit of the neutron background. In the second method the background may

be overestimated, for the largest resonances, since the ETAC region above 7.5 MeV

may be affected also by pile-up events (see Figure 5.14).

In the present analysis, we choose to extract the neutron background with the

second method but using in some cases additional information on gΓn provided by

the comparison with the C6D6 and with the results obtained with the first method.

5.4 Results

In the resolved resonance region the yield measured at n_TOF was analyzed with

the resonance shape analysis code SAMMY. The code is based on the Reich-Moore

approximation of the R-Matrix theory and accounts for self-shielding, multiple scat-

tering and Doppler effects. The resolution function of the n_TOF neutron beam has

been included in the code. The measured background, related to the neutron sensi-

tivity of the detector described above (shown in Figure 5.17), was also included in the

code, as “point wise” data, and kept fixed in the resonance fit.

As already explained in Section 5.1 the fitting procedure allowed to extract the

capture kernels from the measured capture yields. Moreover other fitting strategies
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were tried, in order to check the reliability of the extracted kernels:

1. both partial widths, Γγ and Γn free;

2. only the smaller of the two reaction widths free, with the other one fixed at the

tabulated value;

3. only Γn free with Γγ fixed at an average value (124 meV) from ENDF/B-VII;

4. the choice of the parameters to vary identified from the minimization of the

resulting χ2.

An overall agreement within few percent resulted from the different strategies.

In the energy range between 1 eV and 4.830 keV the kernels of 265 resonances have

been determined separately by the analysis of the data from the TAC (see Figure 5.18)

and the C6D6 detectors, the values of the kernels are reported in Section 5.4.2.

Figure 5.18 shows the capture yield obtained with the TAC and the quality of the

fit in different energy regions. In the missing regions no resonances are present.

5.4.1 Discussion of uncertainties

The total uncertainty in the cross-section consists of several contributions that can be

identified in the analysis procedure. An important source comes from the determi-

nation of the normalization factor (that is the inverse of the product of neutron beam

interception factor and the efficiency of the TAC). This normalization has been de-

termined from the analysis of the first Au(n,γ) resonance, and its uncertainty is less

than 0.1% (see Table 5.2). The additional uncertainties are related to the background

subtraction, the dead-time and the pile-up corrections. Since the magnitude of each

correction is among 0.1 and 2%, the overall uncertainty on the normalization can be

assumed to be around 2%. An uncertainty of 2-3% is related to the determination of

the shape of the neutron flux. Adding up these components the overall uncertainty

is around 3%. To this uncertainty the statistical one has to be added.

5.4.2 Capture kernels

The Table 5.4 reports the resonance kernel obtained from the TAC data and from

C6D6 data together with their uncertainties due to the fitting procedure. Moreover

the radiative kernels calculated from resonance parameters listed in ENDF/B-VI and

ENDF/B-VII libraries are also reported.

Although the resonance parameters are obtained from the resonance shape anal-

ysis, only the capture kernels in the present analysis are characterised by a high ac-

curacy. Improving the accuracy on the individual parameters requires a combination
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Figure 5.18: Experimental capture yield obtained with TAC and relative SAMMY fit. The
capture yield has been divided into several regions for a better visualization.
The normalization factor is 0.124.
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of the present data with a transmission measurement, which was beyond the goal of

the present measurement.
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Table 5.4: Radiative kernels (K) for 197Au+n obtained at n_TOF and that ones listed in

ENDF/B libraries.

TAC C6D6 ENDFVII ENDFVI

ER K ∆K/K K ∆K/K K K

(eV) (meV) % (meV) % (meV) (meV)

46.63 .08 4 .08 3 .06 .05

58.02 1.59 1 1.52 1 1.57 1.59

60.23 26.37 1 28.42 1 25.88 27.90

78.44 5.42 1 5.60 1 5.49 5.55

106.95 4.65 1 4.66 1 4.44 4.58

122.23 .55 3 .53 3 .50 .50

144.30 3.11 2 3.19 2 3.07 3.11

151.28 12.17 1 11.48 4 11.30 11.62

162.94 13.52 2 12.80 5 13.54 13.54

164.95 5.20 2 4.93 2 5.34 5.34

189.91 12.87 1 13.06 2 13.15 12.33

240.44 27.42 4 29.38 3 25.95 26.16

262.05 23.70 3 25.82 3 24.23 23.66

273.67 2.81 3 2.61 3 2.51 2.52

293.20 53.57 1 56.63 2 56.40 65.18

329.16 21.36 1 19.26 2 21.44 21.26

330.57 15.58 1 14.44 3 15.81 16.04

355.31 18.16 1 17.63 2 18.94 18.65

370.91 32.78 1 32.31 4 28.55 29.29

375.36 4.58 2 4.21 3 4.64 4.71

381.77 25.80 1 25.43 3 23.95 24.14

400.08 3.72 2 3.63 3 3.81 3.81

401.31 8.59 1 8.09 3 8.61 8.62

440.07 34.30 1 36.30 2 34.89 33.94

450.80 26.09 1 24.49 3 23.84 24.78

477.12 53.91 1 54.54 2 55.54 57.78

489.50 15.91 1 15.81 3 15.68 14.86

493.58 14.67 1 13.84 3 12.33 14.03

533.65 16.12 1 15.72 3 15.73 17.15

548.15 15.32 1 14.77 3 14.08 14.02

561.22 1.57 4 1.59 6 1.76 1.76

578.52 56.21 1 54.16 2 34.46 66.71

580.40 28.57 1 32.36 3 31.36 24.20

586.34 11.86 2 11.86 3 11.25 10.41
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Table 5.4: Radiative kernels (K) for 197Au+n obtained at n_TOF and that ones listed in

ENDF/B libraries.

TAC C6D6 ENDFVII ENDFVI

ER K ∆K/K K ∆K/K K K

(eV) (meV) % (meV) % (meV) (meV)

602.41 46.75 1 47.04 2 55.01 55.01

616.85 23.20 1 22.66 4 24.24 31.62

624.14 13.98 2 13.69 4 13.14 13.08

627.89 13.19 2 12.87 3 12.04 11.86

638.28 58.62 1 59.06 2 65.73 71.43

658.40 2.80 4 2.47 6 2.31 2.28

685.55 6.03 3 5.31 5 4.53 4.50

695.33 39.68 1 42.75 3 44.15 49.12

698.54 60.46 1 59.16 3 62.16 75.27

715.22 36.57 5 34.80 11 37.47 42.87

737.98 3.96 4 3.86 5 4.50 4.70

759.53 34.04 1 32.99 3 38.46 42.44

773.28 37.37 1 36.78 3 36.40 37.11

783.84 36.79 1 37.25 4 37.30 42.86

795.51 45.17 1 45.49 3 49.32 50.32

812.79 7.41 3 7.11 5 7.08 7.01

819.02 48.54 4 50.27 9 49.69 56.74

824.44 58.01 1 57.11 3 65.87 79.47

863.70 10.55 1 10.69 11 10.24 7.46

878.94 14.42 2 15.81 9 17.01 17.37

931.78 56.89 2 56.88 8 59.91 68.35

955.45 3.46 5 3.43 7 6.44 6.44

960.58 25.73 2 22.68 4 6.38 23.74

983.79 47.04 3 45.26 10 56.39 64.22

987.90 37.51 2 35.12 5 43.02 44.07

994.84 57.87 1 63.94 8 64.38 73.45

1039.06 12.25 3 12.10 6 11.14 12.18

1042.61 37.69 2 33.38 4 37.98 37.27

1063.23 3.93 5 3.54 7 3.69 3.80

1077.31 35.58 2 33.62 4 35.41 34.59

1091.98 50.73 1 48.95 3 55.41 65.08

1119.50 6.89 4 7.46 8 7.52 7.01

1127.86 15.46 3 15.31 5 17.25 17.81

1134.77 59.56 3 58.03 9 60.35 65.29
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Table 5.4: Radiative kernels (K) for 197Au+n obtained at n_TOF and that ones listed in

ENDF/B libraries.

TAC C6D6 ENDFVII ENDFVI

ER K ∆K/K K ∆K/K K K

(eV) (meV) % (meV) % (meV) (meV)

1177.09 4.44 6 4.32 7 4.71 4.70

1182.68 55.79 1 49.51 4 58.99 59.01

1206.63 54.12 2 52.12 4 54.83 63.00

1217.80 12.90 3 13.28 5 14.69 15.90

1222.72 37.90 1 38.69 9 37.06 42.00

1244.58 32.31 5 26.37 12 24.49 24.06

1252.57 19.56 3 19.58 5 25.06 25.06

1281.06 35.12 2 34.97 4 37.53 40.45

1285.51 8.98 4 8.94 9 8.41 8.36

1309.89 46.15 2 45.75 4 53.93 52.01

1327.91 39.21 2 39.18 4 37.07 42.74

1335.20 33.87 2 33.08 6 39.95 38.91

1353.54 54.06 2 52.31 4 39.47 39.47

1358.92 11.87 4 11.42 6 13.68 13.43

1366.91 35.79 2 34.21 10 32.43 31.75

1394.94 16.87 3 16.50 5 17.25 15.90

1425.77 31.36 4 31.71 7 32.22 31.52

1428.10 54.94 3 52.57 5 61.48 60.03

1449.53 46.57 2 47.41 10 44.89 56.16

1468.79 16.34 4 15.03 6 17.25 17.81

1473.76 26.83 3 26.92 8 26.67 26.20

1489.50 70.84 1 76.88 7 74.13 69.71

1500.81 9.31 5 9.09 8 9.21 9.16

1529.46 12.66 4 13.35 7 13.09 13.36

1551.41 40.64 2 39.04 7 44.46 46.88

1568.41 3.87 8 3.92 8 4.17 4.10

1577.84 40.88 2 34.74 5 37.89 45.00

1592.37 19.76 3 20.13 6 24.35 24.99

1614.09 42.78 2 41.55 8 43.58 42.24

1640.76 24.40 3 23.06 8 23.23 22.87

1645.40 35.79 2 33.61 7 34.29 33.82

1659.40 1.61 9 1.59 10 2.19 2.18

1692.44 39.17 3 39.85 7 44.02 40.25

1705.29 53.87 2 49.04 5 56.56 53.11
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Table 5.4: Radiative kernels (K) for 197Au+n obtained at n_TOF and that ones listed in

ENDF/B libraries.

TAC C6D6 ENDFVII ENDFVI

ER K ∆K/K K ∆K/K K K

(eV) (meV) % (meV) % (meV) (meV)

1720.46 14.91 4 14.83 7 17.25 17.81

1733.53 49.73 2 47.11 5 56.90 55.61

1753.49 54.75 4 54.67 6 57.14 55.86

1755.55 39.53 5 36.07 7 39.17 38.17

1810.80 20.39 3 19.24 8 20.57 20.29

1820.70 8.19 6 8.15 8 8.09 7.86

1830.92 19.19 4 18.21 8 19.56 19.30

1855.56 44.69 3 44.40 5 47.00 55.88

1859.63 33.58 3 29.66 7 29.71 31.74

1882.61 30.67 3 28.72 9 34.65 30.07

1887.60 1.27 10 1.39 10 1.52 2.25

1912.72 43.45 3 42.54 5 44.26 52.01

1939.03 39.06 2 40.24 11 38.52 39.00

1959.46 72.19 1 72.57 9 68.07 84.61

2021.06 5.60 8 6.34 8 6.11 36.78

2028.01 35.67 2 35.00 11 32.41 31.75

2032.35 33.61 5 32.54 7 36.91 36.04

2035.31 49.23 3 50.08 10 52.17 51.10

2058.58 10.40 6 9.09 8 8.09 31.21

2074.86 57.12 3 58.67 5 71.52 69.53

2081.65 64.80 2 66.38 11 62.99 61.43

2088.37 38.07 2 38.59 12 37.74 36.83

2111.74 29.27 3 26.70 7 28.80 28.47

2130.65 44.37 1 46.12 9 43.87 43.11

2147.45 58.40 3 55.76 5 63.46 61.87

2153.85 33.31 3 33.43 11 34.68 47.84

2192.90 36.41 2 35.67 11 34.29 33.51

2223.25 15.09 5 14.57 9 14.12 15.90

2240.35 32.20 4 35.85 8 38.71 38.11

2278.11 8.63 6 9.15 8 8.89 8.31

2286.42 46.10 3 43.76 8 40.00 39.37

2331.94 50.32 2 46.02 9 42.35 30.66

2366.06 48.23 2 42.33 8 34.29 33.82

2379.59 3.08 9 2.98 10 2.89 3.00
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Table 5.4: Radiative kernels (K) for 197Au+n obtained at n_TOF and that ones listed in

ENDF/B libraries.

TAC C6D6 ENDFVII ENDFVI

ER K ∆K/K K ∆K/K K K

(eV) (meV) % (meV) % (meV) (meV)

2405.84 35.17 4 37.82 8 38.71 28.70

2414.50 55.69 4 49.48 6 42.86 41.66

2419.06 35.61 5 37.36 7 71.79 69.77

2439.97 27.08 3 26.43 10 26.67 33.82

2469.09 53.06 4 53.13 6 64.39 62.76

2498.05 17.48 6 21.25 8 23.86 19.68

2507.65 25.21 5 26.23 8 29.21 28.96

2535.05 33.81 4 38.82 9 45.03 44.25

2560.14 9.98 8 11.56 9 12.63 11.34

2576.78 31.14 3 29.75 10 28.47 36.78

2581.33 5.64 8 5.11 9 4.71 4.70

2597.64 49.43 3 48.74 7 55.24 47.47

2611.56 47.95 4 48.15 7 55.83 47.99

2627.98 13.47 7 14.06 9 18.46 18.18

2632.28 2.75 9 2.63 10 1.12 1.80

2652.56 1.16 10 1.21 10 .81 .81

2683.82 30.04 4 30.16 8 30.62 30.62

2708.19 38.89 6 33.23 13 22.97 22.97

2722.41 48.32 3 48.48 10 49.07 49.07

2747.17 34.22 4 35.54 9 37.12 37.12

2761.45 35.96 4 37.28 9 39.37 39.37

2774.77 4.49 9 4.82 10 4.72 4.72

2790.47 7.69 7 7.46 9 7.28 7.28

2805.45 47.78 3 47.33 10 47.47 47.47

2831.67 34.45 5 41.54 7 54.99 54.99

2849.45 28.63 5 29.08 9 33.21 33.21

2864.33 44.95 3 45.83 10 48.73 48.73

2875.97 40.18 4 43.90 10 44.81 44.81

2896.10 1.26 10 1.23 10 1.21 1.21

2910.81 7.04 8 6.56 10 7.54 7.54

2926.78 2.43 10 2.49 10 2.42 2.42

2957.06 15.55 6 15.77 9 16.15 16.15

2985.10 40.65 4 43.27 8 49.07 49.07

3023.94 63.07 2 64.43 11 61.32 61.32
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Table 5.4: Radiative kernels (K) for 197Au+n obtained at n_TOF and that ones listed in

ENDF/B libraries.

TAC C6D6 ENDFVII ENDFVI

ER K ∆K/K K ∆K/K K K

(eV) (meV) % (meV) % (meV) (meV)

3036.59 68.97 1 70.16 11 66.25 66.25

3048.40 33.53 3 33.72 12 33.00 33.00

3063.02 3.82 9 4.00 10 4.14 4.14

3078.98 37.20 2 37.76 12 37.29 37.29

3098.32 15.22 6 15.87 10 16.47 16.47

3133.50 51.51 3 51.14 10 49.24 49.24

3160.89 8.50 8 9.37 10 10.24 10.24

3174.22 19.57 5 19.87 10 20.76 20.76

3200.23 5.98 8 6.31 10 6.46 6.46

3214.80 83.07 1 83.75 10 78.47 78.47

3254.00 34.50 5 40.75 10 43.06 43.06

3258.26 22.16 5 22.91 10 21.96 21.96

3268.69 23.14 6 23.70 9 24.11 24.11

3278.15 35.51 4 35.60 10 37.46 37.46

3302.30 3.41 10 3.68 10 4.10 4.10

3309.97 2.98 10 3.08 10 3.00 3.00

3333.45 65.17 2 65.62 12 65.08 65.08

3347.41 78.95 1 79.18 12 76.56 76.56

3362.79 46.86 3 46.51 11 47.84 47.84

3385.05 53.42 3 54.99 11 53.11 53.11

3399.83 72.50 1 71.88 11 69.00 69.00

3416.59 2.47 10 2.59 10 2.48 2.48

3439.08 11.14 7 12.05 10 13.55 13.55

3469.62 52.55 5 49.22 7 61.04 61.04

3489.28 19.26 6 19.43 10 18.91 18.91

3511.93 45.77 4 47.25 10 46.89 46.89

3518.94 14.14 7 14.12 9 12.78 12.78

3540.32 31.42 6 35.67 10 35.35 35.35

3548.67 81.07 5 79.06 6 85.04 85.04

3565.61 41.13 5 40.13 8 50.81 50.81

3593.94 120.20 1 119.75 11 116.43 116.43

3637.72 60.64 2 61.68 12 60.76 60.76

3652.12 2.53 10 2.50 10 2.42 2.42

3671.15 20.80 5 20.35 10 20.76 20.76
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Table 5.4: Radiative kernels (K) for 197Au+n obtained at n_TOF and that ones listed in

ENDF/B libraries.

TAC C6D6 ENDFVII ENDFVI

ER K ∆K/K K ∆K/K K K

(eV) (meV) % (meV) % (meV) (meV)

3690.41 33.28 5 35.44 10 41.24 41.24

3695.71 3.08 9 3.07 10 2.82 2.82

3708.46 14.62 6 14.55 10 13.92 13.92

3727.64 61.85 2 61.92 12 59.60 59.60

3743.86 15.31 6 15.46 10 17.08 17.08

3759.75 13.96 7 13.95 10 14.82 14.82

3762.41 11.51 8 11.69 10 12.13 12.13

3789.43 1.86 10 1.87 10 1.80 1.80

3807.00 47.75 4 48.93 11 49.32 49.32

3841.25 64.94 2 64.72 12 62.69 62.69

3863.15 11.62 8 13.19 10 14.82 14.82

3871.64 58.80 2 59.40 12 58.58 58.58

3887.73 67.35 1 66.86 12 64.23 64.23

3913.88 81.63 1 81.89 11 77.88 77.88

3939.83 88.80 1 88.43 11 83.87 83.87

3964.44 50.43 4 53.37 11 52.98 52.98

3981.90 89.35 1 89.06 9 82.85 82.85

3986.90 9.81 8 10.44 10 9.77 9.77

3999.35 36.45 5 36.80 10 40.25 40.25

4036.59 71.14 1 71.18 11 67.79 67.79

4046.74 3.46 9 3.47 10 3.47 3.47

4072.94 11.62 8 12.30 10 11.77 11.77

4085.85 81.09 1 81.20 11 77.21 77.21

4126.83 92.51 1 91.66 11 86.29 86.29

4137.26 31.00 3 31.62 12 32.61 32.61

4164.12 36.21 5 37.56 10 37.62 37.62

4170.94 42.96 6 43.29 15 46.50 46.50

4232.92 18.47 8 20.60 10 21.30 21.30

4248.13 63.74 2 64.10 12 61.18 61.18

4273.36 14.95 7 15.43 10 15.33 15.33

4288.88 38.88 5 46.22 11 47.84 47.84

4300.56 64.29 2 64.44 12 61.32 61.32

4315.44 60.86 2 60.39 11 57.23 57.23

4332.35 39.40 5 40.75 10 39.06 39.06
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Table 5.4: Radiative kernels (K) for 197Au+n obtained at n_TOF and that ones listed in

ENDF/B libraries.

TAC C6D6 ENDFVII ENDFVI

ER K ∆K/K K ∆K/K K K

(eV) (meV) % (meV) % (meV) (meV)

4355.62 20.23 8 22.96 17 29.39 29.39

4363.91 48.85 4 50.10 12 47.84 47.84

4388.56 35.29 2 35.56 12 33.91 33.91

4422.21 53.25 6 53.58 8 60.90 60.90

4435.83 28.48 6 29.30 10 33.62 33.62

4455.19 20.58 5 21.07 11 21.10 21.10

4521.16 62.32 2 62.58 12 60.46 60.46

4535.70 37.67 2 37.59 12 35.80 35.80

4541.71 33.10 6 35.55 10 34.98 34.98

4551.79 18.43 6 18.89 10 18.64 18.64

4572.62 64.52 2 65.00 12 61.69 61.69

4589.75 31.46 6 33.24 10 34.60 34.60

4610.86 14.26 7 15.87 10 16.78 16.78

4626.64 5.53 9 5.75 10 6.31 6.31

4665.55 80.35 1 79.73 11 75.51 75.51

4684.01 39.03 5 42.61 10 40.25 40.25

4695.88 19.35 6 19.27 10 18.24 18.24

4712.27 26.78 4 25.90 11 24.66 24.66

4732.44 26.84 6 27.01 10 25.27 25.27

4766.18 29.51 6 30.60 10 32.59 32.59

4780.39 51.18 4 55.67 12 53.89 53.89

4789.28 45.53 4 47.63 11 45.89 45.89

4800.10 12.08 7 12.13 10 11.34 11.34

4828.75 37.01 8 48.77 15 48.77 54.17

5.4.3 Comparison between n_TOF data

The capture kernels, as a function of resonance energy, extracted from the TAC and

C6D6 data are shown in Figure 5.19. As it can be seen from Figures 5.20, which shows

the capture kernel ratios, there is an overall agreement between TAC and C6D6 data

(both obtained at n_TOF). Event though for some small resonances sizeable discrep-

ancies are present, the mean of the kernel ratio distribution is 1.00 ± 0.05.

To check for residual systematic effects the kernel ratio between TAC and C6D6

was plotted as a function of different variables and shown in Figure 5.21. The kernel
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Figure 5.19: Comparison of the capture kernels obtained with TAC data and with C6D6 data
as a function of resonance energy. Uncertainties from the fit.

Figure 5.20: Capture kernel ratios, and relative histogram, obtained with TAC and C6D6 as a
function of resonance energy. Uncertainties from the fit.
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Figure 5.21: Comparison of the capture kernels obtained with TAC and C6D6 as a function
of: resonance area, Γn/Γγ ratio, gΓn and peak resonance counting rate.

ratio confirms the correctness of the following corrections:

• the attenuation of the γ-rays originating in the sample, when the ration is plot-

ted as a function of the radiative kernel;

• the neutron sensitivity, when the ratio is plotted as a function of Γn/Γγ ;

• the self absorption term, when the ratio is plotted as a function of gΓn;

• the pile up and dead time, when the ratio is plotted as a function of peak count-

ing rate.
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5.4.4 Comparison with libraries

After verifying that both capture detection techniques give consistent results, the cap-

ture kernels from the TAC data were compared with previous data. As already men-

tioned in Section 1.5, evaluations are available in the ENDF/B-VI and ENDF/B-VII

libraries, with a 5% discrepancy in average between the two libraries.

As evident from Figure 5.22, the capture kernels measured at n_TOF show a good

agreement with the ones calculated from the ENDF/B-VII resonance parameters,

with an average difference of 3%. Large discrepancies can however be observed for

some resonances, (see for example the resonance at 952 eV in the right panel of Fig-

ure 5.23) A careful look revealed that the largest differences are observed for weak

resonances, which were probably not accurately measured in the past. In addition,

Figure 5.22: Ratio of the area of the resonances measured at n_TOF with the TAC and that
listed in ENDF/B-VII (left panel) and that listed in ENDF/B-VI (right panel).

7 resonances have now been clearly resolved, while they were previously consid-

ered to be "doubtful" (listed in Table 1.4) and, therefore, only partly included in the

ENDF/B-VI and ENDF/B-VII evaluations (see for example Figure 5.23).
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Figure 5.23: Left panel: clearly resolved resonances (at 209.3 and 255.7 eV) from this work,
which were only partly considered in previous evaluations. Right panel: huge
discrepancies between n_TOF data and ENDF evaluation of resonance at energy
952 eV.
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Chapter 6

Measurements at IRMM-GELINA

Transmission, capture and self-indication experiments have been carried out at the neu-

tron time-of-flight facility GELINA of the Institute for Reference Materials and Measurements

(IRMM), Geel, Belgium. From a resonance shape analysis of the data, using the R-matrix

code REFIT, the parameters for resonances below 200 eV have been determined together

with the capture cross section from 10 meV up to the first s-wave resonance at 4.9 eV.

6.1 Introduction

Several Gold samples of different thickness ranging from 5 µm up to 1 mm were

employed. The large number of samples guarantees the two conditions pointed out

in Chapter 2 of:

• “thin“ sample, for capture measurement, for strong resonances;

• ”thick” sample, for transmission measurement, for weak resonances;

indeed, in principle, each resonance requires its ideal thickness. Furthermore the use

of several samples reduces the uncertainty related to the sample preparation (thick-

ness, homogeneity, contaminations, ...). Moreover we were able to find a good com-

promise between energy resolution and statistics even for weak resonances. The sam-

ples used with their characteristic are listed in Table 6.1. Capture measurements have

been carried out at a 12.8, 28, and 60m (nominal) flight path, while transmission mea-

surements have been performed at the 30 and 50 m (nominal) flight path, both types

of measurement with repetition rate of 50 and 800 Hz. Self-indication measurement

was carry out at a 28 m flight path, and at 50 Hz operation mode.



Table 6.1: General description of Gold samples measured at GELINA. Uncertainty on areal
density is of the order of 0.1%, or less.

Sample Thickness Diameter Weight
name nominal calculated (mm) (g)

(mm) atoms/barn

T2 1.10 6.007×10−3 80.00±0.05 98.75±0.05
C2 0.53 3.097×10−3 80.00±0.05 50.920±0.002
TPNP08/16 0.52 3.026×10−3 80.04±0.05 50.9234±0.0005
C1 0.12 6.642×10−4 80.00±0.05 10.9200±0.0005
TPNP08/17 0.11 5.945×10−4 80.06±0.06 9.7685±0.0002
T1 0.11 5.940×10−4 80.00±0.05 9.766±0.002
S1 0.05 2.906×10−4 80.00±0.05 4.777±0.001
TP0736/1 0.01 5.765×10−5 80.02±0.02 0.9483±0.0001
TP0736/2 0.01 5.861×10−5 80.02±0.02 0.9640±0.0001
TP0736/3 0.005 2.772×10−5 80.02±0.04 0.4559±0.0001

squared samples
TPNP08/14 1.00 5.825×10−3 50.45×50.39 48.4330±0.0005
TPNP08/15 1.00 5.841×10−3 50.42×50.45 48.5957±0.0005
TPNP08/20 1.00 5.905×10−3 50.42×50.45 48.5957±0.0005
FILTER 0.11 5.886×10−4 217×220 91.9±0.1

6.2 Transmission measurements

6.2.1 Experimental conditions

Table 6.2 summarizes the details of the transmission experiments. Transmission mea-

surements have been performed at two different stations with the neutron detectors

placed a 26.45 m and 49.34 m distance from the neutron producing target. For these

stations the angle between the flight path and the normal to the moderator is 9o. The

samples were placed almost halfway between the detector and the neutron produc-

ing target in an automatic sample changer which is operated by the data acquisition

system. Air-conditioning system was installed at the measurement stations to reduce

electronics drifts due to temperature changes and to keep the samples at a constant

temperature. The temperature at the sample position was continuously monitored

and the average temperature was used in the resonance shape analysis to account for

the Doppler broadening of the resonances. Two BF3 proportional counters were used

to monitor the output and stability of the accelerator and to normalise the sample-in

and sample-out measurements to the same total neutron fluence. FP 26.45 m setup.

One setup uses a flight path length of 26.45 m, with the sample position at approxi-

matively 10 m. The detector system is a 1
2
“ thick lithium-glass scintillator, with a di-
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ameter of 4 inch that is viewed by two photomultiplier tubes (EMI9823QKB), placed

perpendicularly to the neutron beam axis. The Al canning was covered with a thin

Teflon foil to reflect the light to the entrance window of the photomultiplier. The

setup at this flight path is shown in Figure 6.1. To separate a valid neutron event

from the photomultiplier noise, a coincidence between the signals of both tubes is

required [145].

Figure 6.1: A description of a experimental setup for transmission measurements at GELINA
(FP 26.45 m). Figure from [145].

FP 49.34 m setup. For the second setup the detector system is stationed at a dis-

tance of 49.34 m from the neutron target, the sample position is at 25 m. The detector

is a lithium-glass scintillator of 1
4
” thickness and 4“ diameter mounted inside an alu-

minum sphere, to improve the light collection. Such a design should make the light

collection independent of the interaction spot. A pulse-height window selects the

alpha-peak of the 6Li(n,α) reaction to distinguish a neutron event from background

events. Moreover it has to be noticed that the sample is far from the detector station,

to reduce the background [146].

6.2.2 Data reduction

The transmission Texp is obtained from the ratio of the counts of a sample-in measure-

ment Cin and a sample-out measurement Cout, both corrected for their background

contribution Bin and Bout, respectively:

T = NT
Cin − Bin

Cout − Bout
(6.1)

The experimental spectra in Eq. 6.1 are corrected for losses due to the dead time in

the detector and the electronics chain. The normalization factor NT accounts for the
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Table 6.2: Transmission measuring sequence at the 26.45 m and at 49.45 m flight paths.

Flight Frequency filters
path Sample Overlap Background

49.34 50Hz 10.0 µm Cd Na,Co
49.34 50Hz 20.0 µm Cd Na,Co
49.34 50Hz 50.0 µm Cd Na,Co
49.34 800Hz 3.0 mm 10B Na,Co

26.45 50Hz 3.0 mm Pb, Na, Co, Rh
26.45 400Hz 3.0 mm 10B Pb, Na, Co, Rh
26.45 800Hz 3.0 mm 10B Pb, Na, Co, Rh

ratio of the integrated intensities of the incident neutron beam during the out and

the in cycles. To avoid systematic uncertainties due to slow variations of the beam

profile or detector efficiency as a function of time, the alternating sequences of “in-

out” measurements are repeated several times to approach an identical incoming

average neutron flux for the “in” and “out” cycles. Such a procedure reduces the

uncertainty on the normalization factor NT to less than 0.5%.

To derive the transmission Texp from the raw TOF spectra the data reduction pack-

age AGS (Analysis of Generic TOF Spectra) developed at the IRMM [190] is used.

This package includes the most important spectra manipulations, such as: dead time

correction, background fitting and subtraction, and normalization. The package in-

cludes a full propagation of uncertainties, starting from the uncorrelated uncertain-

ties due to counting statistics [191]. The final transmission, deduced from the raw

TOF spectra, includes a complete covariance matrix accounting for both uncorrelated

and correlated uncertainty components.

The dead time of the detection chain was monitored continuously by a registra-

tion of the time-interval distribution between successive events. From the time inter-

val spectrum a dead time of τd = 2850 ± 20 ns and τd = 2850 ± 20 ns was deduced

for the detection set-up at 26 and 50 m, respectively. The dead time corrections for

neutron energies below 500 eV was in all cases less than 2%.

The background as a function of TOF was derived by the black resonance tech-

nique [192]. Tomonitor the background level all measurements have been performed

with at least one fixed black resonance filter in the beam. The resonance dip due to

this filter was used to determine the impact of the sample on the background level

for a sample-in measurement. The background over the time range of interest was

determined by an analytical expression:

B(t) = A0 + A1e
− t

τ + A2t
−α (6.2)
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or as a series of 2-3 exponentials, depending on the energy region and thus the filters

used.

The parameters were adjusted to the dips observed in the TOF spectrum resulting

from measurements with black resonance filters. The black resonance filters used

for the different measurement campaigns are listed in Table 6.2. The second term

in the analytical expression represents the background due to the 2.2 MeV γ-rays

resulting from the H(n, γ) reaction in the moderator. Since the energy deposited in

a lithium-glass detector is comparable to the energy released by a neutron event,

this background component can not be suppressed by pulse-height discrimination.

The background contribution due to the 2.2 MeV γ-rays can be represented by an

exponential decay with a decay time of about 25 µs. The decay time is related to the

moderation process and was verified byMonte Carlo simulations [193]. The last term

in Eq. 6.2 accounts for the contribution of scattered neutrons.

An example of such an evaluation of the background for TOF transmission mea-

surements is shown in Figure 6.2. The results in Figure 6.2 have been obtained from

measurements at the 50 m flight path with a 10 µm thick Au disc as a transmission

sample. The dips at about 70 µs and 300 µs are due to the 2.8 keV and 132 eV black

resonance of Na and Co, respectively. The reduction in count rate above 7000 µs re-

sults from the Cd-overlap filter. Other background points, which have been used to

adjust the parameters in the analytical expression, resulted from additional measure-

ments with a S, Bi and Au black resonance filter. The background level at the 4.9 eV

resonance for 197Au in case of a sample-in is about 10% while for the sample-out

measurement the background is less than 1%.

6.2.3 Results

From a resonance shape analysis of the experimental observed transmission Texp the

resonance energy En and gΓn values for 12 resonances below 200 eV have been de-

duced. From the pattern due to the interference between resonance and potential

scattering observed in the transmission through the 3.0 mm thick sample the reso-

nances at 4.90, 60.28, 78.51, 107.05, 151.40, 163.08 and 190.06 have been identified as

s-wave resonances. The results of the transmission measurements at the 26.5 m flight

path with the 3.0 mm thick sample are shown in Figure 6.3. The interference pattern

characterizing an s-wave resonance is illustrated in Figure 6.4 by comparing the ex-

pected transmission for an s- and a p-wave 60.3 eV resonance through a 3-mm thick

gold disc.
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Figure 6.2: The sample in and sample out time-of-flight spectra together with their fitted
background.
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Figure 6.3: The transmission factor of the 1.75×10−2 atoms/barn thick sample measured at
the 26.45 m flight path. The interference between the potential scattering and the
resonance term can be easily identified, for example at the 190 eV resonance. The
missing region is due to the presence of the Co black resonance.

Figure 6.4: A comparison of the calculated transmission factor (broadened for experimental
resolution) for a 3 mm Au sample. Red curve: the 60.3 eV resonance is a s-wave.
Blue curve: the 60.3 eV resonance is a p-wave.
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6.3 Capture measurements

6.3.1 Experimental conditions

Capture measurements have been performed at three measurement stations with

nominal flight path distance 12 m, 30 m and 60 m. Details about the experimental

conditions are summarized in Table 6.3. An air-conditioning system was installed in

the measurement stations to keep the sample at a constant temperature and to avoid

electronic drifts due to temperature changes. The moderated neutron beam was col-

limated to about 75 mm in diameter at the sample position for each measurement

station. The detection set-up, i.e. γ-ray detectors, neutron flux detector, electronics

and data acquisition system, at the three measurement stations are very similar (Fig-

ure 6.5 shows a description of the 60 m FP setup). A block diagram of the analog

electronics used for the capture and flux detection system at the 60 m station is given

in Figure 6.6. To reduce dead time effects, separate electronics and data acquisition

systems for the flux and capture measurements have been used.

Figure 6.5: A description of the experimental setup for capture measurements at GELINA (FP
at 60 m). Figure from [145].

The detection systems consisted of a set of C6D6 detectors with each detector po-

sitioned at an angle of 125o with respect to the direction of the neutron beam. Each

scintillator was coupled to EMI9823-KQB photomultipliers (PMT) through a quartz

window, reducing the neutron sensitivity of the detectors as much as possible. For

each detector the anode signal of the PMT is used to determine the time arrival of

the neutron creating the capture event and the signal of the 9th dynode to provide

information about the energy deposited by the detected γ-ray. Both signals have been

processed by conventional NIM electronics as shown in Figure 6.6. The discrimina-

tion level of the capture detection system at 12m, 30m, and 60m corresponded to 200
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Table 6.3: Capture measuring sequence at the 12.8, 28 and 60 m FP. A compromise to cover
the energy range of interest with good energy resolution and statistic was found
with these combinations.

filters
Sample Overlap Background

T2 - 1.0 mm Co, Bi, Na
C2 - 0.5 mm Co, Bi, Na
C2 - 0.5 mm W, Co, Bi, Na

FP5-12m 50 Hz C2 - 0.5 mm Ag, W, Co, Bi, Na
4 C6D6 “pyramid“ C2 - 0.5 mm Cd Co, Bi, Na

C1 - 0.1 mm Co, Bi, Na
S1 - 0.05 mm Co, Bi, Na
N2 - 0.01 mm Co, Bi, Na
N3 - 0.005 mm Co, Bi, Na

FP5-12m 50 Hz C2-0.5mm Co, Bi, Na
2 C6D6 “cylinder” C2-0.5mm Cd Co, Bi, Na

T2 - 1.0 mm Cd Na,Pb
C2 - 0.5 mm Cd Na,Pb
C2 - 0.5 mm Cd W, Co, Na, Pb

FP15-30m 50 Hz C1 - 0.1 mm Cd Na,Pb
2 C6D6 “cylinder” N17 - 0.1 mm Cd Na,Pb

S1 - 0.05 mm Cd Na,Pb
N2 - 0.01 mm Cd Na,Pb
N3 - 0.005 mm Cd Na,Pb

T2 - 1.0 mm 10B Pb, Al
FP15-30m 800 Hz C2 - 0.5 mm 10B Pb, Al
2 C6D6 “cylinder” T1 - 0.1 mm 10B Pb, Al

T1 - 0.1 mm 10B Pb, Al, S
T1 - 0.1 mm 10B Pb, Al, Na

FP14-60m 800 Hz C1 - 0.1 mm Cd Co, Na
4 C6D6 “cylinder”
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Figure 6.6: Block diagram of the electronic used for Au measurement at both flight paths.
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keV, 150 keV and 150 keV deposited energy, respectively.

The shape of the neutron spectrum at each station was continuously measured

with 10B Frisch gridded ionization chambers placed about 80 cm before the capture

sample. At the 12 m and 30 m station a double chamber was used with a cathode

loaded with two back-to-back layers of about 40 µg/cm2 10B each. The 10B layers

were evaporated on a 30-µm-thick Aluminum backing. The chamber at the 60 m sta-

tion consisted of three back-to-back layers of 40 µg/cm2 10B evaporated on an Alu-

minum backing. The chambers were operated with a continuous flow of a mixture

of argon (90%) and methane (10%) at atmospheric pressure. The analog electronics

used to obtain the time and amplitude signal are shown in Figure 6.6. Both the time

and amplitude signal are obtained from the bipolar output pulse of the spectroscopic

amplifier.

The TOF of a neutron (or a captured gamma) was determined by the time between

the start signal, given at each electron burst, and the stop signal either from the cap-

ture detectors or from the 10B-chamber. This time was measured with a Fast Time

Coder with a 0.5 ns resolution, designed at the IRMM [195]. The TOF and the pulse

height of the detected events were recorded in list mode using a data acquisition sys-

tem developed at the IRMM [194]. The list mode recording allowed a continuous

stability check of the detection systems and an off-line application of the weighting

function. The stability of both the detection systems and the accelerator operating

conditions (i.e. frequency, current and neutron output) were verified in cycles of 1

hour. The linearity and resolution of the C6D6 detectors was monitored weekly by

measurements of the 2.6 MeV γ-ray from the 232Th decay chain.

6.3.2 Data reduction

The pulse-height weighting technique was applied to the output pulses from the cap-

ture detection systems in order to make the detection efficiency proportional only to

the total emitted γ-ray energy. Three different types of C6D6 detectors have been

used. For each measurement set-up weighting functions have been calculated by

Monte Carlo simulations with a geometry input file reflecting as much as possible

the measurement conditions. The weighting functions have been calculated for a

threshold reflecting the lower discriminator level of the observed pulse height spec-

trum.

The list mode data are processed off-line. To convert the list mode data into an

experimental yield, the weighting function is applied and the flux and weighted cap-

ture time-of-flight spectra are corrected for dead time and background. The proce-

dure is divided in two steps. In a first step the list mode data is processed by the

AGL (Analysis of Geel List mode data) package [196]. This package is used to reject

inconsistent measurement cycles due to instabilities of accelerator conditions, detec-

tion chain or measurement conditions in other flight paths. This selection is based
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on a statistical analysis of the central monitor counts together with the counts of the

individual detectors. The AGL is also used to correct for small drifts in the detec-

tions chains. These corrections for drifts are based on an analysis of the amplitude

spectra. After converting the amplitude into a deposited energy and rejecting events

with a deposited energy deposition lower than the discriminator level, the weighting

function is applied. To reduce bias effects due to the detection of coincident events,

the amplitude of only one C6D6 detector is selected randomly in case more than one

γ-ray out of the cascade was detected.

Finally the data are compressed into time-of-flight spectra for further data reduc-

tion with the AGS package. This AGS package is used to perform dead time correc-

tions and background subtraction on the weighted capture counts and on the counts

resulting from the flux measurement. The final step is the calculation of the experi-

mental yield:

Yexp = N(Ccw − Bcw)
Yϕ

Cϕ − Bϕ
(6.3)

together with the full covariance matrix. The dead time corrected tof-spectrum of the

weighted counts (or counting rates) is denoted by Ccw and the background contribu-

tion by Bcw. The TOF-spectrum resulting from the flux measurements is Cϕ and the

background contribution is Bϕ. Yϕ is the calculated theoretical yield for the flux mea-

surement (see Eq. 4.10-4.14). The AGS package includes a procedure to account for

the difference in flight path length between the capture and flux set up and to project

the shape of the neutron flux determined at the flux station to the conditions of the

capture set-up.

For the fluxmeasurements the dead timewas about 3.5 µs resulting in amaximum

dead time correction of 1%. The dead time for the capture systems was about 2.8 µs

(as shown in Figure 6.7). For measurements at 60m the corrections were less than 1%.

At the 30 m station the maximum correction was about 5%. For the measurements at

12 m with the 2 cylindrical C6D6 detectors the maximum correction was 20%. When

the high efficiency system consisting of 4 pyramid detectors was used at 12 m dead

time corrections higher than 50% were observed. To reduce systematic bias effect

due to the dead time only the parts of the time-of-flight spectra with a dead time

correction less than 20% were considered for the data analysis.

The background for the capture measurements consists of two components, one

time (i. e. time-of-flight) independent and the other time dependent. For a stable

nuclide, such as 197Au, the time independent component results mainly from the am-

bient background. The time dependent background is simply the open beam (the

measurement with only the sample holder). As a prof the 208Pb+n and open beam

measurements were carried out. In Figure 6.8 we give an example for the capture

measurements at the 12.8 m FP. 208Pb+n has been measured to estimate the back-

ground of scattered neutrons as well as the background induced by the γ-rays trav-
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Figure 6.7: Interval time distribution for an Au capture measurements.

elling in the beam with neutrons. As can be seen from the figure the yield of 208Pb+n

and open beam measurement are very close. This result make us confident in the

minimization of the background. Therefore the background-free Au capture yield

(CAu,NET ), as pointed out in Eq. 5.1, is obtained subtracting bin by bin the net open

beam spectra and the ambient background spectra to the Au spectra. this simple

subtraction of tof spectra can be done after the normalization to the central monitors.

In Figure 6.9 a TOF spectrum obtained with the 10B ionization chamber is shown

together with the calculated background. Like in the transmission runs, the back-

ground for the flux measurements was derived from the saturated resonance dips

formed by black resonances (of Na, Bi and Co filters in this case). Again, to minimize

the influence of the filters on the TOF spectra, the background level was determined

with few fixed filters and checked from separate measurements introducing addi-

tional non-fixed filter (W and Ag). Moreover when the measurement at 12.8 m is

carried out without Cd anti-overlapping filter the neutron background at low ener-

gies (below the energy of the black resonance of Ag at 5.2 eV) has to be estimated

with a Monte Carlo simulation. In this way the background point at 2 × 107 ns in

Figure 6.9 has been determined.

The full propagation of uncertainties, starting from the uncorrelated uncertainties

due to counting statistics were performed thanks to AGS code.

6.3.3 Normalization

The saturated resonance technique has been used to normalise the experimental cap-

ture yields. Even though the normalization does not change, the correction due to

the γ-ray attenuation in the sample modifies the calculated capture yield, in partic-

ular for thickness greater than 0.1 mm, as already explained in the Section 4.4 (see

Eq. 4.29). Therefore we used REFIT, that allows us to correct the calculated capture
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Figure 6.8: Time-of-flight spectra obtained at the GELINA 12.8 m FP, together with the open
beam and lead measurement.

Figure 6.9: Time-of-flight spectra from the 10B for the flux measurements together with the
background contribution, resulting from a fit through the black resonance points.
The point at 2 × 107 ns has been estimated with Monte Carlo calculations.
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yield for this effect, to derive the normalization (and calculate the capture yield, see

for example the comparison between GELINA data with ENDF evaluation in Fig-

ure 6.11).

The procedure for the correction is the following: the experimental yield is de-

duced using the weighting function for a homogeneous distribution of the γ-rays in

the sample and then, during the resonance shape analysis a correction factor Kc, de-

pending on the resonance strength (gΓn), is applied to the calculated Yc. Indeed it can

not be applied to the experimental yield since the yield due to the neutron sensitivity

is not affected by this phenomenon (we recall that Y = εcYc + εnYn), therefore the

correction factor Kc needs to be applied on the calculated capture yield.

The correction factor as a function of nσtot is show in Figure 6.10. This correction

Figure 6.10: The correction factor Kc as a function of the product of the target thickness and
the total cross-section, for the capture set-up at the 12.8 m FP with 4 pyramid
C6D6.

Kc, calculated by means of MC simulations, depends not only on the target thickness

but also on the detector characteristics, geometry, surrounding materials. It has to

be noted that it depends on the detector threshold as well, in particular it tends to

vanish for detector threshold close to 0.

6.3.4 Results

As already discussed the measurement of the capture yield at thermal energy by

means of the time-of-flight technique needs short flight path, because of the gravity.

Moreover a high neutron flux is necessary when measuring the capture yield in this

region (because of the low cross-section). Therefore we have performed the measure-

ment at the 12.8m flight path and operatingmode of 50Hz (without anti-overlapping
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filter). These conditions allow for the measurement of the capture yield down to the

thermal energy. This measurement is very important because it represents an accu-

rate check for the measurement itself. Indeed the cross-section at thermal point is

known with 0.1% uncertainty and it is considered as a standard of measure because

of its absolute determination. As can be seen from Figure 6.11 we were able to repro-

duce this point within 1%, when the normalization was obtained from the saturated

4.9 eV resonance. Since several effects, such as the deadtime correction 1, the weight-

ing function, the background, ... have been taken into account in the analysis, this

result make us confident on our measurement since it is a further check on the over-

all procedure.

Figure 6.11: The capture yield obtained at the 12.8 m FP with the 2 cylindrical C6D6 together
with the calculation starting from the ENDF/B-VII parameters. The agreement
is within 1%.

Several capture yields have been measured in the resonance region. Indeed to

analyze resonances with a proper nσtot value, capture measurements on samples with

different thicknesses are required. In the Figure 6.12 the capture yield obtained with

a thin (0.05 mm thick) and a thick (1.0 mm thick) Au sample are shown, together with

the capture yield normalized to the areal density of the sample. In this last graph it is

more evident the effect of the self-shielding term and that of the multiple scattering, it

1Wehave studied in detail the different approaches to the dead-time correction, and how accurately
they can correct the experimental data. These tests were done with simulated spectra as well as with
spectra that were taken with dead-times ranging from 300 ns to 4µs. The results is that correction
factors (up to a factor of two) have an accuracy better than one percent [119].
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results that such corrections are negligible (thus the approximation Yc ≈ nσγ is valid)

only for very weak resonances.

Figure 6.12: The capture yield obtained with a 1 mm thick sample and with a 0.05 mm thick
sample, and the same capture yields divided for the areal density of the sample.

As already pointed out in the last section of Chapter 3, the energy resolution plays

an important role in the measurement. Therefore depending on the natural width of

a resonance different flight path have to be used. As a general rule we have used

capture data to extract the resonance parameters in this way: from the 12.8 m FP for

energies below 100 eV, and from the 28 m FP for energies up to 200 eV.
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6.4 Self-indication measurement

6.4.1 Experimental conditions

This measurement has been carry out at the 28 m FP, usually employed for capture

measurements. This section, indeed, could be included in that of capture setup since

the electronic and the detectors are the same, and thus the steps of the data reduction.

We have just to add the dimension of the the Gold filter placed at the beginning of the

neutron beam pipe, far from the measurement station. It was a squared filter 21.7 cm

× 22.0 cm, with a thickness of nt = 5.886 × 10−4 atoms/barn (nominal thickness 0.11

mm). The thickness of the Gold sample was similar: nc = 5.945 × 10−4 atoms/barn

(nominal thickness 0.11 mm). This combination of sample and filter thicknesses has

been chosen for the 4.9 eV resonance.

To determine the self indication ratio, a capture measurement in the same con-

ditions, i. e. the same measurement with the Gold filter removed from the neu-

tron beam line, is needed. Indeed, it is required to extract the self indication yield,

moreover it provides the normalization to the measurement. Obviously the anti-

overlapping filters as well as the fixed background filters are the same during both

measurements. A Cd, Na and Au filters configuration was employed.

6.4.2 Data reduction

The results of the data reduction of the C6D6 data are shown in Figure 6.13. It is

evident the presence of the Au filter, indeed at the TOF corresponding to 4.9 eV a dip

is present. Since the 4.9 Au resonance is saturated, the background identification at

the resonance position is clear (as shown in Figure 6.13).

Concerning the flux measurement, there is a small difference to the procedure we

have illustrated before (in the Section 6.3.2). Indeed the flux obtained without the Au

filter in the beam is used for the self-indication yield. However the fluxmeasurement

during the self-indication measurement provides an additional background point,

that one of the 4.9 eV resonance. Indeed as can be seen from Figure 6.14 a dip, due to

presence of the Au filter in the beam, is observed. This point is of great importance

in the determination of the shape of the background (it is the only reference between

Na and Cd). It follows that at the position of a saturated resonance the identification

of the background is straightforward for the flux as well.

6.4.3 Results

From a resonance shape analysis of the experimental observed self-indication, the

(statistical factors, or equivalently) spins of the strong resonances have been assigned,
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Figure 6.13: Time-of-flight spectra obtained at the GELINA 28 m FP, together with the open
beam measurement and the ambient background fit.

Figure 6.14: Flux measurements at the GELINA 28 m FP with and without the Au filter in
the beam. The background contribution, resulting from a fit through the black
resonance points is also reported.
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and in particular, the spin of the 4.9 eV. As can be seen from Figure 6.15 the normal-

ization is given by the capture measurement, by means of the saturated resonance

technique, as usual.

Figure 6.15: The capture yield (i. e. the yield obtained without the Au filter in the beam) and
the self-indication ratio (i. e. the yield obtained with the Au filter in the beam)
obtained at the 28 m FP with operation mode of 50 Hz.

6.5 Resonance shape analysis of the experimental data

This analysis has been performed from the thermal region up to 200 eV. The REFIT

code was used to calculate resonance parameters performing a simultaneous fit of

several data sets. Since each resonance requires a different combination of measure-

ments, we choose to employ 4 or 5 data sets: the transmission factor obtained with

a thin and a thick sample, the capture yield of a thin sample (extracted at the 28 m

and/or at 12.8 m FP, depending on the best compromise between statistics and res-

olution) and the self-indication measurement. As a further general rule we avoided

data sets when the dead time correction was greater than 20% and data sets with

several filters (cycles with fixed and not fixed filters).

The time-energy calibration was derived from the measurement of the transmis-

sion factor of 238U, since the energy of its resonance at 6.673±0.001 eV is a standard of

measurement [1]. This measurement fixed the flight path to 49.3445±0.0006 m. The

flight path of the other measurement stations were then adjusted to reproduce the
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Au resonance energy obtained with the transmission measurement, thus having self

consistence between the data sets.

6.5.1 The new resonance parameters up to 200 eV

The fitted parameters are the energy of the resonance and the partial reaction widths:

Γγ and Γn. The statistical spin factor and, when possible, the parity of the resonance

have been determinedwith the ”evaluation of the χ2“method. When this last method

was sensitive, the total angular momentum J and the angular momentum ℓ have been

deduced.

The ”evaluation of the χ2“ technique consists in repeating the fit to the same res-

onance as many times as the number of the statistical spin factor values allowed (in

this case 4, see Table 2.1), determining which g produces the lower χ2. The goodness

of this methodwas particularly enhanced by the self-indication measurement, indeed

the larger variation on χ2 values have been observed in this data set. Moreover, when

possible, the transmission factor of the 3 mm Au sample (the thickest one measured)

helped to assign the parity of the levels. To this end, two additional fit were required

to remove the degeneration of the levels with total angular momentum J=1 or J=2.

Indeed both s- and p-wave can form a level of the 198Au* nucleus with g=3/8 and

g=5/8.

The results are given in Table 6.4, quoted uncertainties on Γγ and Γn result from

the fitting procedure. When it was not possible to assign the statistical spin factor g,

we used the one listed in ENDF/B-VII library.

Figure 6.16 shows the values of the radiative widths as a function of the energy.

We calculated the average Γγ and the weighted average of Γγ , obtaining: 〈Γγ〉 =

126 ± 10 and 〈Γγ〉W = 121.47 ± 0.04 respectively.

In the next section we describe in detail the result obtained for the first Au res-

onance. The procedure adopted is that we have just explained, and constitute the

main example for χ2 evaluation technique. However it has been carried out only for

s-wave (J=1 and J=2), since it was clearly an s-wave resonance.

6.5.2 The adjusted parameters of the first 4.9 eV resonance

A section dedicated to the first 4.9 eV resonance is justified by the widely use of this

Au resonance in the nuclear field. It is often quoted as a well known resonance and it

is employed for normalization purpose in neutron facilities. Since its capture cross-

section is very high, it is often saturated (a 30 µm thick sample starts to show the

saturated behaviour at ambient temperature). As a consequence of this high cross-

section, the reaction widths are not simple to measure, because very thin samples are

needed. In the literature its resonance parameters are quoted (by Mughabghab [51])
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Table 6.4: The new Au resonance parameters up to 200 eV. The uncertainties come from the
fit. When the spin assignment was uncertain the value was taken form ENDF/B-
VII.

fitted quantities evaluation
Energy Γγ gΓn of the χ2 remarks
(eV) (meV) (meV) ℓ g

4.8991 ± 0.0002 122.6 ± 0.2 5/8 × (14.99 ± 0.02) 0 5/8 J = 2+

46.478 ± 0.003 115.0 ± 10 0.0776 ± 0.0004 a

58.072 ± 0.003 124 ± 4 3/8 × (4.24 ± 0.04) 0 3/8 J = 1+

60.284 ± 0.002 110.1 ± 0.6 5/8 × (71.34 ± 0.3) 0 5/8 J = 2+

78.508 ± 0.002 122 ± 3 3/8 × (16.36 ± 0.2) 0 3/8 J = 1+

107.051 ± 0.003 127 ± 3 5/8 × (7.63 ± 0.09) 0 5/8 J = 2+

122.334 ± 0.003 0.488 ± 0.013 b

144.425 ± 0.003 150 ± 4 3.31 ± 0.04 c

151.402 ± 0.003 125 ± 3 5/8 × (22.3 ± 0.4) 0 5/8 J = 2+

163.080 ± 0.003 110 ± 3 3/8 × (55 ± 1) 0 3/8 J = 1+

165.084 ± 0.004 136 ± 6 5/8 × (8.8 ± 0.9) 0 5/8 J = 2+

190.062 ± 0.002 141 ± 4 3/8 × (43.74 ± 0.8) 0 3/8 J = 1+

aSame χ2 for each Jp combination.
bΓγ and Jp values from ENDF/B-VII.
cSame χ2 forJ = 1+ and J = 1−.

Figure 6.16: The values of the radiative width, from the present analysis, as a function of
the resonance energy. The average Γγ and the weighted average of Γγ are also
reported.
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with less than 3% uncertainties2.

The tail at low energy of this resonance is responsible of the 95% of the capture

cross-section at thermal energy, and its resonance parameters are linked to the neg-

ative resonances (i. e. with excitation energy below the neutron separation energy)

added to reproduce the measured thermal cross-section and to the potential scatter-

ing length3 (or radius) R’. Table 6.5 explains how this region is described in the two

neutron data libraries.

Table 6.5: The resonance parameters of the 4.9 eV resonance, data from neutron libraries.

Energy Γn Γγ Γ Radius negative
(eV) (meV) (meV) (meV) (fm) resonances

ENDF/B-VI 4.906 15.2 122.5 137.7 7.868 1
ENDF/B-VII 4.89 15.2 124.0 139.2 9.658 2

A series of capture and transmission measurements with very thin samples have

been carried out at GELINA to extract the parameters with a higher accuracy. In

particular the data sets obtained with thinner samples (5, 10 and 20 µm thick) have

been used. It has to be noted that the normalization of capture measurement is not

straightforward, since the saturated resonance technique can not be applied. To over-

come this problemwe deduced the normalization from the nearest resonances, fitting

the normalization with resonance parameters fixed to our new values (listed in Ta-

ble 6.4).

In Figure 6.17 the experimental data together with the fit in the energy region 3 -

7 eV are shown for total angular momentum J=1 and in Figure 6.18 the same graphs

are presented for J=2. The resulting global χ2 are not so different but looking at the

χ2 per single measurement, it is possible to determine the statistical spin factor and

thus the total angular momentum of the first resonance thanks to the self-indication

measurement. The list is given in Table 6.6.

As a final remark, for the accuracy of the results we have varied:

• the resolution function (both analytical and MC resolution function have been

used);

• the Debye and the ambient temperature (two different Debye temperatures are

present in literature);

2Γn = 15.2 ± 0.4 meV, Γγ = 124 ± 3 meV.
3We recall that R’ is related to the coherent scattering length a, by the relation 2.48, or by the fol-

lowing approximation [51]:

a ≈ R′ − 2.277× 103 A + 1

A

∑

j

Γo
nj

EoJ

where a and R’ are expressed in fm. The recommended value [197] for a is 7.9 ± 0.07 fm.
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Figure 6.17: The transmission factor, the capture yield and the self indication ratio for a 5,
10, 20, and 100 µm thick samples together with the result of a resonance shape
analysis on the 4.9 eV s-wave resonance with total angular momentum J=1.

Table 6.6: The χ2 evaluation, of the 4.9 eV resonance, for total angular momentum J=1 and
J=2. The self-indication measurement presents the larger variation on χ2.

Measurement sample χ2

thickness J=1 J=2

Transmission 10 µm 1.11 0.97
Transmission 20 µm 1.09 0.98
Self-indication 0.1 mm 1.66 1.04
Capture 5 µm 1.28 1.16
Capture 10 µm 1.27 1.20

Global - 1.28 1.07
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Figure 6.18: The transmission factor, the capture yield and the self indication ratio for a 5,
10, 20, and 100 µm thick samples together with the result of a resonance shape
analysis on the 4.9 eV s-wave resonance with total angular momentum J=2.
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and checked:

• the influence of negative resonances (Radius and negative resonances from ENDF/B-

VI and from ENDF/B-VII);

• the influence of a single measurement (only transmission data and transmission

plus capture data).

All the results agreeded within less than 0.5%. When the new parameters where used

to fit the capture data of the thick sample shown in Figure 6.11 an overall better agree-

ment was found using the ENDF/B-VII values for the Radius, and the two negative

resonances.

6.6 Comparison with n_TOF TAC data

The last comparison concerns the kernels obtained at n_TOF with the BaF2 array

and the kernels extracted from the new parameters determined at GELINA (listed

in Table 6.4). In the Figure 6.19 the kernel ratio is shown. We did not consider the

discrepancy for the very weak resonance at about 122 eV (which suffers for the back-

ground), the kernel ratio is below 1.05. In average the kernel ratio is 1.01 ± 0.02, and

1.01 ± 0.03 considering the gaussian fit of the distribution of the kernel ratios.

Figure 6.19: The kernel ratio as a function of the resonance energy, between GELINA data
and at n_TOF-TAC data, and the relative histogram. The point at 122.334 eV
has been excluded, since the resonance parameters have not been determined at
GELINA.
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Conclusions

The Au(n, γ) is a very important reaction, widely used in nuclear reactors and other

applications for neutron flux determination, and commonly employed in neutron

facilities as reference for capture reaction measurements. While its cross-section is a

standard of measurement at thermal energy and between 0.2 and 2.5 MeV, it is not

equally well known in the resonance region, i.e. between 1 eV and a 0.2 MeV. In

particular, the R-matrix description of the Au(n, γ) cross section suffers from the lack

of transmission data, deterministic spin assignment and accurate neutron capture

data.

With the aim of improving the accuracy of the neutron capture cross section of Au

in the resolved resonance region, a series of transmission and capture cross-section

measurements have been performed at two different neutrons time-of-flight facili-

ties: n_TOF at CERN and GELINA at EC-JRC-IRMM. The measurements reported in

this thesis have been performed at the two neutron facilities in completely different

conditions of neutron beam, background, flight path length, experimental set-ups,

data acquisition, etc... In particular, two conceptually different capture detection sys-

tems have been employed: a total absorption calorimeter (TAC), and a total energy

system. The motivation for this choice is that a comparison of data obtained with dif-

ferent set-ups would allow to identify and minimize systematic uncertainties related

to important experimental effects, such as detection efficiency and neutron sensitiv-

ity.

The work here presented was intended to provide an important contribution to

an ongoing effort towards the extension of the energy region in which the Au(n,

γ) reaction is as considered standard. In this thesis, we have concentrated on the

resolved resonance region where, for each resonance, an accurate analysis requires

proper experimental conditions, e.g. suitable sample thickness, suitable combination

of neutron flux and background level, suitable combination of energy resolution and

statistics. Therefore transmission, capture and self-indication measurements have

been performed on a large variety of Au samples and experimental conditions.

At the CERN n_TOF facility, the Au(n, γ) cross section has been measured with

two C6D6 as well as with a new TAC detector, a 4π calorimeter made of BaF2 scin-

tillators. Although both set-ups are based on the detection of prompt γ-rays follow-

ing neutron capture reactions, their characteristics, in terms of γ-ray and neutron



response, are completely different, and in some respect complementary. In particu-

lar, while the C6D6 apparatus is characterised by a low efficiency and low neutron

sensitivity, the TAC detector has a very high γ-ray efficiency and good background

rejection capability, but suffers from a relatively high neutron sensitivity. Further-

more, while C6D6 detector have been extensively used, the n_TOF TAC had never

been used prior to the measurement presented in this thesis. For this reason, the

comparison with C6D6 data has been of great importance for studying the perfor-

mances of the calorimeter and gaining confidence on the reliability of the results, in

view also of the use of the TAC in neutron reaction measurements on radioactive and

rare samples (such as minor actinides of interest for advanced nuclear reactors).

The first part of this thesis has been devoted to the analysis of the BaF2 total ab-

sorption calorimeter. A preliminary step consisted in determining the optimal analy-

sis conditions in terms of energy deposited andmultiplicity of the γ-ray de-excitation

cascade following the neutron capture event. A method was then developed for cor-

recting the capture yield for systematic effects such as pile up and neutron back-

ground, relying purely on experimental data. In particular, the pile up has been

minimized by imposing a proper threshold on each crystal. A correction for a non-

paralyzable dead-time was also included in the analysis, with an additional second

order correction related to the particular conditions used in the analysis.

In order to correct for the neutron background in the TAC, twomethods have been

tested. The first one calculates the contribution of the neutron background starting

from neutron scattering data available in literature, while the secondmethod is based

on the experimental determination of the background through a dedicated neutron

scattering measurement on Carbon. It was found that this second method, although

preferable in principle, presents a problem for high counting rates, so that additional

information extracted from the first method were used.

With a preliminary R-Matrix analysis, the capture kernels of 263 resonances, from

1 eV to 4830 eV, have been extracted from the TAC data. These kernels (related to the

area of the resonances in the Au(n, γ) cross section) were compared with the results

obtained with the C6D6 apparatus at n_TOF, showing in average a very good agree-

ment, with differences of only a few percent. The n_TOF results were also compared

with evaluated data available in literature, showing an overall agreement within 4%.

However, for some resonances, large discrepancies were found, up to a factor 4, due

to the poor accuracy of previous measurements, in particular for small resonances.

In addition, seven resonances, observed before but not included in the ENDF/B-

VI or in the ENDF/B-VII evaluations, have been clearly resolved in the present cap-

ture measurements.

The results of this first part, i.e. the accurate capture measurements performed at

n_TOF, covering in a single measurement the whole resolved resonance region, con-

stitute an important contribution towards a new evaluation of Au(n, γ) cross section
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in terms of R-matrix.

To further improve the accuracy of the Au(n,g) cross section, the n_TOF data were

complemented with capture measurements performed at the GELINA neutron facil-

ity with C6D6, as well as with transmission and self-indication measurements carried

out on a large number of Au samples. The objective of these high resolution measure-

ments was to extract accurate resonance parameters for the parameterization of the

Au(n, γ) cross-section in terms of R-matrix. In fact, the combination of complemen-

tary measurements allows to derive resonance parameters in a deterministic way,

overcoming all possible distorsions of the partial widths caused by the experimental

conditions.

In the present work, the total angular momentum of 9 resonances, and energy and

partial widths of 12 resonances up to 200 eV have been extracted with high accuracy.

A particularly important result of this work is the determination of the total angular

momentum and partial widths of the 4.9 eV resonance, which is often employed for

normalization purposes.

Thanks to a self-indication measurement, and to the use of very thin samples in

transmission and capture measurements, it was possible to determine the total angu-

lar momentum of this resonance, confirming the value present in evaluated data files.

Furthermore, the analysis allowed us to extract the following values for the radiation

and neutron widths, respectively: Γγ = 122.6±0.2meV and Γn = 14.99±0.02meV. In-

cluding all systematic effects, the uncertainty on the resonances parameters is slightly

above 0.5%. Such a very high accuracy, reported for the first time on this resonance,

represents an important step forward towards the adoption of a new standard.

An important validation of the results presented in this thesis was provided by the

measurement of the Au(n, γ) cross section at thermal energy, which is quoted with

0.1% uncertainty. When using the normalization obtained from the saturated reso-

nance at 4.9 eV resonance, the thermal cross-section was reproduced within 1%, thus

confirming the reliability of the measurement data reduction and analysis procedure.

As a final remark, we would like to say that during this thesis, besides all, we had

the opportunity of working on different neutron time-of-flight facilities, on different

neutron capture detectors, and on different R-matrix codes. The good agreement,

within 3%, for the 12 resonances up to 200 eV between n_TOF TAC data and GELINA

C6D6 data is the starting point for a new evaluation of 197Au(n, γ) reaction cross-

section. We believe that, thanks to these results, the extension of the standard in the

resolved resonance region is now within reach.
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Appendix A

Boundary conditions to the R-matrix

Different choices on the boundary parameters Bc are possible. For neutron induced

reactions (c = n), a good choice is Bc = −ℓ [89]. The hard sphere phase ϕn, the shift

factor Sn and the penetration factor Pn for s-, p- and d-waves can be expressed as

indicated in Table A.1. The term ρ = kac stands for a function of the channel radius ac

and of the neutron wave number in the centre-of-mass system, which is defined as:

k =
1

λ
=

A

1 + A

√
2mnE

~
, (A.1)

where A is the target to neutron mass.

Table A.1: The hard-sphere phase ϕn, the shift factor Sn and the penetration factor Pn as a
function of ρ for s-, p- and d-wave neutrons.

ℓ 0 1 2

ϕn ρ ρ − arctan(ρ) ρ − arctan
3ρ

3 − ρ2

Sn 0 − 1

1 + ρ2
− 3(ρ2 + 6)

9 + 3ρ2 + ρ4

Pn ρ
ρ3

1 + ρ2

ρ5

9 + 3ρ2 + ρ4
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Appendix B

Practical approximations to the

R-matrix

B.1 Reich-Moore approximation

The Reich-Moore approximation neglects the off diagonal contribution of photon

channel in the so called level matrix. This approximation is valid when there are

many channels, which have a decay amplitude with comparable magnitude and ran-

dom sign. Therefore, their contribution to the sum over the channels (c ∈ γ) tends to

cancel for c 6= c′ [99]:
∑

c∈γ r 6=r′

γrcγr′c ≃ 0 (B.1)

It can be shown [100] that the collision matrix becomes a function of a reduced R-

matrix:

Rcc′ =
∑

r

γrcγr′c

Er − E − iΓrγ/2
(B.2)

It is a reduced matrix in the sense that Rcc′ is only defined over the non-photonic

channels. The photon channel is explicitly taken into account through the total radi-

ation width Γrγ :

Γrγ =
∑

c∈γ

Γrc (B.3)

The reduced R-matrix dimension for fissile target nuclei is usually a 3×3 (1 elastic and

2 fission channels). For non-fissile nuclei, the only energetically allowed processes are

elastic scattering (c = n) and radiative capture (c = γ) for which the neutron-channel

Reich-Moore expression suffices. In the most case the reduced R-matrix is merely a

R-function expressed as follow:

Rnn =
∑

r

γ2

Er − E − iΓrγ/2
(B.4)



From this reduced R-matrix, we get a reduced collision matrix. For the s-wave it is

given by:

Unn = e−2iϕ 1 + ikanRnn

1 − ikanRnn

(B.5)

The elastic (σn) and total (σtot) cross-section are obtained from Eq. 2.11 and 2.13. The

capture cross-section (σγ) is obtained by the difference:

σγ = σtot − σn (B.6)

In the present analysis, n+ 197Au in the resonance region, as well as in the often

occurring case, at low energy that only the elastic scattering and neutron capture

channel are open, the number of channel in the R-matrix is one, namely that of the

neutron channel, the photon channel being excluded explicitly.

B.2 Multi Level Breit Wigner approximation

Several resonances can be taken into account as a sum of Breit and Wigner single

level cross-section, also called many-level SLBW. This is the most simple treatment

of cross-section of many resonances. It neglects any possible interference between

channels and levels (resonances).

The MLBW approximation involves a simple sum over resonances in the collision

matrix:

Ucc′ = e−ikR′

(

δcc′ + i
∑

r

√
ΓrcΓrc′

Er − E − iΓr/2

)

e−iϕc′ . (B.7)

In the inverse of the level matrix all off-diagonal element are neglected, which means

neglecting all interference terms between channels, but not between levels.
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Appendix C

Statistical properties of the resonance

parameters

The essential idea of the compound nucleus is that the energy of the incident par-

ticle is shared amongst the other nucleons in a time that is short compared to the

lifetime of the compound state. According to the Bohr’s assumption the decay of the

compound nucleus is independent of the way it has been formed. In this way the

decay depends only on the energy, spin and parity of the compound state and no

correlations exists between the partial widths, e.g. neutron and radiation width in

case of neutron radiative capture. The compound nucleus is extremely complex and

the density of levels is much higher at the neutron separation energy compared to

the density in the region just above the ground state. Due to extreme configuration

mixing, the nuclear system at the neutron threshold has a statistical behaviour. The

basic assumption is that the compound nucleus states are so complex that the values

of the nuclear matrix elements have a Gaussian distribution with zero mean. The

distribution of the spacing D of compound nucleus levels of the same spin and parity

has been explained byWigner, who derived the so-calledWigner distribution of level

spacings assuming a random matrix ensemble [102]:

P

(
D

< D >

)

dD =
π

2 < D >2
e−

π

2<D>2

D2

2 DdD (C.1)

where D is the level spacing and < D > is the mean level spacing. Eq. C.1 expresses

the “level repulsion“ effects, which predicts a zero probability of finding levels with

zero spacing. An example of level spacing distribution for 197Au is given in Figure C.1

A graphical method of evaluating the average level spacing for the case of s-( and p-)

wave resonances of 197Au is illustrated in Figure C.2. The total number of resonances

is plotted as a function of energy, then a least squares fit in the linear region in per-

formed, and finally the inverse slope, which is equal to the average spacing, is found.

A departure from linearity may indicate that resonances are missed or p-levels are



Figure C.1: The Au(n ,γ) level spacing distribution of spin J=1 and J=2 resonances from
ENDF/B-VII [55] The smooth curve is the corresponding Wigner distribution.

included.

In the case of neutron induced reactions, the neutron widths fluctuate strongly

among resonances with the same total angular momentum and parity. The theoretical

framework for the study of the distribution of reaction widths of compound nucleus

states has been provided by Porter and Thomas [99]. The distribution of the reduced

neutron widths Γℓ
n normalized to their average values < Γℓ

n > for one single channel

is given by the so-called Porter-Thomas distribution:

P (x)dx =
e−x/2

√

(2πx)
dx, x =

Γℓ
n

< Γℓ
n >

(C.2)

which is a chi-squared distribution with one degree of freedom (defined as the num-

ber of exit channels). This distribution is valid for the widths of any compound reac-

tion related to single exit channels, i.e. for the reduced neutron width Γℓ
n as well as for

the partial radiative widths Γγif from an initial state i to a final state f in which case

we have x = Γγif/ < Γγif >. Instead of matching the Porter Thomas distribution for

neutron channel (Eq. C.2) with observed data, it is more convenient to use a kind of

reverse cumulative distribution and compare the number of resonances with a value

of x larger than a threshold value xt:

N(xt) = N0

∫ ∞

xt

P (x)dx = N0(1 − erf
√

xt/2) (C.3)

The value N0 gives the real number of resonances in the energy region considered. At
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Figure C.2: Cumulative number of s-wave resonances of 197Au as a function of neutron en-
ergy. Au data is from ENDF/B-VII nuclear data file.

low thresholds the resonances are generally missing and the data set deviates from

the expectation . At higher threshold values, the observed data should be in agree-

ment with the integrate distribution. An example for n+197Au data present in litera-

ture is given in Figure C.3, the expected behaviour is not well reproduced at low gΓn.

This could be related to a wrong assignment of resonance parity (p-waves resonances

classified as s-wave resonances). Because of the Porter Thomas fluctuations to which

all statistical gamma rays are subject, the high-energy primary gamma-ray spectrum

in radiative neutron capture varies from resonance to resonance. When several exit

channels contribute to the process, the total width is the sum of the relevant partial

widths, and the distribution for the corresponding reduced total width can be de-

rived from the Porter-Thomas distribution if the partial width are uncorrelated and

have equal mean averaged over many states. Under these conditions the distribution

of the total radiation width Γγ , which is the sum of all the partial radiation widths,

will follow a chi-squared distribution:

P (x)dx =
ν/2

Γ(ν/2)

(ν

2
x
) ν

2
−1

e−
ν
2
xdx, with x =

Γγ

< Γγ >
(C.4)

with ν the number of degrees of freedom, representing the number of exit channels or

different radiative cascades. In this expression Γ(ν/2) represents the gamma function.

The mean value of this distribution is 1 and the variance is:

〈(x − 〈x〉)2〉 = 2/ν (C.5)

For most of the compound nuclear reactions, the experimentally determined neu-
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Figure C.3: An example of the integrate number of levels (for ℓ = 0) above a threshold value
of the neutron width together with the prediction of equation C.3 for n+197Au
(data listed in ENDF/B-VII).

tron reduced widths are in very good agreement with the Porter-Thomas distribu-

tion (ν=1). From an analysis of an extensive set of experimental data, Bollinger et

al. [103] confirmed the Porter-Thomas distribution for the partial radiation widths of

compound nucleus reactions. Some of the experimental data have led to ν values

different from one. This can mostly be ascribed to a lack of sufficient resonance data,

since the primary problem in such an analysis is that the data are usually too frag-

mentary for large-sample statistical theory. For many nuclei the total radiation width

of resonances with given spin and parity corresponds with a large number of degrees

of freedom ν. Therefore, the distribution of the total radiation width approaches a

Gaussian.

It was already mentioned that one of the reasons for parameterization of resolved

resonance cross-section data is the need to determine level-statistical parameters such

as mean level spacing, average widths and strength functions. These average param-

eters permit the extrapolation to the URR and to the high-energy region1. An impor-

tant parameter is the neutron strength function, which is a dimensionless quantity

related to the average reduced neutron width. The neutron strength function for a

1For example, in the unresolved energy region, by averaging the Breit-Wigner total cross-section
over an energy region containing many s-wave resonances, one obtains [51]:

〈σtot〉 = 4π(R′)2 + 2πλ2
√

ES0 + O(S0)
2,

where S0 is the s-wave strength function.
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given orbital angular momentum ℓ are defined by the relation:

Sℓ =
1

ℓ + 1

< gΓl
n >

Dℓ
(C.6)

where Dℓ is the average level spacing of resonances with orbital angular momentum

ℓ and g is the statistical weight factor. This expression reduces to:

Sℓ =
1

∆E(ℓ + 1)

N∑

i=1

giΓ
ℓ
ni (C.7)

when resonances in the energy interval ∆E are considered. The neutron strength

functions is directly related to the average compound nucleus cross-section. In the

extreme application of the statistical model, the neutron strength function is energy

independent and constant for all nuclei[51]. However, nuclear shell structure effects

become apparent when the observed strength functions are plotted as a function of

the mass number. These structures (minima in the observed strength functions as a

function of the mass number) can be well reproduced by optical model calculation

when the s-strength function is related to the imaginary part of the optical model

phase shift [51].

Various expressions have been derived for the gamma strength function. The

different expression were mostly used to test a particular theoretical model. This has

led to a certain degree of confusion and difficulty in using values from one formalism

to test predictions of another model. An overview of the different formalisms is given

by Lone [104] and Allen [105]. The gamma-ray strength function (downwards) for

multipole type XL (E1, M1, ..., ), which is universally accepted in nuclear theory and

cross-section calculations, is defined as [106]:

fXL(Eγ) =
1

D

< ΓXL(Eγ) >

E2l+1
γ

(C.8)

where 〈ΓXL〉 is the partial radiation width in eV for a primary transition from an

excited state to a lower level state, D is the average level spacing in eV and Eγ is

the transition energy in MeV. This function is an important ingredient for theoretical

nuclear reaction calculations of capture cross-sections and gamma-ray production

spectra. High energy primary transitions with energies ranging from 5 to 7 MeV

are mainly of dipole character: E1 and M1 transitions are observed in most cases,

while higher multipole transitions are much weaker. Another interesting property of

high-energy transitions is that, at least for nuclei with A>100, the E1 transitions are

stronger than the M1 by almost one order of magnitude. For the neutron capture in
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107Ag For the neutron capture in 107Ag, Zanini et al. [107] reported the value:

fE1

fM1
(Eγ ≈ 7MeV) = 7 ± 1 (C.9)

Several theoretical ideas have been proposed to explain the experimentally observed

radiation widths [104, 105]. The simplest model for the strength function, the single

particle model, results in energy independent strength functions. However, a large

amount of information shows that in case of the predominant E1 radiation the single-

particle model overestimates the experimental data by far. Accurate measurements

of the primary E1 radiation from neutron resonances indicate that the giant dipole

resonance (GDR) model describes the experimental data much better than the single

particle model [108]. Another hypothesis, which was first proposed by Brink and

later applied by Axel [109], is that giant resonance built on the ground state are sim-

ilar in shape and size to those built on any excited state. Therefore, the form for the

photoabsorption cross-section is equally valid whether applied to the ground state

or any excited state. A consequence of Brink’s hypothesis is that the photon strength

function depends only on the energy of the transition, while it is not dependent on

the excitation energy, and one can assume that the radiative width for gamma decay

is related to the photon absorption cross-section σa as:

fXL(Eγ) =
1

E2L+1
γ

1

sπ2λ2g
< σa(Eγ) > (C.10)

where g is the statistical weight factor for the (γ,x) reaction and λ is the photon wave-

length. Simple semiclassical models predict a Lorentzian shape for the photoabsorp-

tion cross-section that is dominated by a giant resonance. Applying these ideas, the

general expression for the gamma strength function becomes:

fXL(Eγ) = CEγ
σRΓ2

R

(E2
γ − E2

R)2 + E2
γΓ

2
R

(C.11)

where Eγ is the gamma-ray energy and ER, σR and ΓR are the giant resonance param-

eters which are mostly derived from photonabsorption experiments. C is a propor-

tionality constant, which for E1 transitions is 8.68 × 10−8 mb−1MeV−2. In Eq. C.11

the gamma energy Eγ , the resonance energy, and spreading width are expressed in

MeV and the peak cross-section σR in mb. The simple Lorentzian shape of the ab-

sorption cross-section proves to be inadequate at energies close to the binding ener-

gies. Various empirical prescriptions have been proposed to correct for insufficien-

cies of the shape of E1 absorption cross-section. A comprehensive compilation of

functional form for the GDR can be found in the review of Allen et al. [105] and

Kopecky and Uhl [106]. The uncertainties in the parameterization of the E1 absorp-
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tion cross-section affect the ability to calculate capture cross-sections and gamma-ray

spectra. As a consequence, such calculations often use relative strength functions of

a given shape and apply some normalization based on experimental data. A popular

approach is to normalize the M1, E2, ..., strength relative to the predominant E1 con-

tribution and to find the absolute value of the latter by reproducing the experimental

fE1 strength function observed for s-wave resonances. Recommended average reso-

nance parameters can be found in database "Reference Input Parameter Library” or

RIPL, which is produced by and made available from the IAEA. This data has been

especially developed to test and improve nuclear model parameters for theoretical

calculations of nuclear reaction cross-sections at incident energies below 100 MeV

and is of special interest for ADS and Astrophysical applications. The data base re-

ports also systematics neutron and gamma strength functions for most of the nuclei.
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Appendix D

Principles of neutron flux

measurement

Neutrons coming from the producing target plus moderator assembly are charac-

terized by a broad neutron energy spectrum. To determine the energy dependent

neutron flux, the well known 10B(n,α)7Li or 6Li(n,α)3H reaction cross-section can be

used. Several factors have to be considered in searching for the most appropriate

reaction to be used for flux monitoring. First, the cross-section for the reaction must

be as large as possible, so that efficient detectors can be built with small dimensions.

Second, since gamma-rays are often present with neutron beams, the Q-value of the

reaction is important as well as the products of the reactions. The higher the Q-value,

the greater is the energy carried by the reaction products, and the easier is the task of

discriminating against γ-rays.

Figure D.1 shows a plot of the cross-section versus neutron energy for a number

of nuclear reactions of interest in neutron detection: 10B(n,α)7Li, 6Li(n,α)3H together

with 3He(n,p)3H. These large and structureless cross-section are proportional to 1/v

over a large energy range. Although the best solution would be to use 3He, it can

not be used in a efficient way in detectors. Since these reactions are considered as

a standard up to 250 keV and 1 MeV respectively, they are widely used in neutron

flux detectors (most of them ionization chamber) up to several keV neutron kinetic

energy. For higher energies, the reaction used to measure the neutron flux is the

standard 235U(n,f) with ionization chamber as fission fragment detector.

D.0.1 The 10B(n, α) reaction

Probably the most popular reaction for the conversion of slow neutrons in directly

detectable particle is the 10B(n, α) reaction. It is used at the GELINA facility (see

section 3.4 for more details) to measure the neutron flux. The reaction may be written



Figure D.1: The 10B+n, 6Li+n and 3H+n cross-sections as a function of the energy, and the
same cross-sections multiplied 1/v and normalized to 1, in which the devia-
tion from 1/v, due to high energy resonances, becomes more clear. Data from
ENDF/B-VII.

as:

10
5 B + n →

{
7
3Li + 4

2He Q-value = 2.792 MeV (ground state)
7
3Li∗ + 4

2He Q-value = 2.310 MeV (excited state)

where the branching indicates that the reaction product 7Li may be left either in its

ground state or in its first excited state. The excited Lithium nucleus quickly returns

(half-life of≈ 10−13 s) to its ground state with the emission of a 0.48 MeV gamma-ray.

When thermal neutrons are used to induce the reaction, about 94% of all reactions

lead to the excites state and only 6% directly to the ground state.

D.0.2 The 6Li(n, α) reaction

Another popular reaction for the detection of slow neutrons is the (n, α) reaction

in 6Li. This reaction is used at the n_TOF facility as a flux monitor and has been

employed in the commissioning phase to measure the flux. In this case the reaction

proceeds only to the ground state of the product and is written simply as:

6
3Li + n → 3

1H +4
2 He Q-value = 4.78 MeV.

While the 10B(n, α) reaction has the advantage of the 1/v shape over a longer

energy range and its cross-section is higher, the product of the 6Li(n, α) are more
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energetic1:

10
5 B + n → Q(2.31 MeV) → Li(0.84 MeV) + α(1.47 MeV)
6
3Li + n → Q(4.78 MeV) →3

1 H(2.73 MeV) + α(2.05 MeV).

This last feature is the main reason for using this reaction at n_TOF for flux monitor.

1The calculation of the energy of the reaction products are valid only for negligible neutron incom-
ing energy.
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